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ABSTRACT 

Despite the widespread application of remote sensing technologies to problems in 

environmental science, mapping, and geography, only limited use has been made of these 

techniques for systematic geology. In large part, this is because instruments capable of 

performing mineralogical discrimination are of relatively recent vintage. Moreover, the 

instruments capable of the degree of resolution necessary to differentiate spectral 

lithofacies must be carefully calibrated if results are to be comparable between data sets, 

or if identified geological units are to be extraploated from instruments with a narrow 

(high resolution) field of view to instruments with a broader view of geological scenes. 

This study performs systematic calibration and coregistration of three multispectral 

instruments (TM-4, TM-5, and TIMS) and applies them, along with a coregisted digital 

topographic data set, to a study area of the Wind River Basin in Wyoming. The spectral 

units identified from examination of the TM-4 and TIMS data are then applied to develop 

an overview of a large section of the basin. Apparent anomalies in the height of recurrent 

beds in the scene appear to be resolved in harmony with paleontological results by 

applying a topographic trending techniques to the data. 

Higher resolution instruments are currently under development for much more 

detailed airborne mineralogy. These new instruments, however, are much more sensitive 

not only to the reflectance and emission spectra of the targets, but are also much more 

sensitive to difficulties in calibration. In particular, the absorption of radiation by the 

atmosphere creates major distortions in the spectra of the targets, often completely 

masking the spectral signatures of the reflected radiation. A number of approaches have 

been made to calibration of such data sets, usually based on ground measurements or 
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reference standards of known or estimated composition within the scene. Although these 

approaches have met with some success, they are not always practical or possible. 

Furthermore, they do not naturally lend themselves to automated processing techniques of 

the type that are likely to be required to cope with the large volume of data that will be 

acquired by the new "hyperspectral" instruments. 

This study develops a technique, based on LOWIRAN line parameters, of 

removing atmospheric effects from the data based on the information in the data set itself. 

Because atmospheric effects are consistently relatable to the density of the absorbing 

species along the path of the radiation arriving at the sensor, it is possible, by selecting the 

correct reference wavelengths, to in turn estimate the concentration of the various 

absorbing species, and then remove their entire imputed spectrum from the remotely 

sensed data. This technique is demonstrated using convolved laboratory spectra and 

LOWIRAN parameters to show its applicability to spectra of common geological interest. 

Although better estimation techniques need to be developed for certain components of 

atmospheric absorption and scattering, the calibrated data indicates that this technique 

could be of considerable value when applied to hyperspectral instruments with sufficient 

primary systems calibration. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing approaches to geological exploration and interpretation have been 

in routine practice for a number of years. Techniques have been developed which are 

applicable to both terrestrial and extraterrestrial applications. Nonetheless there are 

aspects to the technology which require funher research and development The goal of 

this dissertation is to examine and develop techniques for advanced calibration and 

synthesis of high-resolution remote sensing data sets and multisensor data sets for 

geological application. Three topics are explored for areas in which the current state-of

the art required development. 

The first topic is presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation: Multi.spectral Data Set 

Calibration. Chapter 2 discusses primary calibration techniques and the data sets to 

which these techniques are applied. The objective of this research is to show that 

broadband data acquired at different times and from different sensors can be brought into 

comparable calibration. 

The second topic is presented in Chapter 3: Spectral Characterization of Eocene 

Sediments in the Wind River Valley, Wyoming. Chapter 3 combines the relevant aspects 

of the various calibration techniques and applies them to a multisensor broadband data set 

for the Wind River Basin in Wyoming. The objectives of this research are twofold: 1) To 

demonstrate the usefulness of multispectral data for characterizing Eocene sediments; and 

2) To show that the data calibrated according to the methods developed in Chapter 2 are in 

sufficient agreement that results obtained for data from an aircraft sensor can be applied to 

data from a satellite sensor. Specifically, the objective was to spectrally characterize the 

sediments exposed in the study area defined by the Thematic Mapper Simulator aircraft 

data set, and to extend the spectral characterization to the study area defined by the 

Thematic Mapper satellite data set 
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For the third topic, in anticipation of data that will be available from the new 

generation of high spectral resolution (or "hyperspectral") imaging spectrometers, a 

method is developed for performing an atmospheric calibration of high spectral resolution 

data. This methodology is presented in Chapter 4: High Spectral Resolution Data Set 

Atmospheric Calibration. Although no actual data were available against which to test the 

technique, the method is tested against a set of synthetic data developed from laboratory 

spectra. The potential advantage to this approach is that no reference to an external 

standard is required to perform the calibration. 

The data sets available to and used for the research are: 

• Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper (TM4) data for the eastern Wind River Basin 

area, Wyoming 
2600 lines, 4000 samples (1/4 scene) 

• Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM5) data for a subarea in the eastern Wind 

River Basin area 

1024 lines, 1024 samples 

• Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS or NS-001) aircraft data for a subarea 

in the eastern Wind River Basin 

1664 lines, 1088 samples 
512 lines, 512 samples 

• Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS) Data for a subarea in the 

eastern Wind River Basin 

1664 lines, 1088 samples 

512 lines, 512 samples 

• Digital Topographic Data corresponding to the 1M5 subarea 

1024 lines, 1024 samples 

• Field photos, air photos, samples, laboratory spectra 

The remote sensing and topographic data sets were made available as part of the 

NASA Wyoming Basins Project conducted at JPL, with Dr. Harold Lang as Principal 

Investigator. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DESCRIPTION OF DAT A SETS 

AND 

DISCUSSION OF RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

Presented in this chapter are the data sets used in this dissertation and the methods 

used for performing the radiometric calibration of each of these data sets. 

2 .1 STUDY AREA 

The data sets being used in the present study were acquired as part of the NASA

sponsored Sedimentary Basins Project, funded through the Earth Systems Branch of the 

NASA Office of Space Sciences. The Principal Investigator on this project is H.Lang at 

JPL. Included as co-investigators have been J.Conel and E.Paylor (JPL), R.Marrs, 

(University of Wyoming), R.Stucky and L.Krishtalka (Carnegie Museum), R.Singer 

(now at the University of Arizona), and P.Blake (University of Hawaii). 

Data acquired for this overall project cover areas in Wyoming that include rock 

exposures ranging from Paleozoic to Holocene age. Strata being examined as part of this 

dissertation encompass units that are Tertiary (primarily Eocene) and Quaternary in age. 

Figure 2.1 is an map adaptation derived from the most recent Geological Map of 

Wyoming (Love and Christiansen, 1985). The study area examined in this dissertation, 

located in the Wind River Basin, is shown as a boxed region on this map. This boxed 

area corresponds to the Arminto NW, Arminto, Badwater, and Badwater SE USGS 7-

1/2' topographic quadrangles. 
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FIGURE 2.1 
Index map of Wind River Basin, Wyoming, showing study area. 
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2.2 DATA SETS 

Spectrum data sets spanning the visible to mid-infrared wavelength regions have 

been acquired for the study area. These data were obtained from four instruments: The 

Landsats 4 and 5 Thematic Mappers (or TM), the Thematic Mapper Simulator (the NS-

001, orTMS), and the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (or TIMS). 

The TM and TMS are broadband instruments obtaining data across the 

wavelength region from 0.4 - 2.5 micrometers. The TM obtains data in seven 

bandpasses; the TMS in eight. The TIMS is a broadband instrument, having six bands 

operating in the 8 - 12 micrometer region. The operative bandpasses of all of these 

instruments are given in Table 2.1. 

There is an obvious gap from 2.5 to 8 microns in the wavelength coverage of 

these instruments. Intense atmospheric absorption across most of this wavelength region 

effectively precludes any useful spectral information being obtained. Figure 2.2 shows a 

typical atmosphere transmission spectrum from 0.4 - 15 micrometers, with the 

bandpasses indicated for each of the instruments used for this study. As can be seen, 

there is a moderate atmosphere spectral window in the 3-5 micrometer region; as yet it has 

not been demonstrated that unique spectral information can be obtained in this region, 

although the problem has been examined (e.g. Roush, 1987). 

It is also apparent upon examination of Figure 2.2 that data obtained from all of 

the instruments used here will include atmospheric effects to varying degrees. The extent 

to which these atmospheric effects pose a problem in the interpretation of the several data 

sets is evaluated below as part of the calibration discussion for each of the data sets. 
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-----------------------------------------------------------
TABLE 2.1 

Spectral Coverage for Instruments Used in This Research 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Instrument Channel Wavelength Center Width 

Range (µm) (µm) 

(µm) 

1M 1 0.45-0.52 0.485 0.07 
2 0.52-0.60 0.56 0.08 
3 0.63-0.69 0.66. 0.06 
4 0.76-0.90 0.83 0.14 

5 1.55-1.75 1.65 0.20 
6 10.4-12.5 11.45 2.10 
7 2.08-2.35 2.215 0.27 

TMS 1 0.45-0.52 0.485 0.07 
2 0.52-0.60 0.56 0.08 
3 0.63-0.69 0.66. 0.06 
4 0.76-0.90 0.83 0.14 
5 1.00-1.30 1.15 0.30 
6 1.55-1.75 1.65 0.20 
7 2.08-2.35 2.215 0.27 
8 10.4-12.5 11.45 2.10 

TIMS 1 8.2-8.6 8.4 0.4 
2 8.6-9.0 8.8 0.4 
3 9.0-9.4 9.2 0.4 
4 9.4-10.2 9.8 0.8 
5 10.2-11.2 10.7 1.0 
6 11.2-12.2 11.7 1.0 
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2.2.1 INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS 

Presented in this section are the salient characteristics of each of the instruments 

from which data were acquired. 

2.2.1.1 THEMATIC MAPPER 

The primary reference used for the following information was the Manual of 

Remote Sensing, 1983. 

Landsat platforms 4 (launched July, 1982) and 5 (launched March, 1984) each 

carry a Thematic Mapper (or TM) instrument. Although the data obtained from the 

Landsat 5 TM is of generally higher quality than data from the Landsat 4 (Maleret et al., 

1985), the design characteristics of the two instruments are the same. 

As indicated in Table 2.1, the Thematic Mapper obtains spectral measurements in 

six bands across the visible to near-infrared spectral range (0.4 - 2.5 microns) and in one 

band in the mid-infrared (8-12 microns) spectral range. The Thematic Mapper is 

considered a "broadband" instrument, in that each sensor obtains a single data value 

across a wide bandpass. The shape of these bandpasses is roughly Gaussian; each 

sensor is most sensitive to energy incoming at wavelengths in the center of the bandpass. 

The detectors for a given band are closely matched. 

Bands 1-5 and band 7 are viewed by 16 detectors each; band 6 is viewed by 4 

detectors. Note that the thermal band (band 6) has much lower spatial resolution 

(-120m/pixel) than the six visible/near-infrared detectors. This is because the thermal 

detectors are measuring thermal energy passively emitted by the earth, whereas the 

visible/near-infrared detectors are measuring solar energy reflected off the earth's surface. 

Comparable values at 1 and 10 microns for these two measurement scenarios are given in 

Table 2.2. (units of joule/s-m2-µm-sr) 
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TABLE 2.2 

Comparison of Sun and Earth Emission at Two Wavelengths 

solar 6000K 

earth300K 

1 µm 

1.191e7 

4.395e3 

10 µm 

1.774e-13 

9.927 

As a Landsat satellite proceeds in its orbit, instrument optics scan in a west to east 

direction and then in an east to west direction, repeatedly reading (on the west to east 

pass) from the 16 detectors covering band 1, then band 2, then bands 3, 4, 7, and 5. 

This sequence is reversed on the east to west pass across the detectors. The four 

detectors covering band 6, because of the larger ground IFOV of these detectors, are read 

on every fourth pass of the optics. The instrument optical train includes a mirror 

assembly to compensate for the pixel-to-pixel readout delay between detectors resulting 

from this scan pattern. Analog data are convened to digital 8-bit data with 256 data 

elements digital resolution. 

Standard "P"-format Thematic Mapper digital tapes are written in a band 

sequential format. Additionally, P-formatted 1M data have had a geometric correction 

(using a cubic convolution algorithm) performed that translates the data to the space 

oblique mercator map projection. Thus, although the data in this format are geometrically 

more accurate, the radiometric accuracy of the data has already been perturbed; 

subsequent processing will actually be on pixels that may include information from 

several detectors. 
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2.2.1.2 NS-001 THEMATIC MAPPER SIMULATOR 

The primary reference used for the following information was the Joint 

NASNGeosat Test Case Report, 1984. 

The NS-OCH Thematic Mapper Simulator (or TMS) is an aircraft instrument 

developed at NASA's Johnson Space Center (or JSC). This instrument is generally 

flown as part of the payload on the NASA C-130 or ER-2 aircraft. 

The TMS obtains data across the eight bandpasses indicated in Table 2.1. TMS 

analog data are converted to 8-bit digital data, with a digitization resolution of 256 

elements. Standard format data obtained from the TMS have had no corrections applied. 

Thus the data pertain only to the geometric reference frame of the instrument while in 

flight; however, the radiometric accuracy of the data has not been perturbed by post-flight 

processing. 

2.2.1.3 THERMAL INFRARED MUL TISPECTRAL SCANNER 

The primary reference used for the following information was the Thermal 

Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS): An Investigator's Guide to TIMS Data, 1985. 

The NASA Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (or TIMS) is an aircraft 

instrument developed by NASA at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (or JPL) and operated 

by NASA's National Space Technology Laboratory (NSTL). This instrument is 

generally flown as part of the payload on the NASA C-130 orER-2 aircraft. The 

instrument was first flown operationally in 1984 and is still in use. 

The TIMS has a linear array of six mercury-cadmium-telluride (HgCdTe) 

detectors obtaining data across the six bandpasses indicated in Table 2.1. The six 

detectors are viewed simultaneously per pixel element as the optics scan alternately back 

and forth across the scene. 

Included as part of the instrument package is a pair of blackbody reference 

sources. One of these is viewed at the start of each scan line, the other is viewed at the 

end of each scan line. These two references are maintained at controlled temperatures 
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(one cold and one hot, bracketing the measurement range) throughout a data acquisition 

sequence and serve as control points for a line-by-line calibration of the instrument 

response. TIM:S analog data are converted to 8-bit digital data, with a digitization 

resolution of 256 elements. 

The standard format for data acquired from the TIMS includes the data for the 

ground scene (in band interleaved by line format), the data and temperatures for the 

reference sources, and some navigational information. No radiometric or geometric 

corrections are applied to the data. 

2.3 RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION OF SPECTROMETRIC DATA 

SETS 

The calibration of measuring instruments is necessary in every field of science, 

and often the techniques of calibration form a substantial subdiscipline in their own right. 

In gravitational studies of the earth, for example, almost as much emphasis is placed on 

instrument calibration techniques as on the interpretation of gravity characteristics (see, 

for instance, Dobrin, 1976, pp.390-391). 

Remote sensing presents some special problems in that not only must the 

receiving instruments be carefully calibrated for systems response (referred to hereafter as 

"primary calibration"), but the data must often be further processed after instrument 

responses are removed from the data set. Many of the "contaminants" ofremotely sensed 

data, especially atmospheric absorptions, have absorption features which are more 

dramatic than the features induced by the targets themselves, similar to gravity data. 

Unless these unwanted features can be removed from the data in a process of "secondary 

calibration", they can easily dominate the collected data and often distort the spectral 

characteristics to the extent that the features of the target cannot be recognized 

Zissis, in the Infrared Handbook (Wolfe and Zissis, eds., 1985, p. 20-4), 

defines "calibration" (or primary calibration, as used in this dissertation) as "the special 

measurement process by which one determines all parameters significantly affecting an 
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instrument's performance." He further adds that, "Calibrations are performed to make 

the results of measurement as independent as possible of the particular meas~g 

instrument employed." 

The full specification of three "radiometric performance characteristics" (Zissis, p. 

20-6) is required to define the response of an instrument. These are the Responsivity, R, 

the detectivity, D, and the reference radiation or offset, 0 . The instrument responsivity is 

defined as the output per input of incident radiation. The detectivity is the RMS (root 

mean square) noise fluctuations of the output, including the effects of internal scatter. 

The reference radiation or offset is the level of radiation corresponding to a zero reading 

on the instrument. 

Instrument responsivity is a function of wavelength, time, temperature, 

polarization and direction; instrument design determines in part how much the instrument 

is affected by these factors. System detectivity and offset are also functions of these 

parameters, although often most strongly affected by temperature and time. 

Methods that have been applied to perform primary and secondary calibrations of 

broadband spectral data sets are discussed below. Calibration requirements for 

broadband instruments differ, depending upon the wavelength region across which the 

instrument operates. For this reason the calibration of data obtained from instruments 

operating across the 0.4 to 2.5 µm range (where the dominant spectral property is that of 

reflectance) is considered separately from the calibration of data operating across the 8 to 

13 µm spectral range (where the dominant spectral property is that of emission). 

The primary calibration of high spectral resolution image data (or hyperspectral 

data) is also discussed in this chapter. A method for performing a secondary calibration 

of hyperspectral data has been developed as part of this dissertation; this topic is 

therefore considered separately in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

Chapter 4 develops the equations describing the transmission of radiation from the 

sun to the earth's surface and thence to the sensor. Equation 4.13 gives the spectral 

radiance arriving at the sensor as a function of the initial solar radiance and atmospheric, 
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ground, and system effects. This equation is sufficiently general as to be applicable 

across the full wavelength region considered here (i.e. -0.4-13 µm). However, 

simplifications can be made to this basic equation within more limited spectral regions. 

Such simplifications are discussed in the following sections. 

2.3.1 BROADBAND INSTRUMENTS-"REFLECTANCE" 

RANGE 

Considered here is the problem of calibrating broadband instruments operating in 

the "reflectance" spectral range from 0.4 to 2.5 µm. For the purpose of this discussion, a 

broadband instrument is defined as an instrument obtaining data across bandpasses that 

cover a spectral range much wider than the spectral absorption features of interest For 

most of the spectral features attributed to rock-forming minerals, a broadband instrument 

would be any instrument with bandpasses wider than about 20 nanometers. Perhaps 

more pertinent, in terms of data calibration, is the width of the detector bandpasses 

relative to atmospheric absorption bands. As can be seen in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.2, all 

of the broadband instruments considered here have bandpasses that exceed both the 20 

nm benchmark as well as the widths of the atmospheric spectral features. 

Within the 0.4 to 2.5 µm spectral range, the thermal emission contribution from 

both the surface and the atmosphere is quite small in comparison to the other terms in 

Equation 4.13. Also, for a clear sky the terms in Equation 4.13 describing scatter into the 

beam along the atmospheric path are again quite small in comparison to the other terms. 

If these quantities are removed from the formulation, then Equation 4.13 for the radiance 

received at the sensor, in units unique to the sensor system, simplifies to: 

Eqn 2.1) 

Although not explicitly shown as such, each of the terms in this equation is a 

function of wavelength. 
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A further simplification which is often made is to neglect the contribution from 

radiance scattered into the received radiance from surface elements near the target pixel 

(so-called "adjacency effects"). The contribution from this effect varies with the 

reflectivity of materials surrounding the target and as yet no concise and general method 

has been developed to account for this effect. If this contribution is neglected, then 

Equation 2.1, for the radiance measured by the sensor (in units unique to the sensor), 

becomes: 

Eqn 2.2) 

This is the equation for a straight line, having a slope of (e1 e1e3)Rs(q,f) and an 

intercept of <Ds + Os)· Of the terms in this equation, only e2, representing target 

reflectance, is directly related to properties of materials on the surface. 

The above equations define the terms to be accounted for in both primary and 

secondary calibration of visible and near-infrared spectral data. The degree of calibration, 

especially secondary calibration, that is required or possible is dependent both on the type 

of instrument used and the ultimate application of the data. In the case of 

photogeology-which is, in essence, "single-band" remote sensing-the relative 

brightness of materials on the ground is the only piece of information available that allows 

a user to interpret the general morphology of the scene. With broadband, multispectral 

sensors, such as the Landsat series, atmospheric absorptions begin to play a role in 

determining the relative brightness of the bands (although such effects may be minimized 

by choosing bands in zones of maximum atmospheric transmission). 

If the user's only goal is to differentiate between different types of units in the 

scene, without attempting to characterize these units from the information in the data set, 

only minimal calibration may be needed. Coupled with field geology, minimally 

calibrated data from broadband sensors are frequently sufficient to produce reliable 

geological maps. The fundamental assumption of such an analysis approach is that the 

atmospheric transmission is roughly constant, and that various ratios between bands can 
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be diagnostic across the scene without any deeper knowledge of the underlying spectral 

structure. 

Unfortunately, such an uncalibrated data set cannot be used for direct comparison 

with laboratory or field spectra, or with data obtained from other instruments, to estimate 

the composition of the target An example makes this point clearer. Figure 2.3 shows a 

spectrum of hematite (Singer et al., 1984 ), along with the same spectrum multiplied by 

the transmission values of a single-pass model of the atmosphere (computed using the 

LOWfRAN Sb mid-latitude summer model). The general shape is quite well-preserved; 

an investigator familiar with mineral spectra could readily identify the characteristic 

hematite signature from either 161-channel curve. 

Now hypothesize a broad-band instrument that takes a reading across every ten of 

these lab channels, resulting in 16 bands. The results of a measurement by this 

instrument, when calibrated for systems response to units of radiance, would look like 

the lower curve in Figure 2.4. The upper curve shows what the results would look like if 

the atmospheric effects were removed. 

Given the upper curve in Figure 2.4, an analyst could readily identify the 

important points of similarity with the upper curve in Figure 2.3. Perhaps more 

important in a field where computer identification is a vital need to handle the sheer 

volume of data, an algorithm could readily be developed to identify the signature of the 

upper curve in Figure 2.4 by comparison with laboratory spectra. Important diagnostic 

features would be: a local maximum at Band 7; an absolute maximum at Band 13; an 

absorption feature with band center at Band 9; a sharp downward slope (high ratio) 

between Band 13 and Band 9; and a gentle downward slope (ratio slightly above 1.0) 

between Band 13 and Band 16. 

Now consider what the lower curve in Figure 2.4 displays. There is still a local 

maximum at band 7, but the absolute maximum of the curve is at Band 16. The band 

center of the absorption in the middle of the curve is shifted to Band 10. The downward 

slope (ratio) between Bands 13 and 9 is greatly diminished, and the downward slope 
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from Band 13 to Band 16 has changed sign to an upward slope. Figure 2.5 shows how 

some of the key ratios change between the two spectra. There are few definitive points of 

similarity. The problem becomes even more severe when a less distinctive spectrum than 

hematite is considered. 

Of course, creating a broadband instrument with bands that contain major 

atmospheric features would be a case of poor design. In the hypothetical case considered 

here, placing sensors at bands 13 and 15 would be pointless. Rather than using the 

relationships of Band 13 to Band 16 to identify the dropoff in the hematite spectrum, a 

sensible investigator would use the relationship of Band 14 to Band 16--windows outside 

the major water vapor absorption features. In the case of the lower curve in Figure 2.4, 

unfortunately, even the ratio of Band 14 to Band 16 shows an upward slope rather than 

the dropoff characteristic of hematite. This is because the wings of the water absorptions 

spread over into the sensor bands. 

At low densities of gaseous absorbers, the main effect on absorption features is a 

deepening of the absorption bands. At higher densities of absorbers, however, the 

dominant effect is band-broadening. From a practical point of view, this means that with 

very low atmospheric water content in the scene, our hypothetical Band 14 will be higher 

than Band 16. As water-vapor density increases, the Band 14/Band 16 ratio will drop 

from a value above unity to a value well below unity. In short, as long as the atmospheric 

effects remain in the data, there is no reliable relationship between these bands. 

Furthermore, the water absorptions showing in the spectrum are suggestive of hydroxyl 

bands, which would suggest a clay mineral rather than, or in association with, the 

hematite. Not only can the atmospheric absorptions mask the fundamental signatures of 

materials, the atmospheric features themselves can be legitimately confused with mineral 

absorption features. 
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None of the foregoing implies that image data obtained from broadband 

instruments cannot be used without atmospheric calibration. If the band ratios are similar 

between two spectra, there is a high probability that the composition of the targets are 

similar, within the limits of the atmospheric homogeneity of the scene. The fundamental 

limitations are that (1) mineralogical composition cannot be determined by comparison 

with laboratory spectra, and; (2) similar units may not appear similar between two images 

captured under differing conditions. 

2.3.1.1 CALIBRATION METHODS FOR BROADBAND 

REFLECTANCE DAT A SETS 

Because most broadband imaging instruments operating in the visible to near

infrared wavelength region (0.4 µm to 2.5 µm) obtain data in wavelength ranges outside 

the regions of worst atmospheric interference, an explicit secondary calibration of visible/ 

near-infrared broadband data is seldom performed (except, see Slater et al., 1986). Most 

often, if these data are calibrated, a simultaneous correction is made for both primary and 

secondary effects. The most commonly employed techniques for performing such a 

combined primary and secondary calibration of broadband data-from data numbers to 

reflectance-are summarized in the GEOSA T Report (Abrams et al., 1985). 

These methods are: 

1) Estimate the reflectance of a single identified material. Normalize the data 

set to the assumed reflectance of this material. Resulting data values are in 

units relative to the spectrum of the reference material. 

2) Obtain a field (ground) reflectance spectrum for a single material. 

Normalize as in 1), but using this measured spectrum instead of an 

estimated spectrum. 
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3) Obtain field reflectance spectra for several different materials. Derive a 

linear relationship (for each channel) between these spectra and the 

corresponding digital numbers (DNs) from the remote data set. Use this 

set of linear relationships to correct the scanner data to units of reflectance. 

4) Digital numbers generally exhibit a Gaussian distribution of values. 

Compute the minimum, mean, and maximum values for this distribution. 

Compare this set of values to a similar set of values determined from a 

large set oflaboratory reflectance measurements. Adjust scanner digital 

numbers so that the histogram distributions (based on the minima, means, 

and maxima) of the two data sets coincide. 

In each of these approaches, some implicit assumptions are made regarding the 

solution to Equation 2.2 above (in addition to the assumptions made in going from the 

form of Equation 4.13 to Equation 2.2). 

Under methods 1 and 2, the assumption is made that the value for e2, the surf ace 

reflectance, is known for a pixel in the scene. Further, it is assumed that the intercept 

term in Equation 2.2, CDs+Os), is equal to zero. That is, it is assumed that there is no 

noise within the system and no electronic off set. 

By neglecting these two additive terms, the remaining parameters can be solved 

for using the relationship: 

Eqn 2.3) 

It is further presumed that the above value for X remains constant, band-by-band, 

for the entire data set. Then the desired value for the surface reflectance becomes: 

Eqn 2.4) 

This is clearly a highly simplified scenario, and entirely dependent upon the 

choice of spectrum used to derive the values for X. If the normalizing spectrum does not 
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actually represent the material in the pixel to which the spectrum is associated, then the 

resultant data set will include some unknown contribution from the other spectral 

"contaminants" to that pixel. Thus, this approach to calibration can potentially produce a 

data set that is more difficult to analyze than the uncalibrated data. 

Method 3 references Equation 2.2 directly. Under this technique a number of 

pixel locations are sampled and field spectra obtained. Ideally, the sampled pixels would 

represent a wide range of reflectances. Then the line of best fit for each band 

(corresponding to Equation 2.2) is constructed and the resulting set of slope and intercept 

values is used to convert the measured DNs to reflectances. 

This approach to calibration is more rigorous than method 1 or 2 in that it is not so 

sensitive to the "appropriateness" of any single pixel spectrum. Also, an additive 

contribution to the signal is accounted for. However, as for methods 1 and 2, inherent to 

the technique is the assumption that a single set of calibration parameters (slopes and 

intercepts) is appropriate for the entire data set under consideration. Any inhomogeneities 

in the system or in atmospheric contributions to the received signal will not be accounted 

for. Additionally, this approach requires a fairly extensive program to acquire the field 

spectra. Ideally, this field program would take place at the same time the remote spectral 

data to be calibrated are acquired in order to evaluate the contribution to the pixel spectra 

of environmental effects such as ground moisture and the growth stage of vegetation. 

However, when such a field data acquisition program is possible, this method has 

been shown by Con el et al. ( 1985) to produce reliable calibration parameters for TM data. 

Method 4 represents fundamentally the same approach as method 3, except that it 

is potentially applicable to the calibration of data for which a field program is not feasible. 

The method requires, however, a large database to calibrate against. The greatest 

uncertainty in the application of this method is in the comparability of the spectra in the 

database to the pixel spectra in the data set being calibrated. And again, inherent to the 

method is the assumption that system and atmospheric effects are homogeneous 

throughout the scene. 
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For the present study, a combination of two of the above methods was employed: 

Direct calibration from ground reflectance measurements (method 3, using the results of 

Conel et al., 1985), and histogram shifting (method 4, this work) . Although method 4 

was proposed in the Geosat report, this technique was not tested as part of the Geosat 

project. It is tested as part of this dissertation: Results of the application of this calibration 

method are presented below as part of the discussion of the calibration methods employed 

in this dissertation. 

The above approaches assume no knowledge of the sensor system by the 

investigator. If, however, data do exist describing the sensor response, then the 

calibration problem becomes one of correcting for atmospheric effects. Further, if the 

sensor bandpasses have been chosen in regions where no significant atmospheric 

absorptions occur, then the problem is one of ascertaining the atmospheric scatter 

component. 

2.3.2 BROADBAND INSTRUMENTS-"EMITTANCE" RANGE 

Considered here is the problem of calibrating broadband instruments operating in 

the "emittance" spectral range from 8 to 13 µm. Shortward of approximately 2.5 µm, 

most of the radiance received by a sensor from Earth's surface is the direct result of solar 

energy absorbed and reflected by the materials in the surface. At longer wavelengths the 

earth, itself, begins to emit radiation in an approximate blackbody distribution of energy. 

It is fortuitous, for purposes of calibration, that the solar energy emission curve and 

Earth's energy emission curve overlap only slightly. These two curves are shown in 

Figure 2.6. 
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acq uisi ti on over Moffett Field in June 1987 
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Once again talcing Equation 4.13 as representing the most general description of 

the radiance arriving at a sensor, certain simplifying assumptions can be made across the 

8-13 µm spectral region. 

As is apparent in Figure 2.6, the solar contribution to the received radiance is 

quite small in comparison to other terms in the equation. Thus, any contributions arising 

along the path from the sun to the ground, as well as the term involving the solar radiance 

may be neglected from the equation. Also, the amount of energy emitted by the 

atmosphere, or scattered into the received beam by the atmosphere, is sufficiently small in 

comparison to the energy emitted by the earth's surface as to be practicably neglectable. 

If these simplifications are made, then Equation 4.13 becomes, for the radiance 

received by a sensor operating in the 8-13 µm spectral range: 

Eqn 2.5) DNM(9,<j>) = (E3)R(J(9,<j>) ne2(9,<j>) + 

(c3)Rcr(9,<j>)n52(e,<j>) + Dcr + ocr 

And, if the adjacency term is neglected, again because of the difficulty in 

estimating this effect, Equation 2.5 becomes: 

Eqn 2.6) 

Of the terms in this equation, only 0 0 2(0,<)>), representing emission by the 

target, is directly related to properties of materials on the surface. Kahle, Madura, and 

Soha (1979) and Kahle and Goetz (1983) show that the target emission is the product of a 

temperature dominated (or blacklxx:ly) component and a component that represents the 

wavelength-dependent deviation from strict blacklxx:ly behavior. 
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Kahle ( 1986) terms this latter contribution "emittance" and gives as the definition: 

Eqn 2.7) 

where eA. is the emittance (with values ranging from 0-1 ), LsA. is the emitted radiance of 

the material (corresponding to ne2(8,<)>) in Equation 2.6), and LbbA. is the radiance of a 

blackbody at the same temperature as the material. For most natural geologic materials 

emittance has values ranging from 0.86 to 0.98 (Manual of Remote Sensing, 1983, 

p.58). The surface radiance, LsA.• is strongly affected by bulk properties controlling the 

temperature of the material (especially density, composition, and water content) as well as 

by the degree of external (solar) heating. 

If, employing Equation 2. 7, the surface emission factor in Equation 2.6 is broken 

into a surface blackbody term, LbbA.• and a surface emittance term, eA., then Equation 2.6 

becomes: 

Eqn 2.8) 

Only two multi-band instruments have been flown which acquire emission data in 

the 8-13 µm range. These are the NASA Bendix 24-channel scanner (with six channels 

in this wavelength region) and the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS). 

Methods employed for calibrating the two instruments are very similar, and indeed 

techniques developed for calibrating the TIMS have been based largely on experience 

with the Bendix instrument. 

The calibration procedure consists of three stages: 

1) Employ the two on-board blackbody sources to perform primary system's 

calibration to units of radiance as received at the sensor. 
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2) Estimate the atmospheric contribution and remove this contribution from 

the received radiance. 

3) Compute the temperature and/or the emittance for each pixel assuming that 

the Planck blackbody relationship holds and numerically integrating this 

relationship over the bandpasses of the sensor. 

The TIMS data acquired for the present study area were calibrated in the above 

fashion. A detailed description of each of these calibration stages is given in the section 

below regarding the calibration of the TIMS data. 

2.3.4 HIGH-RESOLUTION (HYPERSPECTRAL) IMAGING 

INSTRUMENTS 

Broadband instruments have a number of inherent limitations. Although many 

mineralogical spectrum features are broad and smooth, a few features of interest (such as 

the carbonate band centered at 2.35 micrometers) are relatively narrow and well defined. 

Such features when averaged into a broader band tend to disappear or be 

indistinguishable from features of similar magnitude located at other wavelength positions 

within the band. Further, the effects of such features when averaged into the broader 

band may also be indistinguishable from the intruding wings of atmospheric absorption 

features, leading to incorrect assumptions about mineralogical absorption. 

High-resolution instruments, receiving hundreds of channels per pixel, have the 

potential of solving some of these problems. In theory, more precise mineralogy can be 

done, since the wavelength position of absorption bands can be determined with much 

greater accuracy. Additionally, atmospheric effects can be isolated with a higher degree of 

precision. Instruments with resolution comparable to the lab instruments in use can allow 

comparison between field observations and the extensive compilations of lab spectra that 

have been tabulated over the last two decades. 
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With the theoretical increased power of these instruments, however, there is a 

proportionate increase in practical problems: 

1) Signal stability. Hyperspectral instruments have a poorer signal-to-noise 

ratio than broad-band instruments because they are integrating over a 

narrower interval and therefore receiving considerably less radiant flux per 

channel. 

2) Decreased reliability. Partly because of the degree of technological 

complexity involved, and partly because of the increased sensitivity of the 

sensors, hyperspectral instruments are intrinsically more difficult to 

maintain. 

3) Poor systems calibration. Lab instruments of equal complexity are 

normally calibrated frequently against a known standard. An equivalent 

calibration procedure is more difficult to design and conduct for an 

instrument carried onboard an aircraft or spacecraft 

4) Secondary calibration must be more precise. Along with the increased 

spectral detail of the target in hyperspectral systems comes increasingly 

detailed interference from the atmosphere. Figure 2.2 shows a standard 

atmospheric spectrum (LOWTRAN 7 mid-latitude summer model) 

convolved to 10 nm wide (half maximum, full width) bandpasses. At 

this level of resolution, considerable fine structure can be seen in the 

atmospheric spectrum. Unless care is taken in removing these effects, 

unusual artifacts may be created in the data set. 

2.3.4.1 PRIMARY CALIBRATION OF HYPERSPECTRAL DATA 

SETS 

The following discussion will trace the full direct calibration of a data set, from 

the established procedures of primary calibration through the options possible for direct 

secondary calibration. Throughout the discussion synthetic spectra with a wavelength 

resolution of 10 nm (half maximum, full width) are used to illustrate the process. These 
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synthetic spectra have been generated using nominal system response and dark current as 

provided by the A VIRIS Data Facility for the Cuprite 1990 data set. 

Figure 2.7 shows a "raw" spectrum. The raw spectrum is not in units of 

transmittance or reflectance, but simply in units of relative system response, or DNs. 

During data acquisition, the sensors are frequently shut down to direct incoming 

light to obtain a "dark spectrum" corresponding to D cr The dark spectrum shows the 

response of the sensors on each channel in the absence of incident radiation. The dark 

spectrum is a measure of system noise that is embedded in the data. Since the dark 

spectrum may shift in structure over time, owing to temperature changes or system 

peculiarities, a dark spectrum must be provided near in time to every data-acquisition 

pass. Figure 2.8 shows a dark spectrum obtained from the A VIRIS data acquisition for 

the Cuprite study area, 1990. 

As both the dark spectrum and the raw spectrum are in units of system response, 

the first step in calibration of the spectrum is to subtract the dark spectrum from the raw 

spectrum to remove the internal system noise. An electronic offset (corresponding to 0
0 

in Equation 2.2) would have already been removed from both the data and dark spectrum 

during data acquisition. 

To convert the spectrum to radiance units, the spectrum must be normalized for 

the available solar flux, corresponding to lo(0,<!> ). Since the measurements of the 

instrument are discrete rather than continuous, the solar curve must be convolved to the 

instrument band passes. Figure 2. 9 shows the solar spectrum convolved to A VIRIS 

bandpasses, assuming a Gaussian band shape and using the centers and widths as 

provided by the A VIRIS Data Facility for the Cuprite 1990 data set. 

In the laboratory, the system responsivity for the instrument is measured with a 

known standard to obtain the unit response of the instrument at each channel position. 
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Figure 2.10 shows a system response curve for the A VIRIS instrument obtained during 

the June 1987 Moffett Field data acquisition. 

After subtraction of the dark spectrum, the convolved solar spectrum and the 

systems response curves are divided out, completing the primary calibration of the data. 

The resulting processed spectrum is shown as Figure 2.11. 

Even for a small (512 x 512 pixels) image, this means that 512 x 512 x 224 = 

58.7 million channels of information must be processed. The same number of channels 

must be processed again in the stage of secondary calibration. This places some 

computational limits on what can be achieved practically in secondary calibration. 

Depending on the available computer processing system, a complex pixel-by-pixel fitting 

routine across all the channels may not be practical. However, if the calibration is 

performed correctly, it is only necessary to do it once. 

2.3.4.2 SECONDARY CALIBRATION OF HYPERSPECTRAL 

DATA SETS 

If the primary calibration has been performed proper! y, the spectrum shown in 

Figure 2.11 should be the product of two elements: the target reflectance spectrum, and 

the transmission spectrum of the atmospheric constituents. In principle, if one is known, 

the other can be derived. There are four possible approaches to the problem: 

1) Estimate the spectrum of a target from laboratory measurements, and use 

this to derive the atmosphere spectrum. This technique has two 

limitations. First, it may not be clear what the composition of any of the 

target pixels should be. Second, even if a target material can be identified 

by inference-for example concrete runways or asphalt roads-many 

materials have variable spectra depending on their exact composition; 

moreover, surface weathering can have a substantial impact on the precise 

form of a spectrum. While the match between a lab spectrum and a field 
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spectrum may be sufficient to allow identification of the target, the match 

may not be close enough to allow for precise secondary calibration. 

2) Obtain ground-truth by visiting the site and performing geological 

identification of the materials in the scene. These may then be referenced 

to laboratory spectra for the calibration. This technique suffers from the 

same difficulties as the first method, with the additional problem that the 

site must actually be visited, which limits the utility of the remote-sensing 

methodology. 

3) Obtain ground-truth by visiting the site and obtaining selected spectra with 

a portable ground instrument. This is probably the most reliable method 

presently available, since it eliminates the problems of differing 

composition between lab spectra and the field samples, as well as 

accounting for weathering effects. The limitations are that the site must be 

visited with complex and delicate equipment, and that spectra must be 

obtained corresponding to a full pixel in spatial extent. Ideally spectra 

would be obtained at the time of data acquisition, when a pixel location 

would not be known. 

4) Measure the state of the atmosphere while acquiring the data. A 

considerable amount of meteorological information can be gathered from 

various atmospheric sounding techniques, some of which may be 

amenable to measurement during flight. Such techniques have not yet 

been developed, but in principle the information necessary to calibrate the 

data sets could be acquired at the time the data set itself is acquired. The 

limitation of this technique is that the appropriate atmospheric sounding 

techniques have not been assembled with an eye to the problems of 

hyperspectral remote sensing. Thus, although present techniques for 

direct calibration of hyperspectral data sets are limited to the three 

techniques above, the technique of atmospheric sounding may hold the 

most promise for future research in this area. 
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It is worth noting that very little systematic work has been done employing any of 

the techniques above. Most secondary calibration has been done indirectly for the 

purpose of creating more accurate unit maps; very little work has been done on explicitly 

identifying the separate components that make up a received spectrum (except, see 

references in Chapter 4). In theory, technique 3 above should yield a spectrum that can 

be divided into a primary-calibrated spectrum to produce a spectrum of the atmosphere. 

In some cases, the derived atmospheric spectrum could have a poor match with predicted 

atmospheric spectra. The reconciliation of these derived atmospheric spectra with models 

of atmospheric spectra may shed light on the adequacy of existing atmospheric models, 

the adequacy of existing instrument calibration, or the differences between wide-field and 

narrow-field spectra. This topic is addressed in some detail in Chapter 4. Presented in 

that chapter is a variation on method 4 developed as part of this dissertation. 

2.4 CALIBRATION METHODS APPLIED TO SPECIFIC DATA SETS 

Presented in this section are the calibration methods applied to the data sets used 

in this dissertation. All data calibration was performed after the data sets were acquired. 

Because of this limitation, the choice of a particular calibration method was strongly 

influenced by the availability of supporting data sets to perform or corroborate the 

calibration. 

2.4.1 THEMATIC MAPPER DATA CALIBRATION 

As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the Thematic Mapper bandpasses avoid the worst 

regions of atmospheric interference. This simplifies the process of secondary calibration 

somewhat, but does not remove the need for primary calibration. Uncalibrated data do 

not reference a physical quantity, but are only representative of the response of a 

particular instrument. However, in that the Thematic Mapper instrument response is 

linear with respect to reflectance (e.g. see Con el et al., 1985), even uncalibrated TM data 

have some association with actual physical parameters; the calibration process merely 

defines that association. Unfortunately, because the response of any instrument varies 
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over time, this calibration cannot be performed only once, but must be repeated for each 

data set. 

Discussed here are the methods employed for calibrating the Thematic Mapper 

data acquired for the study area. 

2.4.1.1 LANDSAT 4 TM CALIBRATION 

Both a Landsat 4 Thematic Mapper scene (TM-4) and a Landsat 5 Thematic 

Mapper scene (TM-5) have been acquired which encompass the study area. Conel et al. 

( 1985), performed a rigorous calibration of the TM-4 scene, using Portable Field 

Reflectance Spectrometer (PFRS) measurements obtained for a number of materials 

within the range of the TM-4 scene. That TM-4 scene was calibrated to units of 

reflectance using the PFRS measurements (as per method 3 presented in section 2.3.1.1 

above). The principal uncertainty in this procedure stems from the assumption that 

reflectance measured for an area on the ground roughly 1 meter by 1 meter in size is 

comparable to the data value extracted for a TM pixel that is approximately 30 meters by 

30 meters in size. Further, it is assumed that conditions at the time measurements are 

obtained match conditions at the time of remote data acquisition. That these assumptions 

are not entirely accurate is evidenced in the fact that the calculated "reflectance" values for 

the TM-4 scene do not range only from 0 to 100, as true reflectance data would. 

For purposes of the present study, a sub area of the full Thematic Mapper scene 

was extracted (courtesy of S.Adams, JPL) which encompassed the desired study area. 

This sub area is 1024 x 1024 pixels in size. A color composite of this sub scene using 

TM bands 1, 3, and 5 of the raw (uncalibrated) data values is shown in Figure 2.12. The 

average spectrum of the raw data for the TM-4 scene is shown in Figure 2.13. 

PFRS spectra were measured by Con el et al. ( 1985) for seven diverse materials in 

the full TM-4 scene. These spectra are reproduced here in Figure 2.14. DN spectra were 

extracted from the TM-4 scene corresponding to the locations where the PFRS spectra 

were obtained. These DN spectra are reproduced in Figure 2.15. 
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FIGURE 2.12 Color composite of TM 4 sub-scene. TM channels 1, 3, and 5 are 

mapped to the blue, green, and red color planes, respectively. 
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A linear least-squares regression was performed on these two data sets. In all 

cases the Pearson's R-coefficient of goodness-of-fit was equal to or greater than 0.97, 

demonstrating both the linearity of the TM detectors with reflectance and the 

appropriateness of the field spectral measurements for perf onning the calibration. The 

resulting slope and intercept parameters from these regressions are given in Table 2.3. 

TABLE 2.3 

Regression Parameters for Calibration of TM 4 Data 

Channel Slope Intercept R 

1 0.64 -27.8 0.998 

2 1.29 -20.4 0.997 

3 1.07 -15.8 0.980 

4 1.02 -6.5 0.974 
5 0.73 -8.8 0.970 

6 1.05 -7.9 0.986 

These regression parameters were then used by Conel et al. (1985) to translate the 

data numbers for each of the TM-4 bands into units of reflectance. A histogram of the 

distribution of data values for channel 4, following this calibration, is shown in Figure 

2.16. The average spectrum of the calibrated data for the TM-4 scene is shown in Figure 

2.17. 
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2.4.1.2 LANDSAT 5 TM CALIBRATION 

Data from the Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper are of generally higher quality than data 

from the Landsat 4 TM (Malaret et al., 1985). Also, the TM-5 scene was obtained closer 

to the acquisition time of the other data sets employed in this study. For these reasons, 

the TM-5 scene was of more interest than the TM-4 scene. Unfortunately, it was not 

possible to perform the exhaustive series of field measurements required to calibrate the 

TM-5 scene after the fashion of Lang et al.'s calibration of the TM-4 scene. However, 

using method 4 presented in section 2.3.1.1 above, it was possible to use the calibrated 

TM-4 scene to calibrate the TM-5 scene. 

Method 4 listed above for calibrating broadband reflectance data requires a large 

number of field reflectance measurements for the study area. The calibration of the TM-4 

scene in effect produced just such a set of measurements. This method also requires a 

roughly Gaussian distribution of the raw and calibrated data values. Figure 2.16 above 

shows the data distributions for the calibrated TM-4 data. A bands 1, 3, 5 color 

composite of the raw TM-5 data for approximately the same sub scene as for the TM-4 

data is shown in Figure 2.18. Figure 2.19 shows the a histogram of data values for 

channel 4 of the raw TM-5 data for this sub area. Although it is difficult to ascribe an 

exact value for "Gaussian-ness", both data sets do appear approximately Gaussian in data 

morphology. The average spectrum of the raw data for the TM-5 scene is shown in 

Figure 2.20. 

The minima, means, and maxima for all bands for these data sets were 

determined. Additionally, the plus-and-minus one standard deviation values around the 

mean for each band were determined. These standard deviation values were used instead 

of the minima and maxima in the calibration procedure in order to weight the analysis 

more heavily towards the center of the data distributions, and less heavily towards the 

tails of the distributions, where non-Gaussian behavior is likely to be more manifest. 

These values are tabulated in Table 2.4 and 2.5 for the TM-4 scene and in Table 2.6 for 

the TM-5 scene. 
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TABLE 2.4 

TM 4 DN Statistics 

chan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
min 43 16 12 9 0 0 
max 254 159 196 167 156 128 

mean 74.89 37.52 42.85 42.47 66.19 40.29 
-lSD 55.56 17.38 22.45 22.83 45.51 19.52 
+lSD 94.21 57.66 63.25 62.10 86.87 61.07 

SD 19.32 20.14 20.40 19.63 20.68 20.77 
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FIG URE 2. t 8 Color composite of the TM 5 sub-scene. TM channels 1, 3, and 5 are 

mapped to the blue, green, and red color planes, respectively. 
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1M5 data. 
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TABLE 2.S 

TM4 Reflectance Statistics 

chan 1 2 3 4 5 6 
min -.028 0.24 -2.96 2.68 -8.8 -7.9 

max 135.4 184.71 193.92 163.84 105.08 126.5 

mean 20.13 28.00 30.05 36.82 39.52 34.41 

-lSD 7.75 2.02 8.22 16.79 24.42 12.60 
+lSD 32.52 53.98 51.88 56.84 54.62 56.22 

SD 12.38 25.98 21.83 20.03 15.10 21.81 

TABLE 2.6 

TM S DN Statistics 

chan 1 2 3 4 5 6 

min 73 27 24 11 6 6 
max 251 183 242 179 254 199 
mean 136.74 68.91 96.48 86.68 176.80 105.91 
-lSD 118.28 57.53 79.44 75.64 152.48 87.74 

+lSD 155.19 80.29 113.51 97.71 201.11 124.07 

SD 18.45 11.38 17.04 11.03 24.31 18.16 

Linear least-squares regressions were performed on the corresponding values in 

these tables for each band. In these regressions, the TM-4 computed reflectances were 

taken as the independent (or "y") variable, and the TM-5 raw data values were taken as 

the dependent (or "x") variable. The resultant regression parameters and R-coefficients 

are tabulated in Table 2.7. For all bands the R-coefficient was greater than 0.92. 

Because only the means and standard deviations were used in the regression, this 

procedure is equivalent to the standard statistical technique for bringing two data 

distributions into correspondence. The TM-5 data were corrected to nominal reflectances 
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using these regression equations. The average spectrum of the calibrated data for the TM-

5 scene is shown in Figure 2.21. Figure 2.22 shows the data distribution, or 

"histogram", for channel 4 of the calibrated TM-5 data. 

TABLE 2.7 

Regression Parameters for Calibration of TM S Data 

Channel Slope Intercept R 

1 0.81 -79.55 0.962 

2 1.27 -52.09 0.983 

3 0.97 -51.13 0.975 

4 1.00 -34.64 0.939 

5 0.42 -22.76 0.922 

6 0.71 -29.64 0.949 

It is useful to compare the two calibration schemes employed for the TM-4 data 

set and for the TM-5 data set -- as well as to check the reliability of the TM-5 calibration 

method. Figure 2.23 displays together the average DN spectra for the TM-4 sub scene 

and for the TM-5 sub scene. Given that the data were obtained at different times from 

different instruments, the general shapes of the spectra are very similar. Figure 2.24 

displays the average reflectance spectra for the two scenes. These two spectra are also 

very similar, and both are very plausible given the generally oxidized nature of the 

materials in the scene. The conclusion to be drawn from these figures is that both 

calibration methods yield similar, plausible results. 
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As a final check of the two calibration methods, Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26 

show graphically the slope and intercept values determined by the two methods for the 

two data sets. Both these parameters are very similar between the two data sets and 

between the two calibration methods. The conclusions drawn from these four figures 

(2.23-2.26) are that: 

1) TM-4 data and TM-5 data are very comparable. (Based on the 

comparative average DN spectra.) 

2) The two methods used for calibrating these data to units of reflectance are 

very comparable. (Based on figures relating average calibrated spectra, 

and on the slope and intercept values determined for the two methods for 

the two data sets.) 

2.4.2 TMS DAT A CALIBRATION 

Radiometric calibrations which are appropriate for Thematic Mapper data are also 

applicable to Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) data. However, an additional correction 

that must be made to TMS data, but which is not necessary for TM data is a radiometric 

correction to account for varying optical path length across the line of flight This 

correction is not required in TM data because the sensor orbits at a sufficiently high 

altitude (700 km) that the optical path length is essentially the same to all points in the 

scene. For the TM, with a swath width of 185 km, there is less than 1 % difference in 

path length from the center to the edge of the image. 

However, the situation can be different for the TMS which is carried on an aircraft 

platform which can acquire data from variable heights. For the data set used for this 

dissertation, the aircraft acquired data at a height of approximately 10 km, with a swath 

width of approximately 7 km. The path length from the center of the image to points at 

the extremes of image acquisition varies by approximately 6%. The affects the effective 

amount of atmosphere that the energy reaching the sensor must traverse, yielding 

approximately an additional 0.6 km. 
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The effect of this additional atmospheric path length is best illustrated by showing 

in Figure 2.27 the average cross-track profile for all bands for the scene used in the 

present study. It can be seen in this curve that the additional approximately 6% of 

atmospheric path length has resulted in about 8% additional energy which is absorbed and 

scattered at the extremes of data acquisition. A standard processing step to correct for the 

cross-track gradient in aircraft data sets is to divide out the average gradient from each line 

of the image (Abrams et al., 1985). Because the cross-track difference in the data used 

here is so small, and because any such division would perturb the radiometric accuracy of 

the data, no cross-track gradient correction was performed on these data 

The TMS data are in essentially the same format in terms of radiometric calibration 

as at the outset of the calibration process with the TM data. And again, because it was not 

possible to obtain extensive field spectra for materials in the study area, the same indirect 

methcxl of data calibration was employed to translate TMS data to units of reflectance as 

was used to calibrate the TM-5 data .. 

Here, instead of comparing two TM scenes, a TM-5 sub scene corresponding to 

the coverage of the TMS data was used as the reflectance data set for calibrating the TMS 

scene. Because the two instruments sample at different spatial resolution, through 

inherently different atmospheric paths, it was not expected that the relative calibration 

parameters of the TMS scene and the TM-5 scene would be very comparable. However, 

it was found that the average results of the calibrations of the two data sets was very 

similar. 

For this analysis, two sub scenes of comparable spatial extent were extracted from 

the TMS and the TM-5 data sets. A band 1,3,5 composite for the TM sub scene is shown 

in Figure 2.18. A corresponding band 1,3,6 composite for the TMS sub scene is shown 

in Figure 2.28. Because there is no TM band corresponding to TMS band 5 at 1.15 

microns, a synthetic TM band at this wavelength position was constructed by calculating 

the linear average between TM bands 4 and 5. Of course, any subsequent analysis 

involving TMS band 5 calibrated with reference to this pseudo TM band must take the 

foregoing assumption into consideration. 
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The same basic procedure described above for calibrating TM-5 data was then 

followed for calibrating the TMS data set. Table 2.8 shows the minima, means, maxima, 

and plus-and-minus one standard deviation values for the calculated reflectances for the 

TM-5 sub scene corresponding to the TMS sub scene. Comparable values for the raw 

TMS data are given in Table 2.9. A histogram showing the data distributions for channel 

4 of the raw TMS data is given in Figure 2.29. 

TABLE 2.8 

TM 5 Reflectance Statistics for Study Area 

chan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
min -2.79 3.81 -0.88 3.37 -5.54 -20.27 -25.39 

max 116.00 115.60 128.62 114.41 98.84 83.27 111.22 
mean 33.97 39.50 47.61 55.32 54.46 53.60 49.26 
-lSD 22.05 27.95 34.71 46.38 46.73 46.28 40.05 

+lSD 45.89 51.04 60.52 64.26 62.20 60.93 58.47 
SD 11.92 11.54 12.91 8.94 7.74 7.73 9.21 

TABLE 2.9 

TMS DN Statistics 

chan 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
min 55 43 35 30 23 19 6 
max 208 209 211 227 216 213 217 
mean 107.74 108.03 113.17 122.12 133.24 148.02 135.52 
-lSD 92.71 91.31 96.17 107.64 121.21 132.97 118.18 
+lSD 122.77 124.75 130.17 136.6 145.27 163.07 152.86 

SD 15.03 16.72 17.0 14.48 12.03 15.05 17.34 

Again, as for the TM-5 calibration, a linear least squares regression was 

performed using the means and standard deviations of these data. The slopes and 
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intercepts were computed for each band, where 1M-5 histogram data were taken as the 

dependent variable and 1MS histogram data were taken as the independent variable. The 

resultant regression parameters (slopes and intercepts) and R-coefficients for this analysis 

are given in Table 2.10. Figure 2.30 -shows the data distribution histogram for channel 4 

of the final calibrated 1MS data. 

TABLE 2.10 

Regression Parameters for Calibration of TMS Data 

Channel Slope Intercept R 

1 93.70 -47.82 0.998 

2 83.25 -30.89 0.994 

3 90.64 -32.67 0.996 

4 65.08 -11.27 0.999 

5 64.93 -17.74 

6 64.70 -27.86 0.997 
7 72.27 -28.62 0.997 

As a check on the reliability of the 1MS calibration, average 1M-5 and 1MS 

spectra for the sub scene are shown in Figure 2.31. For comparison, the average DN 

spectra for the 1M-5 and 1MS sub scenes are shown in Figure 2.32. It is a 

demonstration of the validity of the 1MS calibration procedure that although the DN 

spectra obtained from these two instruments show only moderate similarity (as would be 

expected), the resultant calculated reflectance spectra are very similar. For comparison to 

the results of the 1M-5 calibration the average 1M-4 reflectance spectrum (corresponding 

to the 1MS sub scene) is shown with the average reflectance spectra for the 1M-5 and 

1MS data sets for the sub scene. 
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FIGURE 2.28 Color composite of the TMS scene. TMS channels 1, 3, and 6 

(corresponding to TM channels 1, 3, and 5) are mapped to the blue, 

green, and red color planes, respectively. 
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As an additional check on the accuracy of the calibration, 7-point spectra were 

extracted from the corrected TMS data for pixel locations corresponding to areas where 

samples were obtained. These extracted calibrated pixel spectra are shown in Figure 

2.33 .. Laboratory spectra (courtesy of H.Lang, JPL) measured for the samples collected 

at these locations are shown in Figure 2.34. Extracted TMS spectra and laboratory 

spectra are quite similar and do not differ in any consistent manner. Given the inherent 

differences between remotely sensed spectra and laboratory spectra of limited samples, 

these pairs of spectra are very similar. 
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2.4.3 TIMS DAT A CALIBRATION 

The TIMS data for this study area were fully calibrated using an adaptation of the 

technique developed by Kahle, Madura, and Soha (1980) for the middle infrared channels 

of NASA's Bendix 24-channel scanner. As for the Bendix instrument, primary 

calibration of TIMS data to units of radiance is made possible through the use of two 

blackbody radiance sources carried on-board the instrument. The methodology for 

performing this primary calibration is also described in the TIMS Investigator's 

Handbook (Palluconi and Meeks, 1985). Secondary calibration to yield ground radiance 

or emittance values is less straightforward and requires that some assumptions be made 

about the structure of the data. 

2.4.3.1 PRIMARY CALIBRATION 

The response of the six Hg-Cd-Te detector elements comprising the TIMS 

detector is linear with respect to incoming photon radiance. This relationship is shown by 

Equation 2.6, repeated here: 

Eqn 2.6) 

This equation is in the form of a line, y=ax+b, having slope=a= ts Rcr and , 

intercept=b=Dcr + Ocr. 

Included as part of the TIMS instrument package are two stable blackbody energy 

sources, maintained at controlled temperatures that bracket the probable range of data 

values during a TIMS flight. These two blackbodies are measured by the six TIMS 

detector elements on each scanline, or row, of acquired data. 
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The radiance of a blacklxxly at a given temperature is known and given by 

Planck's Law as (from Hecht and Zajac, 1974): 

Eqn 2.10) MA.= [27thc2n,,5][1/(e(hc/A.kT)_ 1)] 

Here, MA. is the spectral radiance, in units ofW/m2 per wavelength; his Planck's 

constant= 6.6256E-34 Js; c is the speed of light= 2.998E+8 m/s; A. is wavelength in 

meters; k is Boltzman's constant= 1.3807E-23J/K.; and Tis the temperature of the 

blackbody source, in degrees Kelvin. 

To convert this spectral radiance to the photon radiance to which the TIMS 

detectors are sensitive requires dividing the spectral radiance by the photon energy per 

wavelength, or by (he/A). This yields, for the photon radiance: 

However, because the TIMS channels obtain data over relatively broad spectral 

ranges, the radiance at a given channel is not a simple function of the Planck intensity 

function. The correct radiance is obtained by numerically integrating, or convolving, the 

Planck function across the spectral response of each TIMS band The equation defining 

this integration, as given by Palluconi and Meeks ( 1985) is: 

Eqn 2.12) I -
TIMS-

Here, S(A.)i is the (digital) bandpass of detector 'i', and all other variables are as above. 

Performing this integration (numerically, because the TIMS bandpasses are 

discrete functions) for radiances IBB 1 and IBB2 (for each scanline of data), 
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corresponding respectively to on-board blackbodies 1 and 2, yields two sets of I versus 

DN (and Temperature) values that can be used to solve Eqn 2.6 for the slope and intercept 

of the system response function. These line-by-line values for the slope and intercept can 

then be used in Eqn 2.6 to convert the data numbers for the TIMS flight to units of 

radiance as viewed by the sensor. 

2.4.3.2 SECONDARY CALIBRATION 

Primary calibration of TIMS data yields data values corresponding to the radiance 

arriving at the sensor. However, the radiant energy arriving at the sensor is a function of 

both the properties of the surface target materials and of the intervening atmosphere, as 

given by Equation 2.8 above. Modifying Equation 2.8 to show that a primary calibration 

of the data has been performed and, hence, the system terms have been accounted for, 

yields for the radiance arriving at the sensor: 

Eqn 2.8) 

To solve this equation for the surface parameters of interest, the emittance ( ~) 

and the temperature requires that two of the terms on the right-hand side of the equation 

be known. This is an under-constrained problem, which means that the atmospheric 

contribution must be known (or estimated) and that either the surface emittance or the 

temperature be known or estimated. 

Kahle, Madura, and Soha (1979) and Kahle (1986) suggest a practical approach 

to this problem which, while not providing a rigorous mathematical solution to the above 

equation, will provide a workable approximation to the solution. 

The proposed approach is iterative: 

1) First an atmospheric contribution is estimated, based on the LOWTRAN 

atmosphere model (Kneizys et al., 1979). 
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2) Using this atmospheric spectrum (assumed constant over the study area), 

values are computed for the combined (eA. LbbA.) term. 

3) A reasonable value for the emittance, eA., is assumed and held constant 

over the entire data set and for all six TIMS bands. 

4) Using this emittance approximation, values for the surface blackbody 

contribution, LbbA.• and hence the surface temperature, are derived by 

fitting the Planck equation to the 6-band TIMS spectrum. Different 

methods have been proposed for performing this "fit"; these are discussed 

below. 

5) Using the derived temperature and surface blackbody contribution, 

compute the 6-band emittance spectrum. 

6) Using these derived blackbody and emittance terms, check the 

reasonableness of the atmospheric spectrum. Modify atmospheric 

spectrum if required. 

7) If the atmospheric spectrum has been modified, repeat steps 2 - 6. 

The above approach was used to perform a secondary calibration of the TIMS 

data for the study area. The components to this calibration are discussed below. 

STEPS 1-2 ATMOSPHERE CONTRIBUTION 

In order to obtain either the quasi-blackbody (or graybody) contribution of the 

target or the emittance of the target, the atmospheric contribution to the data must be 

estimated and removed. Measured radiances are on the order of 10-12 W/m2-sr-um. The 

second term in Eqn. 1, (La), representing atmospheric radiance, varies only slightly 

(based on LOWTRAN) over the 8-12 µm range and is a subtractive term. Thus, a single 

radiance spectrum was removed from the TIMS data for the study area. This spectrum 

was computed using the LOWTRAN model for mid-latitude summer with the target at an 
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elevation of 5 km and using a single-pass through the atmosphere with the sensor at an 

altitude of 10 km. 

The atmospheric transmission term is strongly dominated by the activity of the 

ozone (03) molecule in this spectral region. Atmospheric spectra reflecting different 

concentrations of ozone were produced using LOWTRAN and compared to a non-clay 

bearing area in the scene as an indicator of how the ozone band in TIMS band 4 affected 

TIMS data. The most likely atmospheric spectrum was chosen from amongst these and 

ozone density was determined from this. 

Water, which has an absorption fundamental near 6.2 µm and co2 which has 

fundamental near 13.5 µm are the other strong atmospheric contributors in the 8-12 µm 

spectral range. Because of the difficulty/ impossibility of making this estimate on a pixel

by-pixel basis, a single atmospheric transmission spectrum was selected. This spectrum 

was used to compute the multiplicative term in Eqn. 1. 

STEPS 3-5 SURFACE BLACKBODY CONTRIBUTION 

Following the nominal atmospheric calibration, the new calibrated radiance, 

(CRx), still in units of W/m2-sr-um, is now a function only of the largely temperature 

dependent contribution from the target and the emittance of the target 

The overall shape of spectra extracted from TIMS data is strongly black-body 

controlled. If a blackbody at an appropriate temperature is overlaid with a TIMS 

atmosphere-corrected spectrum, as in Fig. 2.35, this dependence is very evident. If a 

blackbody is fit using all 6 bands, then those bands having the strongest emittance will 

depress the calculated temperature. However, if the blackbody spectrum is calculated 

based on each band separately and the highest of the 6 temperature values taken, that 

blackbody spectrum, although still depressed, will be most likely to be independent of 

emittance and so represent the "actual" blackbody. 

The above procedure was followed for the TIMS data set, producing both a 
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temperature image, which was not used further and an emittance data set, which was the 

data set used for subsequent analysis. 

2.5 GEOMETRIC CORRECTIONS 

The same calibration techniques applicable to TM data are also applicable to TMS 

data. However, because the TMS is an aircraft-based instrument, other rectification steps 

are also necessary. Geometric rectification is especially essential. (1be same is true for 

TIMS data.) Navigation data are not always available to do this exactly, so some other 

method must be used. For the present study, the TMS and TIMS data were coregistered 

to digital elevation model data (DEM) which had been "averaged up" to match the spatial 

resolution of the TMS data set (approximately 15 meter pixels). The nearest-neighbor 

method of image coregistration was used, as per Baker, 1975. Mutually coregistered 

TMS and TIMS color composite images are shown in Figure 2.36. 

All subsequent processing and analysis of the data sets was performed on the data 

calibrated as described above, in this coregistered format. 
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FIGURE 2.36 Mutually coregistered TMS and TIMS color composites. 
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2.6 SUMMARY 

The procedures applied here to the TM, TMS, and TIMS data sets produce spectra 

that are adequately calibrated for instrument response and the relatively limited amount of 

atmospheric interference in the bandpasses of interest. The result is four data sets 

geographically coregistered. 

The amount of post-acquisition processing done here is considerably in excess of 

what is normally applied to image analysis. Even with the emergence of multi band 

instruments, much work with remote imagery tends to be done with the techniques 

developed for analysis of aerial photography. In such cases, where the objective is to get 

a visual impression of the ground, simple work with color compositing of the bands may 

be enough to highlight features of interest. 

In cases like the present analysis, however, where comparability between different 

sensors must be achieved, or where the analysis of a scene must be quantitatively 

extended to other images, considerable post-acquisition processing must be done. The 

development of receiving instruments has greatly outpaced the development of 

methodologies for post-acquisition calibration of the information captured. While simple 

composite images of band ratios can yield startling and often informative single images, 

coherent geologic interpretations between scenes or across sensors can only be achieved 

if the artifacts of the acquisition process can be removed. In the following chapter, the 

processed data sets are applied to a specific geological problem; in effect, a single 

instrument (TMS) can be expanded, by proper calibration, across a wider spectral range 

(to include the TIMS region), or extrapolated across a wider field of view (TM-4 and TM-

5). 

The kinds of calibration carried out here are, it should be noted, not sufficient to 

remove the artifacts from the more advanced, hyperspectral instruments currently under 

development. With far narrower bands, target signatures become more distinctive, but 

also become more easily distorted. Primary calibration of such instruments will have to 

be carried out by reliable on-board hardware. Secondary calibration, particularly the 
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removal of atmospheric effects, will become far more critical, demanding additional post

acquisition processing (or, conceivably, on-board atmospheric sounding). An approach 

for calibrating such hyperspectral data is the subject of Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION OF EOCENE SEDIMENTS IN 

THE WIND RIVER BASIN, WYOMING 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

The study area for the research presented here is in the central Wind River Basin 

in Wyoming. The Wind River sedimentary basin was formed during the Laramide 

Orogenic period of the Rocky Mountain region in the late Cretaceous (Keefer, 1965a). 

Following uplift, the consequent erosion of the surrounding highlands filled the basin 

with sediments. The basin continued to fill through the late Tertiary (Keefer, 1965a), 

until only the highest peaks were exposed above the basin floor (McKenna and Love, 

1972; Blackwelder, 1915). A period of regional uplift during the Pliocene initiated 

erosion of the basin fill, which is still in progress today (Keefer, 1965a). Other than 

Quaternary fill, Eocene materials are the predominant exposed units in the basin (Love 

and Christiansen, 1985). 

Eocene rock types in the Wind River Basin are sedimentary, primarily alluvial 

with isolated airfall and mudflow deposits of volcaniclastics. Mapped Formations of the 

Eocene comprise, in ascending order, the Indian Meadows, Wind River, and Wagon Bed 

Formations in the eastern end of the basin, and the Indian Meadows, Wind River, 

Aycross, and Tepee Trail Formations in the western end of the basin (WGA, 1969). The 

Wind River and Wagon Bed Formations have been mapped in the present study area 

(Love and Christiansen, 1985). 

Subunits to the Wagon Bed Formation have not been developed. Three distinct 

members of the Wind River Formation in the eastern end of the basin have been 

recognized. The Lysite and Lost Cabin members were first defined by Sinclair and 

Granger in 1911 (Stucky, 1984). The Red Cabin member was first recognized and 
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described by Stucky (1984). All three members have boundaries characterized by both 

lithologic and fossil criteria. Sub-units within each member seem to fall along color 

boundaries (Stucky, 1984; Keefer, 1965b). This is a reasonable result because the color 

of rocks is the result of the characteristic light reflectance and absorption properties of the 

minerals and other rock components, such as moisture and organic content. 

Lithofacies analysis relates the characteristics of sedimentary rock units to 

depositional or formative processes (Miall, 1984, p.133); a lithofacies description 

represents a key to understanding the depositional environment. Diverse parameters may 

enter into a facies definition; examples are grain size, mineralogy, fossils, organic 

content, sedimentary structure, color, or any characteristic that may be related to the 

environment. A facies map may show the distribution of one or more of these 

components either directly or through some more derived parameter, such as the ratio of 

elastics to non-elastics. 

Remote sensing instruments are sensitive to many of the same parameters that are 

used in lithofacies descriptions. Spectral reflectance and emission data may be used to 

identify many mineral species (Hunt, 1977; Hunt and AShley, 1979; Hunt and Salisbury, 

1970; Hunt and Salisbury, 1971a; Hunt and Salisbury, 197lb; Hunt and Salisbury, 

1971c; Hunt and Salisbury, 1972; Hunt and Salisbury, 1973a; Hunt and Salisbury, 

1973b; Hunt and Salisbury, 1973c; Hunt and Salisbury, 1974; Hunt and Salisbury, 1975; 

and Hunt and Salisbury, 1976), and may also yield potentially useful information about 

particle size or rock texture (Haralick, 1979). Thus it is highly probable that a set of 

spectrally defined facies descriptions will overlap facies defined lithologically for a 

region, especially if color or the presence of certain minerals were key parameters to the 

lithologic description. 

The present research employs several remote data sets to characterize and map 

exposed Eocene sediments in the eastern Wind River Basin. Remote sensing data were 

acquired over the study area as part of the NASA Wind River Basin Project (e.g. see JPL 

Pub. 85-44; Conel et al., 1984). These data sets include data acquired across the visible 
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and near-infrared, and mid-infrared spectral regions. Remote data acquired in the visible 

and near-infrared (0.4-2.5µm) wavelength regions result from the reflectance properties 

of materials. These properties vary with composition and crystal structure of surface 

materials (Burns, 1970). Remote data acquired at longer wavelengths (8-12 µm) result 

from the thermal and emittance properties of materials. These properties vary with 

composition and bulk materials properties (Kahle, 1986). 

One of the objectives of the present research was to test the effectiveness of 

employing both reflectance and emittance data sets to characterize the geological materials 

in the study area. The data sets were analyzed separately and in combination in order to 

assess the contributions from the individual data sets as well as assess the value added in 

combining the data sets. 

The results of the analysis of the NS-001 data were applied to the TM data for the 

region to test the following: 

1) Can local, aircraft acquired remote data be used to develop criteria 
reliably applicable to large-scale satellite-based data? 

2) Can the local characterization of the Eocene units be extended to 
other exposures in the Basin? 

The acquisition of any remote data set is also affected by instrument and 

environmental parameters, such as the atmosphere and shadowing. Calibration is the 

removal of these effects from the data to reduce the data to physical units. A technical 

objective of this dissertation is to examine and develop techniques for the calibration of 

multispectral and hyperspectral data sets. The key questions that were addressed as part 

of this development are: 

1) Do techniques exist, or can they be developed, to calibrate 
multispectral and high spectral resolution data to reflectance 
without foreknowledge of system or atmospheric parameters? 

2) Are such techniques reliable enough that data acquired at different 
times and with different instruments and so-calibrated can be used 
together for detailed spectral analysis? 
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3.2 GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING 

The Wind River Basin is located in central Wyoming within a latitude range of 

approximately 42° 37.5'-43° 30'N and a longitude range of approximately 

l06°37.5'-109°30'W. The basin is bounded on the north by the Absaroka Range, the 

Washakie Range, the Owl Creek Mountains, and the Southern Big Horn Mountains; on 

the south by the Granite Mountains; on the east by the Casper Arch; and on the west by 

the Wind River Range. 

The study area for which data have been acquired is in the north-eastern part of 

the basin, centered at approximately 43°12'30"N and.107°21'W. The study area is 

covered by USGS 7.5° topographic quadrangles Arminto (43°07'30"-43°15'N, 

107°15'-107°22'30"W) and Badwater SE (43°15'-43°22'30"N, 

107°15'-107°22'30"W), covering parts of T37-38N and R87-88W. 

3.3 GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Current theories describe the evolution of the Wind River Basin and other 

intermontane basins of Wyoming as a two-stage process (Keefer, 1965a). The general 

structure of the basin floors was formed by subsidence accompanying the intense tectonic 

activity of the Laramide orogeny; this was followed by a period of continuous erosion of 

the newly created highlands, and the deposition of sediments into the basin. The region 

is in a primarily erosional phase at present. The Eocene Wind River Formation is the 

uppermost unit across most of the Wind River Basin; post-Eocene sediments that may 

have existed here have been largely eroded away (Keefer, 1965a). Thus, models of the 

sedimentary history of the Wind River Basin are necessarily based on inference from 

neighboring geology rather than on the sedimentary record of the basin itself. 

Based on the occurrence of peneplains in the surrounding highland areas, 

Blackwelder (1915) argued that the Wind River Basin must once have been filled to a 

much higher level than at present. In addition, based on similarities with adequately dated 

peneplains in the Absaroka Mountains, he concluded that the upper sediments of the basin 
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must have been of post-Miocene age. Reconciling these observations with the fact that 

the present surface of the basin is of Eocene age appears to demand a "period of 

aggradation" (Keefer, 1965a) extending through the late Miocene or Pliocene (Love, 

1960), when sediments accumulated and filled the basin. For this accumulation process 

to have occurred, the basin must have been sufficiently enclosed, and fluvial channels 

must have been sufficiently clogged, to ensure that erosion of sediments and removal 

from the basin was slower than the rate of influx. Current theories hold that this process 

was reversed in the late Miocene or the Pliocene (Love, 1960), when regional 

(epeirogenic) uplift commenced and initiated large-scale erosion across the basin-a 

process which eventually led to the stripping away of most of the late Tertiary 

sedimentary cover. 

According to Love (1960), the geologic evolution of the modern Wind River 

Basin may be considered to consist of five main stages: the extensive pre-Laramide 

epeirogenic phase of the Paleozoic to Lower Cretaceous; the Laramide orogenic phase of 

the Upper Cretaceous to Upper Eocene, during which the present configuration of the 

basin was formed; an early post-Laramide phase that was dominantly aggradational, 

beginning in the late Eocene; a later post-Laramide phase that was dominantly 

degradational, beginning in the Neogene (Middle Miocene to Pliocene); and a Pleistocene 

phase of epeirogenic uplift, during which the basin and surrounding mountains were 

raised to their present elevations. 

3.3.1 PRE-LARAMIDE 

The geology of western North America during the Paleozoic and much of the 

Mesozoic Eras was dominated by the subduction of the Pacific Plate under the continental 

plate of North America. The western edge of the Pre-Cambrian craton of North America 

passed through what is now western Idaho and west-central Nevada (King, 1977). As 

the two plates converged, the resulting compressional forces acted on the accumulated 

geosynclinal sediments, forming an early mountain range off the western margin of North 

America. Subsequent erosion of these mountains led to the deposition of sediments both 
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seaward and toward the stable shelf area. Concomitant with this deformation were 

repeated transgressions of the epicontinental sea, depositing sediments onto the foreland. 

As subduction continued, deformation progressed eastward until in late Jurassic time the 

emergence of highlands west of Wyoming formed an inland sea, shifting the major 

depositional sites into the eastern part of Wyoming (Keefer, 1965a). The transgressions 

and regressions of this inland sea controlled the depositional sequence until the Late 

Cretaceous. 

Throughout Paleozoic and Mesozoic times deposition kept pace with subsidence 

and most of the Wind River Basin region remained at or near sea level. Prior to the Late 

Cretaceous short term diastrophism was not a very important factor in the geologic 

development of the Wind River Basin region, except for a period of uplift west of 

Wyoming near the close of the Jurassic. 

The record of this sequence of transgressions and regressions is a thick 

accumulation of sediments. The stratigraphy of these Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments 

and the historical geology of the region are described in detail in Keefer (1965a). Since 

the focus of the remote sensing analysis is on Laramide and Post-Laramide deposits, the 

older sequence is not discussed further here. 

3.3.2 LARAMIDE OROGENY 

An intense period of uplift, termed the Laramide Orogeny, began in the Late 

Cretaceous and affected the entire Rocky Mountain region. Laramide uplift is 

characterized by broad asymmetric basement-cored anticlines (Seeland, 1978) with wide

spread block faulting. While it is generally agreed that this orogenic period is the result of 

the deep stress field caused by continued subduction of the Pacific Plate under the North 

American Plate, it is not certain what actually initiated the orogeny. However, it is 

coincident with an increase in the rate of sea-floor spreading from the East Pacific Rise, 

then located off the western coast of the U.S. (Grose, 1972). 
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It has been postulated that the change in the rate of convergence of the two plates 

also affected the style of subduction (Megard and Philip, 1976; Coney, 1976). 

Subduction of an oceanic plate is generally associated with a fairly steeply descending 

slab entering the aesthenosphere. In contrast, Dickenson and Snyder (1976) have 

proposed that the Pacific Plate, after an initial steep descent, does not continue to descend 

into the aesthenosphere but instead maintains contact with the base of the lithosphere of 

the overriding North American Plate. This model also explains the magmatic null during 

this time that is associated with Laramide orogeny: The theory is that the plate was not 

deep enough in the mantle to undergo melting. Deep seismic reflection data obtained by 

the COCO RP (Consortium for Continental Reflection Profiling) of the Wind River 

Mountains (Smithson et al., 1978) supports the shallow subducting slab model. 

COCO RP results show that the Wind River thrust, responsible for uplift of the Wind 

River Mountains, extends to a depth of at least 24 km, at a shallow dip of 30--35°. This 

result, together with gravity measurements over the region, suggests that the Pre

Cambrian lower crust is being thrust upwards into overlying sediments as a result of 

horizontal compression. A shallowly subducting plate dragging against the bottom of the 

lithosphere would generate such compressive forces (Smithson et al., 1978). 

Basement uplift and block faulting are important aspects of Laramide-style 

tectonics (Palmquist, 1978). An important component of this structural style is the drape

folding of the sediments overlying the faulted Pre-Cambrian basement. Steams and 

Steams (1978) document that these sedimentary strata fold in a manner dependent upon 

the underlying structures formed by the faulted basement blocks. In order for folding to 

take place, the overlying strata must be at least partially decoupled from the non-folded, 

block-faulted basement (Steams and Steams, 1978; Palmquist, 1978). Palmquist (1978) 

proposed that a requirement for this separation to occur is the presence, in the lower 

sedimentary strata, of a ductile unit such as the Gros Ventre shale in the Cambrian. This 

unit would also provide an appropriate surface on which overlying sediments may 

redistribute during the drape-folding process. According to Steams and Steams (1978), 
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this redistribution of material within individual strata (producing some regions with an 

accumulation of material and some with a deficit) is "required by the deformation." 

Prior to the Laramide period of mountain building, Wyoming geology and 

topography were dominated by the transgressions and regressions of the epicontinental 

and inland seas (Keefer, 1965a). It was not until the Laramide episodes of uplift that the 

basins and their surrounding mountains were actually formed. Large-scale erosion began 

concurrent with uplift, and large volumes of Mesozoic, Paleozoic, and eventually Pre

Cambrian sediments began to accumulate in the proto-basins. The combined weight of 

these sediments, coupled with the marginal faulting, initiated downwarping of the 

foreland basins, establishing them fully as separate entities (Love, 1960). 

In the Wind River Basin area, Laramide uplift began in Latest Cretaceous time; the 

first mountains to form were the Washakie Mountains in the northwest and the Granite 

Mountains along the southern margin (Keefer, 1965a). Erosion of these ranges carried 

material into the basin; this material was concentrated along the major basin syncline 

running along the NNE margin of the basin (corresponding roughly to the trough of the 

present-day basin). Drainage out of the basin was to the east into Powder River Basin, 

through part of the area that would later become the Casper Arch (Seeland, 1978). 

The Washakie and Granite Mountains were eroded down to Early Cretaceous 

strata, and it is from this material that the Lance Formation is derived. The Lance is the 

uppermost Cretaceous deposit and the first of the Laramide-derived formations (Keefer, 

1965a). 

3.3.3 CENOZOIC 

At the opening of the Paleocene the Wind River Mountains in the west and the 

Owl Creek Mountains in the north began to uplift and the Washakie and Granite 

Mountains continued to rise. Erosion probably reached the Pre-Cambrian cores of the 

Wind River and Granite Mountains by Middle to Late Paleocene, although probably only 

to the Paleozoic strata of the Washakie and Owl Creek Ranges (Love, 1960). 
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At the onset of the Eocene, uplift of the existing ranges intensified, accompanied 

by large-scale faulting in the northwestern part of the basin. The rate of erosion also 

increased concomitant with uplift; in the earliest Eocene this erosion deposited the Indian 

Meadows Formation into the Wind River Basin. The remaining mountain ranges (the 

eastern side of the Owl Creek Mountains, the southern Big Homs, and the Casper Arch) 

surrounding the basin were uplifted just after this time; apparently there were no drainage 

paths out of the basin after uplift of these ranges (Keefer, 1965a). The Wind River 

Formation was deposited in this environment, during which time external drainage was 

reestablished (Seeland, 1978). The major movements of the Laramide Orogeny were 

basically complete during the Early Eocene in the Wind River Basin, although smaller 

scale tectonic activity continued. The Wind River is considered the last formation 

deposited during Laramide time (Keefer, 1965b ). 

Two members have long been recognized in the Wind River Formation in the 

eastern part of the basin: The Lysite and Lost Cabin members were defined originally by 

Sinclair and Granger (1911) according to both lithologic and paleontologic characteristics. 

The Lost Cabin is the uppermost of the two units. The boundary between the two is 

often gradational, but in some exposures unconformable (Stucky, 1984). The primary 

lithologic differences between the two, as summarized by Stucky, (1984) are that the 

Lysite has more sandstone units, fewer mudstones, and has clasts mostly derived from 

Paleozoic rocks. The Lost Cabin member has more mudstones, more variegated units, 

and includes clasts derived from Pre-Cambrian rocks. The most certain distinction 

between the two is the presence in the Lost Cabin, but in no previous unit, of fossils of 

Lambdotheriwn. The type localities for these two units, although not specifically 

defined, are recognized as being in the eastern Wind River Basin. 

Although no type locality has been defined for the Wind River Formation, itself 

(Keefer, 1965b), the Wind River Formation, including the Lysite and Lost Cabin 

members has been put into regional context by Keefer (1965b). Stucky (1984) has 

defined a third mappable unit of the Wind River Formation which he calls the Red Cabin 
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Facies. This unit is younger than the· Lysite member and includes clasts mostly derived 

from Mesozoic materials. 

The Wind River Formation sediments are a rich source of mammalian fossils from 

the Bridgerian and Wasatchian land mammal ages (Stucky, 1984) and paleontological 

research has been a prime motivating factor for studying these sediments. Fossil 

assemblages have been used with color distinctions to clarify the relationships between 

the units within these members at defined sites (e.g., Stucky, 1984). 

Although the colors of the units are treated as a distinctive characteristic of the 

units, as yet no definitive statement has been made as to the source of the color. Bown 

and Kraus (1981) show that in the Big Hom Basin, the units in the Willwood Formation, 

which is similar in age and lithology to the Wind River Formation, represent paleosol 

horizons. They base this conclusion on detailed examination of the morphology and 

sequencing of the units. 

Korth ( 1981) tested this conclusion for exposures of the Wind River Formation in 

the Badwater Uplift area and could not find comparable material to corroborate the 

paleosol conclusion for the Wind River Formation. 

3.3.4 POST-LARAMIDE (TERTIARY) 

Two factors controlled deposition in the Wind River Basin after the Laramide: 

continued erosion of the surrounding highlands and large-scale volcanic activity to the 

west and northwest. Rocks from the Late Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene are 

mostly volcanically derived (Love and Christiansen, 1985). Although it has not been 

fully tested, there is reason to believe that thick sequences of volcanics actually filled the 

basin by Mid-Miocene to Pliocene: exposures of sediments dated as late as Miocene time 

have been identified high up on the Big Hom Mountains (McKenna and Love, 1972; 

Love and Christiansen, 1985). 
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3.3.S POST-LARAMIDE (PLIOCENE TO QUATERNARY) 

During Pliocene time (Keefer, 1965a), the entire Wind River region was uplifted 

some 3000-4000 feet. The cause of this uplift has not been established. The main effect 

was that large-scale erosion was again initiated; subsequent sediments in the Wind River 

Basin are all largely the result of massive degradation (Love, 1960). 

3.4 PREVIOUS REMOTE SENSING WORK IN AREA 

Wyoming has been the object of remote sensing based studies for many years. 

Marrs (1978) summarizes some of the early remote sensing work in the Wind River 

Basin. The projects he discussed include: The use of early Landsat data for lithologic 

and structural work in the Owl Creek and Granite Mountains (Houston, 1973); the use of 

band ratios in early Landsat data to enhance mineralogic information and study general 

lithology (Vincent, 1973a; Vincent, l 973b; Salmon and Vincent, 197 4 ); the use of early 

Landsat data as an oil and gas mapping tool in the Beaver Creek area (Vincent, 1975); 

follow on work with Landsat in the Beaver Creek area (Marrs, 1975; Short and Marrs, 

1975; Froman, 1976; Marrs and Kaminsky, 1977); and the application of early Landsat 

data to soil studies in the Gas Hills uranium district (Salmon and Pillars, 1975; Offield, 

1975). Marrs summarized these early remote sensing applications as primarily 

demonstrating "the utility of multispectral, multiseasonal, and multiscale imagery as a tool 

for geologic mapping and reconnaissance exploration," and emphasized that although 

some of these early results were "negative or inconclusive," there was still much research 

to be done on the application of remote sensing techniques to exploration. 

The Joint NASNGeosat Test Case Project (Settle et al., 1985) was a research 

project "to evaluate the utility of remote sensing technology for geological mapping in 

general and for resource exploration in particular." Eight test sites were studied during 

the project, including a site in Patrick Draw, Wyoming in the Green River Basin and a site 

over Copper Mountain in the Owl Creek Mountains. The Patrick Draw site was included 

to study the application of remote sensing data for detecting hydrocarbon seepage. The 

Copper Mountain site was included to apply remote sensing data to study a uranium 
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mineralization site. Data were obtained from several instruments for these sites, including 

the Landsat Multi.spectral Scanner (MSS), Skylab cameras, the Seasat synthetic aperture 

radar, the airborne Modular Multispectral Scanner (M2S) and NS-001 Thematic Mapper 

Simulator, and laboratory and ground-based spectrometers and radiometers. Detailed 

summaries of these projects are given in the Final Report for the Joint Nasa/Geosat Test 

Case Project (Settle et al., 1985). The general summary of the project was: "Analysis of 

multispectral images acquired during the Project has clearly demonstrated the practical 

utility of remote sensing methods for resource evaluation and exploration. However, 

additional research is required to develop resource occurrence models that make more 

effective use of remotely sensed information." 

More recently, the NASA sponsored Wind River Basin project includes several 

studies over Wyoming sites, including the present research. A workshop sponsored by 

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) as part of the Basin project brought together 

scientists from varied disciplines studying the geology of sedimentary basins. In the 

report summarizing this workshop, Lang ( 1985) stated that the goal of the Wind River 

Basin project was to "evaluate the feasibility of using state-of-the-art satellite and aircraft 

remote sensing surveys for stratigraphic and structural analysis in a North American, 

western interior, sedimentary basin." Results from the Basins project have been reported 

by Evans and Schenck (1984), Lang et al. (1984), Paylor et al. (1984), Conel et al. 

(1985), Lang et al. (1987), and Stucky et al. (1987). 

Lang et al. (1987) present results for the use of Thematic Mapper (fM) data 

combined with digital topographic data. They employed these data sets for a sequence of 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic rocks in the Southern Big Hom Mountains "to map lithologic 

contacts, measure dip and strike, and to develop a stratigraphic column that is correlated 

with conventional surface and subsurface sections." Additionally, they expanded on the 

mineralogic interpretation of the defined units using information extracted from the 

Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) and the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner 

(TIMS). They conclude that the application of their methods for developing the remote 
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sensing based stratigraphic column "is limited primarily by availability of multispectral 

and topographic data, and quality of bedrock exposures." 

Stucky et al. ( 1987) employed TM and TIMS data sets acquired over exposures of 

Eocene rocks in the northeastern Wind River Basin. They apply these data sets to their 

ongoing study of fossil-bearing units within the Wind River Formation. Using only 

simple image analysis techniques, they were able to construct maps of "(1) the fault 

contact boundary between the Lysite and Lost Cabin members of the Wind River 

Formation ( 1 :250,000); and (2) a complex network of flu vial ribbon channel sandstones 

in the type area of the Lost Cabin Member (1 :24000)." They emphasize that, "The 

synoptic view of Eocene fluvial facies provided by images clarifies the morphology of 

ribbon channel sandstones (including sinuosity, trend, and extent), as well as their 

relationships to fossil-bearing overbank/floodplain facies and certain paleosols." 

3.5 DATA SETS 

As part of the NASA sponsored Wind River Basin project, remote sensing data 

sets from several advanced remote sensing instruments have been obtained over areas in 

the Wind River Basin. These data sets cover exposures of sediments in the eastern Wind 

River Basin dating from the Pre-Cambrian to the Holocene. Four types of remote 

sensing data sets were examined in this research. These data sets were acquired primarily 

as part of the paleontological research effort of Stucky et al. (1987). The characteristics 

of the four data sets are described in detail in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 

Several Landsat thematic Mapper (TM) scenes are available, imaging the Wind 

River Basin and parts of the Big Hom and Powder River Basins. The TM acquires data 

across six wavelength regions in the 0.4µm to 2.5µm spectral range and also a seventh 

region across the 8-12µm range. 

TM data from both the Landsat 4 and Landsat 5 satellites were available. The TM 

4 data were used only for calibration purposes, as these data had been calibrated earlier 

using ground truth methods (Conel et al., 1984). The TM 5 data set for the study area is 
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using ground truth methods (Conel et al., 1984). The TM 5 data set for the study area is 

shown in Figure 3.1. This figure is a three-color composite of three of the TM image 

plane: Channels one, two, and three were mapped to the red, green, and blue display 

planes, respectively. This data set was coregistered to the Digital Elevation Model data 

available for the study area. 

Data were acquired with the NASA NS-001 Thematic Mapper Simulator. The 

NS-001 acquires data across seven bands corresponding to the TM bandpasses, as well 

as an additional band centered near 1.15µm. The TMS data set for the study area is 

shown in Figure 3.2. This figure is a three-color composite of three of the TMS image 

planes from the calibrated data set: Channels one, two, and three were mapped to the red, 

green, and blue display planes, respectively. This data set was also coregistered to the 

Digital Elevation Model data available for the study area, and consequently to the TM 5 

data set as well. 

Data from the Thermal Infrared Multispectral Scanner (TIMS) are also available. 

The TIMS is an airborne instrument and was first flown in 1983. The TIMS acquires six 

bands of data across the 8-12µm spectral region. The TIMS data set for the study area is 

shown in Figure 3.3. This figure is a three-color composite of three of the TIMS image 

planes from the calibrated emittance data set: Channels one, two, and three were mapped 

to the red, green, and blue display planes, respectively. This data set was also 

coregistered to the Digital Elevation Model data available for the study area, and 

consequently to the TM 5 and TMS data sets as well. 

Data from the JPL Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS) are available. The AIS 

was first flown in 1983. The AIS acquires data across 128 channels from 1.2µm to 

2.4µm at a nominal spectral resolution of 0.0094µm. The AIS flightlines that were 

acquired cover the area of interest only peripheral! y. These data were not used in the 

analysis. 
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Additionally, color infrared photos were acquired along the TMS and TIMS 

flightlines. Black and white photos were acquired along the groundtrack of the AIS. 

These photos were used during field reconnaisance of the study area in order to correlate 

ground observations and spectral data. Ground photos of sediments exposures in the 

study area were acquired during field visits. 

Digital terrain data are also available for the study area~orresponding to and at 

the same scale as the 1:24000 (7-1/2') USGS topographic quadrangles. These data were 

produced by USGS as part of the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) ongoing project These 

DEM data corresponding to the TM 5 data set are shown in Figure 3.4. 
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FIGURE 3.1 Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper Data for Study Area 

Composite Image formed using: Red: Channel 3 (0.66 µm) 

Green: Channel 2 (0.56 µm) 

Blue: Channel 1 (0.485 µm) 
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FIGURE 3.2 Thematic Mapper Simulator (NS-001) Data Set 

Composite Image formed using: Red: Channel 3 (0.66 µm) 

Green: Channel 2 (0.56 µm) 

Blue: Channel 1 (0.485 µm) 
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FIGURE 3.3 Thermal Infrared Multi.spectral Scanner Data Set 

Composite Image formed using: Red: Channel 3 (9.2 µm) 

Green: Channel 2 (8 .8 µm) 

Blue: Channel 1 (8.4 µm) 
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FIGURE 3.4 Digital Terrain Data for Study Area 

The data are displayed so that low values are black( er) and high 

values are white( er) . 
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3.6 METHODOLOGY: TMS DATA SET 

As discussed above, the geology of the study area is composed primarily of soils 

of various ages. The ferric oxide weathering products found in these soils yield strongly 

responsive spectra. Channels 1, 2, and 3 of the TMS instrument (centered at 0.485 um, 

0.56 um, and 0.66 um, respectively) cover the most significant regions of response. A 

three-color composite of the study area based on these three bands is shown in Figure 

3.5. 

In principle, it is possible to collapse the TMS and TIMS datasets into a single 

spectral data set, as if received from a single instrument with their combined bandpasses. 

In practice, however, the signals from TIMS are so much "noisier" than the TMS dataset 

that better accuracy is achieved by processing them separately. 

Since the iron oxides are highly diagnostic in terms of the combined effects of 

weathering and original composition, the basic TMS three-color composite (shown in 

Figure 3.5) was used to define primary units in the scene. This is then extended to TM 

data by extrapolation, and finally augmented by thermal infrared spectra from TIMS. The 

overall procedure can be outlined as follows: 

1) Select units from the TMS three-color composite. This consists of manually 

selecting several base pixels of each color and testing their spectra against 
the average spectra of other pixels of the same color to verify their 

"centrality" to the set 

2) Cluster all pixels within certain threshold limits into units. 

3) Run the Linear Mixing Model on the scene to determine. the "endmembers" 
that contribute to the scene. 

4) Apply the derived end.members to each of the TMS units for compositional 
information. 

5) Define the co-calibrated TM-5 units within the base scene as their TMS 

counterparts, and then extend the unit map across the entire TM-5 scene. 

6) Select TIMS units from ratios of channel 4 to channel 3, channel 2 to 

channel 5, and channel 2 to channel 4. 
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7) Cluster TIMS pixels within threshold limits. 

8) Run Linear Mixing Model to determine endmembers for TIMS units. 

9) Analyze correlations between TIMS and TMS unit maps. 

10) Coregister digital elevation data with the TMS and TIMS scenes and analyze 

s~atial relationships of defined units. 

The objective of this research is to identify and characterize spectrally distinct 

surface units and to place them into geological context. The primary requirement to 

meeting this objective is the separation of surface and non-surface (instrument, 

atmospheric, and photometric) components of the remote data sets. This requirement was 

met with calibration of the data to surface reflectance, as described in Chapter 2. 

However, the data include contributions from all components of the surface-both 

geologic and non-geologic (mostly vegetation). For the present research only the 

geologically derived materials are of interest Therefore the final data processing 

objective was to separate the data into geologic and non-geologic spectral components, 

isolating the geologic components for characterization. 

The primary objective of this research is to develop a set of sub-units, or facies, 

for the Lost Cabin Member of the Wind River Formation which is the Eocene age unit 

exposed in the study area. A further objective is to demonstrate that multispectral image 

data sets acquired for the study area can be used to define spectrally-based, but 

geologically relevant facies. 

The data sets used for this research are described in detail in Chapter 2. The 

multispectral data sets consist of an NS-001 (TMS) image set with six spectral channels 

from 0.4 to 2.4 µm, and a TIMS image set with six spectral channels from 8 to 12 µm. 

In addition to these data, other data sets used consist of digital terrain (DEM) data, aerial 

photographs acquired concurrently with the image data sets, and samples and ground 

photography acquired during visits to the site. 
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FIGURE 3.5 TMS Data Subset for Eocene Exposures 

Composite Image formed using: Red: Channel 3 (0.66 µm) 

Green: Channel 2 (0.56 µm) 

Blue: Channel 1 (0.485 µm) 
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Before the image data could be applied to quantitative analysis, it was essential to 

calibrate the data to units of reflectance (for the TMS data) and of emittance (for the TIMS 

data). The details of these calibrations are given in Chapter 2. The chief advantage to 

calibrated data is that the data are then referencable to laboratory data sets and calibrated 

data sets from other instruments. With the data in calibrated format, knowledge from 

other sources regarding the spectral properties of materials may be used to analyze the 

pixel spectra extracted from these data. 

The calibrated data represent only the signal from the surface, without the effects 

of instrument response or the intervening atmosphere. However, the data may still 

include effects from materials not directly attributable to long-term geological processes, 

such as vegetative cover and local erosional remnants. The data must be further analyzed 

to include only the components of the signal attributable to materials of geologic 

relevance. 

A limited number of approaches exist for performing this "demixing" of complex 

signals. Arguably the most straight-forward approach, in terms of the physical theory, is 

to use absorption bands or features to define materials signatures and to use some process 

to search for these spectral features in the pixel spectra of a data set. This approach is 

only effective if the materials of interest in the data set possess characteristic absorption 

features and these absorption features are evidenced in the data. If the most diagnostic 

features are not evident, then other, more subtle, characteristics must be used. These 

more subtle characteristics may be less intense absorption bands, or "whole spectrum" 

characteristics such as spectral slope, overall albedo, or band combinations. 

Two methods which have been used for image characterization based on whole 

spectrum characteristics are spectrum alarming and the Linear Mixing Model. In the 

spectrum alarming method the image data set is compared, pixel by pixel, to a reference 

spectrum which represents the material of interest. A metric, such as the number of 

channels in a pixel spectrum that fall within a set threshold distance from the reference 

spectrum, is used to determine the similarity of the pixel spectrum to the reference 
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spectrum. There are many variations on this approach: The threshold can be a single 

value, or defined on a channel-by-channel basis; the reference spectrum may be a pixel 

spectrum extracted from the image data set, or a spectrum selected from an available 

library of spectra; or the data can first be encoded according to some system, such as the 

Hamming distance, and the metric defined relative to this system. A more elaborate 

variation on this approach is to use several spectra as reference spectra and to parse the 

data set into units based on relative similarity to the reference spectra. 

The Linear Mixing Model (LMM) approach is based on the hypothesis that each 

pixel spectrum in an image data set can be modeled as the linear sum of the fractional 

contributions of a primary set of spectral components. These characteristic spectra are 

termed "endmembers", and may be selected from the pixel spectra in the data set, or from 

an available library of spectra. 

These spectral endmembers can be categorized, based on analyst understanding, 

according to the type of material represented. For instance, for a six band system with 

data acquired over a natural setting there are typically three categories of primary 

components that account for the bulk of the spectral variation in the data set. These three 

categories may be categorized as a vegetation component, a soil or rock component, and a 

shade (or "darkening") component. 

The primary spectral components or endmembers together constitute the 

background model for a data set. In addition to these background endmembers there may 

also be several residual endmembers defining the data set. The residual endmembers 

represent materials or spectral components that are not fully characterized by the 

background model. These residual endmembers are often the materials of most interest, 

because they are by definition local components that represent anomalous materials not 

typical to the background. Examples of features that may give rise to residual spectra are 

local rock outcrops, localized weathering products, roads, streams, and the associated 

vegetation along the stream. 
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Several products are output from the LMM: The set of endmembers (background 

and residual), the fraction planes associated with the endmembers, and the residual cube 

associated with each residual endmember. The residual cube and fraction plane for each 

residual endmember are related, but the residual cube gives band-by-band variance with 

the backgroundand so potentially holds more detailed information. The fraction plane 

gives distribution information about the residual endmember. The fractions by 

themselves are used to map the intensity of occurrence of the material type which they 

represent. The fraction planes can also be combined to form unit maps representing 

composite ch~cteristics. For instance, the fact that vegetation cover is sparse over a 

given rock or soil unit might be a diagnostic indicator for that unit, or an indirect indicator 

of the angle of repose of another unit. 

The TMS and TM sensor channels cover spectral regions which are sensitive to 

the presence of chlorophyll, to the oxidation state of iron, to the presence of water, and 

potentially to the presence of clay and carbonate minerals. The exposed rock units of the 

Eocene are characterized by variations in the state and presence of the minerals of iron 

oxide, clay, carbonate, and gypsum, as well as the silica content. The TMS and TM data 

are thus well-suited to the characterization of most of the significant properties of the 

Eocene materials. 

The approach used here for the analysis of the TMS and TM reflectance data sets 

was a combination of two of the methods described above. The spectral response of iron 

oxides imparts a strong visual color to rocks containing these minerals. This effect is 

clearly evident in a "true-color" three-color composite of the TMS data for the study area, 

as shown in Figure 3.5. This composite was formed using TMS channels 1, 2, and 3, 

centered near 0.485 µm, 0.56 µm, and 0.66µm, respectively. The primary spectral unit 

map for the TMS data was constructed based on this three-color composite, using the 

spectrum alarming method of forming spectral clusters. 

An initial set of units was defined by visually selecting pixels that represented 

each of the visible colors in the composite image. Several pixels were selected for each 
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unit and the average of these pixels used as input to the clustering routine. The clustering 

routine then assigned each of the pixels in the data set to one or another of the units. The 

assignment was made based on the Euclidian distance of each pixel from each unit 

spectrum: the pixel was assigned to the unit for which the computed distance was the 

smallest. All pixels falling outside a defined threshold value for the Euclidian distance 

( = 15) were classed as outliers. For the 512 by 512 TMS data set, 640 pixels, scattered 

throughout the data set, fell outside this threshold. 

Based on this three-color composite, twenty-two units were defined for the lMS 

data. The TMS data set was classed into these twenty-two units, plus an outlier unit, 

using the spectrum alarming method of data classification. These twenty-three units were 

used as the primary basis for interpretation as discussed in Section 3.9 below. In Figure 

3.6 these units are displayed with a color look-up table. 

The Linear Mixing Model (LMM) was applied to the TMS data set. The resulting 

eight characterizing endmembers are shown in Figure 3.7. The endmember one ('EMl ') 

spectrum is the "shade" endmember. High values of fraction one represent areas that are 

dominated by topographic shadowing of other materials. The endmember two ('EM2') 

spectrum resembles that for a bright soil with no contribution from ferric iron, but a 

moderately strong feature near channel five, potentially indicative of ferrous iron (see 

Adams, 197 4 ). The endmember three ('EM3 ') spectrum resembles that for a soil or rock 

with moderate reflectivity, and with no strong defining spectrum features. Based on the 

rise in reflectance from channel one to channel three, this soil or rock is probably a 

reddish-gray in color. The endmember four ('EM4') spectrum resembles that of a typical 

soil or rock, probably grayish brown in color. The endmember five ('EM5') spectrum is 

primarily the spectrum of vegetation, as is also evident upon examination of fraction plane 

five. The endmember six ('EM6') spectrum resembles that of a soil or rock that has a 

strong ferrous iron content, but is beginning to oxidize to ferric iron. The endmember 

seven ('EM7') spectrum resembles that of a bright soil or rock with a strong contribution 

from a ferric oxide, interpreted as hematite based on the diagnostic slopes (as discussed in 

Singer et al., 1984) from channel one to channel two (43.747) and channel two to 
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channel three (127.04), and with some moisture content. The endmember eight ('EM8') 

spectrum resembles that of a gray soil or rock with a strong contribution from ferrous 

iron, as evidenced by the feature near channel five. These interpretations are summarized 

in Table 3 . 1. 

TABLE 3.1 

TMS Endmemeber Definitions 

EMl Shade. 

EM2 Bright gray soil or rock with ferrous feature. 

EM3 Moderately bright reddish-gray soil or rock. 

EM4 Spectrally featureless gray soil or rock. 

EM5 Vegetation. 

EM6 Soil or rock with ferrous and ferric features. 

EM7 Hematitic, bright reddish-gray soil or rock. 

EM8 Medium gray soil or rock with ferrous feature. 

3. 7 METHODOLOGY: TM DATA SET 

The Thematic Mapper data do not have the spatial resolution of the TMS data, and 

thus the detailed units recognition that is possible with the TMS data is not possible with 

the TM data. However, six of the seven TMS spectral channels are essentially the same 

as the six TM channels. Further, the TM and TMS data have been co-calibrated. This co

calibration means that the spectral classes defined for the TMS data, at high spatial 

resolution can be used to classify the TM data. The same twenty-two classes, plus an 

outlier class, were defined for the TM data as were used to classify the TMS data. No 

further units definition was required for the TM data. These units for the TM data are 

displayed in Figure 3.8, using the same color look-up table as was used for the TMS 

data. 
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FIGURE 3.6 Classification Map for TMS Data Subset 

The 22 units are differentiated by false color. 
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FIGURE 3.8 Classification Map for TM Data Set 

The 22 units are the same as for the TMS data set. 
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3.8 METHODOLOGY: TIMS DATA SET 

The TIMS data were calibrated to units of emittance, as described in Chapter 2. 

This emittance data set was reduced to its component spectral parts using essentially the 

same methods as were used for the TMS data reduction: A set of Linear Mixing Model

based endmembers and associated fraction planes was computed for the data set and a set 

of spectral units were defined based on a three-color composite image. For the 

wavelength range spanned by the TIMS channels, the first three channels are primarily 

sensitive to silica content, channels three and four are sensitive to clay content, and 

channel six is potentially sensitive to carbonate content (Kahle and Goetz, 1983). 

However, in order to define the temperature image for the TIMS data set, and hence to 

calibrate to emittance, channel six was used as the primary calibration channel; thus, 

information potentially obtainable from this channel is either obscured, or possibly 

reflected in channel five. Channels three, four and five were used to form the three-color 

composite. This color composite is shown in Figure 3.9. This composite was formed 

with channel three assigned to the red color channel, channel four assigned to the blue 

color channel, and channel five assigned to the green color channel. 

Based on this composite, 9 units were defined for the TIMS data set, plus an 

additional unit for outliers above the 0.05 threshold set for the clustering. The data were 

classified according to these 9 units. The resulting unit map is shown in Figure 3.10, 

using a color look-up table. 

The application of the Linear Mixing Model (LMM) to the TIMS emittance data set 

yielded six endmembers. Endmembers "EM2" and "EM4" are dominated by a spectral 

feature in channel three, corresponding to a silica emittance feature. Endmember "EM3" 

is dominated by a spectral feature in band four, corresponding to the emittance response 

of clay minerals. The descriptions for these endmembers are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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FIGURE 3.9 Thermal Infrared Multi.spectral Scanner Data Set 

Composite Image formed using: Red: Channel 5 (10.7 µm) 

Green: Channel 4 (9.8) 

Blue: Channel 3 (9.2 µm) 
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FIGURE 3.10 Classification Map for TIMS Data Set 

The 9 units are differentiated by false color. 
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TABLE 3.2 

TIMS Endmember Definitions 

EMl Shade. 

EM2 Silica feature. 

EM3 Clay feature 

EM4 Deeper silica feature. 

EM5 Silica and clay feature. 

EM6 Featureless. 

The "noisiness" of the TIMS data, coupled with the only very broad definitions 

possible for the spectrally definable units, made correlation of TIMS units with TMS or 

TM units extremely difficult. For these reasons, the TIMS data were not used further in 

the analysis. 

3.9 METHODOLOGY: DIGITAL ELEVATION DATA SET 

The Laramide orogenic activity was largely complete, except for local tectonic 

activity, during the early Eocene. The Wind River Formation was deposited during this 

period of relative, aggradational, quiescence. At the time of deposition the unit was 

largely flat-lying, filling in the pre-Eocene topography. During the Pliocene the whole 

region was uplifted some 3000-4000 feet (Keefer, 1965a), initiating large-scale erosion, 

which has continued to the present day. 

An objective of this research is to establish the spatial relationships between 

spectrally defined sub-units to the Wind River Formation. Digital Elevation Model data 

are available, which correspond to the area covered by the Thematic Mapper sub-scene. 

This DEM topography image is shown in Figure 3.4. This figure was produced using a 

color look-up table with a smooth transition of values from low (black) to high (white) 

elevations. If a simpler look-up table is used, having only five distinct colors (black

blue-green-red-white), then a large scale topographic trend affecting the region becomes 

more apparent. Figure 3.11 shows the DEM data displayed using this simpler look-up 
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table. The exposures of Eocene materials are not evident in this image, as the image is 

dominated by the roughly 500 meter difference in elevation from the lower-lying basin to 

the northern highlands occurring in the data set. 

The dip of the Wind River sediments in the study area do not exhibit the slope 

dominating the region. Stucky et al. (1984) measured, using a plane-table, the angle for 

some of the exposures in the study area and found that the angle was very shallow, 

typically 1 to 3 degrees. In order to produce a topographic map more representative of 

the Eocene depositional period, it is desirable to remove the regional trend in topographic 

slope. 

3.9.1 SUB-AREA CORRESPONDING TO TMS DATA 

A subset of the DEM data was extracted covering the local study area. These data 

are shown in Figure 3.12, using the black to white look-up table, and in Figure 3.13 

using the five color look-up table. Again the data are dominated by the regional slope. 

To model this regional slope, a single-order trend surface was fit to the data, using a 

modification of an algorithm presented by Davis, 1973. Two products are output by this 

routine: the computed planer trend surface, and the deviations in the data from this trend. 

These two products are shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, using the five color look-up 

table. The computed trend surface image is scaled the same as the data shown in Figure 

3 .14, and is a good match to this data set. Examination of the elevation deviations in 

Figure 3.15 shows that this topographic map is dominated by the Eocene exposures, as 

was desired. This elevation deviations map is used in subsequent analysis involving the 

DEM data. 

3.9.2 SUB-AREA CORRESPONDING TO TM DATA 

The larger study area covered by the Thematic Mapper naturally includes greater 

topographic complexity. The digital elevation data for this larger study area are shown in 

Figure 3.16 using the black to white color look-up table. The present research is 

concerned with the exposures within the Wind River Basin area of Eocene materials. The 
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portion of the digital topographic data corresponding to the basin has a simpler 

topographic trend. The data area extracted over the basin is shown using the five-color 

look-up table in Figure 3.17. 

This extracted basin topographic data set was also fit with an order one trend 
;. 

using the modified Davis algorithm. The resultant estimated trend surface is shown in 

Figure 3.18, again using the five color look-up table. The computed trend surface image 

is scaled the same as the data shown in Figure 3.17, and is a good match to this data set. 

The map of elevation deviations from the trend surf ace that results when the trend surface 

is removed from the digital elevation data is shown in Figure 3.19, using the same five 

color look-up table. 

Examination of the elevation deviations in Figure 3.19 shows that this 

topographic map is dominated by the erosional surface defined by the river channel 

running across the near-center of the image. This result is compatible with the 

observation that the Eocene materials are being progressively exposed in the basin by the 

effects of erosion. 
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FIGURE 3.11 Digital Terrain Data Displayed with Simple Color Look-up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.12 Subset of Digital Terrain Data 

The data are displayed so that low values are black( er) and high 

values are white( er). 
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FIGURE 3.13 Subset of Digital Terrain Data Displayed with Simple Color Look

up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.14 Trend Surface Developed for the Digital Terrain Data Subset 

Displayed Using a Simple Color Look-up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.15 Map of Deviations from Terrain Trend Surface Displayed Using a 

Simple Color Look-up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.16 Digital Topographic Data Corresponding to TM Data Set, 

Displayed Using Black and White Look Up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.17 Digital Topographic Data Corresponding to TM Data Set, 

Displayed Using 5 Color Look Up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.18 First Order Trend Map of Topographic Data for Basin Area, 

Displayed Using 5 Color Look Up Table. 
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FIGURE 3.19 Elevations Deviations from First Order Trend Fit for Basin Area, 

Displayed Using 5 Color Look Up Table. 
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3.10 INTERPRETATION 

The objective of this research is to produce spectral units, or lithofacies, 

characterizations for exposures of Eocene sediments in the study area. This 

characterization is presented here, first for the study area for which relatively high spatial 

resolution spectral data are available (TMS and TIMS), and then, using the high 

resolution results as the basis, the larger study area encompassed by the TM data set is 

characterized. 

The average spectrum for each class, as well as the definitive (or "centroid") 

spectrum, was also computed. These average spectra are displayed together with the 

corresponding centroid spectrum in Figure 3.20. It is apparent in these charts that the 

average and centroid spectra are essentially the same, supporting the uniformity of the 

defined classes. 

The defined units allow for geologic and non-geologic materials to be 

distinguished. Classes 10 and 5 are clearly non-rock or non-geologic, representing 

vegetation and water respectively. However, this spectral information alone is insufficient 

to identify whether the remaining units represent rock facies, or simply erosional runoff, 

or whether a facies is of Eocene age. These distinctions have been made using the 

available topographic data, and examination of spatial relationships between, and within, 

the defined classes. 

The TMS data allow for the basic characterizations of these units according to the 

strength of the ferric oxide contribution (as determined by the relative positions of TMS 

channels one through four), the probable presence of gypsum (as a spectral band centered 

in TMS channel six), and the probable presence of clay and/or carbonate (as a spectral 

band centered in channel seven). 
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A further characterization of these units can be made using the LMM end.member 

fraction planes. To summarize this information the average set of fractions for each unit 

was computed. These fraction sets are graphed in Figure 3.21 for each of the TMS units. 

For a given unit, the larger the fractional contribution is to the unit spectrum, the more that 

endmember contributes to the spectrum. Large positive fractions imply that the unit 

spectrum strongly resembles that end.member, while large negative fractions imply that the 

unit spectrum strongly does not resemble that end.member. 

Interpretations of the defined twenty-two units are presented in Section 3.12. 

These interpretations are based on several pieces of evidence: 1) The spectral properties 

evident in the average and centroid spectra for the units; 2) The occurrence of the defined 

units in the image data set; and 3) The average LMM fraction set for each unit. 

Examination of these pieces of information for the twenty-two TMS units 

suggests that some sets of units may be combined into single units: The spatial 

occurrence of units 1, 2, 3, and 4 is depicted in Figures 3.22a-d. There are two basic 

modes of occurrence of these units, either as well-constrained sediments within the 

Eocene exposures, or as an erosional product along streams and resevoirs. These two 

modes of occurrence are represented in all four units. Further, the spectra and the 

endmember combinations for the four units differ only subtly, primarily in the apparent 

hematitic contribution. For these reasons, and especially because these four units do not 

seem to represent unique types of outcrop, the four units are regrouped into a single unit, 

named Unit A. 

The spectra for units 6, 7, 8, 9, and 19 are all interpreted as representing a gray

brown soil or sediment. The modes of occurrence for the five units, as depicted in 

Figures 3.24a, 3.25a, 3.25b, 3.25c, and 3.24b, respectively also suggest the the units all 

represent occurrences of the ubiquitous brownish (Quaternary) soil with sparse grass 

cover. These five units are regrouped into a single unit, named Unit B. 
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The third regrouping is the combination of units 11, 12, and 14. Spectrally, these 

units are similar, representing bright gray sedimentary materials. Also, the units have 

similar modes of occurrence, as primarily the erosional outwash from other sediments, 

but also potentially as one of the striations within the Eocene exposures (see 

Figures 3.26a, 3.26b, and 3.26c). These three units are regrouped into Unit C. 

Units 13 and 15 are spectrally similar, interpreted as representing a light red 

(pinkish) sediment or soil. The interpreted modes of occurrence for the two units, from 

Figures 3.27a and 3.27b, are as the eroded outwash surrounding the Eocene exposures, 

but not as one of the Eocene facies. These two units are regrouped into Unit D. 

Unit 21 is similar spectrally to units 13 and 15, and for the most part the spatial 

occurrence the three units are also similar. However, unit 21 is classed separately from 

units 13 and 15 because, based on Figure 3.26d, this unit also potentially represents 

sediments within the eocene exposures. Therefore this unit is grouped separately as 

Unit E. 

Units 16 and 22 have similar spectra, but are distinct from the other 20 units. 

These units are interpreted as representing a soil dominated by ferrous iron. Also, as 

depicted in Figures 3.28a and 3.28b, these units occur within the Eocene exposures, but 

appear to represent either Quaternary fill within these exposures or outwash from the 

exposures, rather than Eocene sediments. These two units are regrouped into a single 

unit, named Unit F. 

Units 17 and 18 have very similar spectra. Both units represent some of the 

brightest materials occurring within the study area and appear to be primarily the erosional 

remnants of Eocene materials, as depicted in Figures 3.28c and3.28d. These units are 

regrouped into Unit G. 

Unit 5 represents liquid water, unit 10 represents green vegetation, and unit 20 

represents primarily areas of dense shadow. Because these three units do not represent 

materials of geologic significance, the three units are regrouped into a single unit, named 

Unit H. These three units are depicted in Figures 3.27a-c. 
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FIGURE 3.22a Pixels Classed as Unit 1 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.22b Pixels Classed as Unit 2 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.22c 

FIGURE 3.22d 

Pixels Classed as Unit 3 Shown in Solid White. 

Pixels Classed as Unit 4 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.23a Pixels Classed as Unit 5 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.23b Pixels Classed as Unit 10 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.24a Pixels Classed as Unit 6 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.24b Pixels Classed as Unit 19 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.25a Pixels Classed as Unit 7 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.25b Pixels Classed as Unit 8 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.26a 

FIGURE 3.26b 

Pixels Classed as Unit 11 Shown in Solid White. 

Pixels Classed as Unit 12 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.26c Pixels Classed as Unit 14 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.26d Pixels Classed as Unit 21 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.27a 

FIGURE 3.27b 
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Pixels Classed as Unit 13 Shown in Solid White. 

Pixels Classed as Unit 15 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.28a Pixels Classed as Unit 16 Shown in Solid White. 

FIGURE 3.28b Pixels Classed as Unit 22 Shown in Solid White. 
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FIGURE 3.28c 

FIGURE 3.28d 

Pixels Classed as Unit 17 Shown in Solid White. 

Pixels Classed as Unit 18 Shown in Solid White. 



These eight regrouped units, A-H, are shown in Figure 3.29. Each new unit is 

assigned a color for display purposes, as indicated in Table 3.3. Of these eight units, 

those that represent sediments within the Eocene exposures are A, C, and E. 

TABLE 3.3 

Color Assignments for TMS Simplified Units 

Unit Color 

A Red 
B Light Gray 
c Blue 
D Green 
E Yellow 
F Dark Gray 
G White 
H Black 

3.10.1 RELATIONSHIP TO PALEONTOLOGICAL UNITS 

Extensive paleontological research has been done in the Eocene sediments of the 

Wind River Basin. The most recent stratigraphic research in the area is that conducted by 

Stucky (l 984a and 1984b ), for the Carnegie Museum of Natural History. In this work, 

Stucky documented the "stratigraphic distributions of approximately 120 mammalian 

species in the upper part of the Wind River Formation", and mapped a third unit within 

the Formation, which he termed the "Red Cabin Facies". A key result of Stucky's 

research, linking his work to that of previous researchers (e.g. Granger, 1910 and 

Guthrie, 1971, as referenced in Stucky, 1984a), is the summary finding that a unit within 

the Lost Cabin Member, variously termed the "dark red stratum" (Granger, 1910, as 

referenced in Stucky, 1984a), the "maroon shale" layers (Guthrie, 1971, as referenced in 

Stucky, 1984a), or the "mottled red unit" (Stucky, 1984a), is highly fossiliferous, but not 

correlated in the two princiapl occurrences of this material, at Davis Ranch and Buck 

Spring. Previous researchers (e.g., Granger, 1910, and Korth, 1981) had suggested, 

based primarily on the similarity in color and the high fossil content (as summarized by 

Stucky), that the two primary occurrences of the unit were stratigraphic equivalents. 
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FIGURE 3.29 TMS Data Showing Eight "Regrouped" Units. 
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Stucky (1984a) shows in his Figure 11 the occurrence of this "dark red stratum" 

in the Davis Ranch locale (corresponding to the present study area). This unit was 

photographed during field work for the present research and is shown in Figure 3.30. 

This unit is also the primary unit represented by TMS Unit A. 

The occurrences of Unit A which correspond to Eocene sediments may be 

distinguished from those occurrences which are erosional remnants by the topographic 

range in which the unit occurs. The outcrops which are within the Eocene exposures 

occur within a range of -13 meters in elevation deviation (with respect to the defined trend 

surf ace) to 6 meters in elevation deviation. This range covers much of the study area, but 

does not include those areas along the stream bed and erosional paths. The area covered 

by this topographic range is shown colored in blue in Figure 3. 31. 

Therefore, within the study area the Stucky's "mottled red unit" corresponds to 

the spectrally-defined Unit A, and occurs within a range in elevation deviations from the 

trend surf ace of -13 to 6 meters. 

3.10.2 EXTENSION TO TM DATA SET 

The same consolidation of units from twenty-two to eight can be made for the TM 

data. This data set is shown in Figure 3.32, with the colors indicating units as given in 

Table 3. 3 above. Several potential occurrences of the fossiliferous Unit A are evident in 

the data. Some of these occurrences are clearly along stream channels and result from 

erosion. Within the study area defined by the TMS sub-scene, roughly the same set of 

occurrences are evident within the TM scene as within the TMS scene, allowing for the 

difference in spatial resolution of the two data sets. This area for the two data sets is 

shown in Figures 3.33 and 3.34. 
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FIGURE 3.30 Ground Photo Showing Occurrence of Dark Red Stratum in Davis 

Ranch Area. 
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FIGURE 3.31 Depiction of Davis Ranch Area Showing Elevation Deviation 

Range Corresponding to Dark Red Stratum in Blue. 
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FIGURE 3.32 TM Data Showing Eight "Regrouped" Units with Same Color Map 

as forTMS . 
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FIGURE 3.33 TMS Eight Spectral Units Map for Davis Ranch Area. 
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FIGURE 3.34 TM Eight Spectral Units Map for Davis Ranch Area. 
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One area of occurrence of Unit A outside the TMS study area corresponds to the 

second paleontologically significant outcrop of the "dark red stratum" discussed in Stucky 

(1984a). This corresponds to his Buck Spring locale, and is probably the type location 

for the Lost Cabin Member, as defined by Sinclair and Granger (1911, as referenced by 

Stucky, 1984a)... This area and the Davis Ranch area are indicated with enclosing boxes in 

Figure 3.35. 

The topographic detrending approach used here can be applied to examine the 

hypothesis that the Buck Springs locale is stratigraphically above or below the Davis 

Ranch locale. The Davis Ranch topographic data have been corrected for regional 

trending, so as to "restore" the topography to an Eocene-type scenario. For the Davis 

Ranch data, this trend was best represented by an order one surface. The Buck Springs 

locale is more complex, topographically: The area has been strongly controlled by not 

only the regional, epeirogenic, uplift, but also by the Cedar Ridge fault nearby and to the 

north. A single order fit to the topography for the Buck Springs area does not enhance 

the Eocene sediments. However, if a second order trend surface is computed, and the 

data detrended using this assumption, then the topography does become dominated 

primarily by the Eocene sediments. These first order trend and deviation maps are shown 

in Figure 3.36 and 3.37. The second order maps are shown in Figures 3.38 and 3.39. 

The occurence of the "red stratum" at the Davis Ranch site fell within a 

topographic (deviation) range of -13 m to 6 m. For the topographically uncorrected 

data--corresponding to the present day topography-the elevation range for the red 

stratum at Davis Ranch is 1781 m to 1870 m. 

The present-day range of the occurrences of the red stratum at Buck Springs is 

from 1825 m to 1935 m. With no correction, these sediments would be placed 

stratigraphically above the Davis Ranch sediments. However, if the second order 

correction is applied to the Buck Springs topography, the red stratum fall within a range 

of -25 m to -12 m, placing these sediments below those at Davis Ranch. 
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FIGURE 3.35 TM data for Wind River Study Area. North is at the Top of the 

Image. Boxed Regions Show Locations of Davis Ranch and Buck 

Springs Study Areas. (Davis Ranch Area is East of Buck 

Springs.) 
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FIGURE 3.36 First Order Trend Map for Buck Springs Site. 
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FIGURE 3.37 Elevation Deviations Map for First Order Trend Fit for Buck 

Springs Site. 
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FIGURE 3.38 Second Order Trend Map for Buck Springs Site. 
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FIGURE 3.39 Elevation Deviations Map for Second Order Trend Fit for Buck 

Springs Site. 
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This result-that the Buck Springs occurrences of the red stratum are below 

those at Davis Ranch-supports that of Stucky (1984). Further, as for Stucky's field

and fossil-based results, contradicts that of Korth (1981), who placed the Buck Springs 

sediments above those at Davis Ranch. 

3.11 CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the general conclusion of this research is that spectral data, in 

combination with field work and topographic data, contribute valuable information to 

geologic characterization. This research also suggests that spectral data of higher 

resolution shall provide a more powerful-and unique-contribution to geological field 

research. However, in order to use these (or any) spectral data sets, the calibration of 

the spectral data has been shown to be critical for converting the data to information. 

Under this research, methods were explored and developed to assist in this calibration. 

More specific conclusions which may be drawn from these results are: 

Data Fusion 

1) Results obtained from aircraft (TMS) data may be applied to satellite (TM) 

data, when co-calibrated, to extend the effective range of the aircraft data. The data 

distribution-based approach used here to co-calibrate these broadband data sets also has 

applicability to the calibration of two, or several, satellite data sets over a site, or to the 

reverse of the present application, where a well-calibrated aircraft data set could be used 

as the calibration reference for a satellite data set 

2) The TIMS data for this study area did not significantly extend the spectral 

characterization capability of the TMS data, even though the two data sets were co

registered. One aspect of this result is potentially extensible to other data sets: The 

limited range of materials in the study are to which TIMS was sensitive (i.e. silica

bearing, clay-bearing, and mixed sediments made TIMS a poor choice of data type for 

characterizing these sediments. A more useful data set to combine with the TMS would 

have been a narrow-band data set in either the visible/near-infrared range or the TIMS 
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mid-infrared range. Such a data set would have allowed the TMS results to be tied to 

very specific mineral features. Specifically, instrument channels sensitive to carbonate 

and gypsum were lacking and would have provided useful discriminators for the study 

area. 

3) The co-registration of the spectral broadband data with the digital 

topographic data was more powerful than either data set applied independently. The 

spectral data provided materials recognition, and the topographic data provided spatial 

context. The fusion of these two types of data with a higher resolution spectral data set 

would have enhanced the power of the approach even more. 

Calibration 

4) Broadband visible/near-infrared data may be calibrated to reflectance 

without direct knowledge of instrument parameters. The method used here, however, 

did require a reliable calibration for one of the data sets, and required that the data 

overlap in terms of spatial coverage. A method currently under development which may 

remove these constraints is the Linear Mixing Model approach to calibration developed 

by Smith et al. (1986). With this technique, the data are referenced to a spectrum library 

of materials, rather than to other data sets. 

5) There is high potential for developing a technique to perform an accurate 

secondary (attnospheric) calibration of high spectral resolution data (e.g. 10 nm 

spacing), without direct knowledge of attnospheric conditions. The adaptive model 

developed here for synthetic data does require a good instrument calibration, but the 

atmospheric calibration is performed using spectral characteristics within the data. 

6) Because the aircraft TMS and satellite TM data were co-calibrated, the 

sediments characterization based on the TMS data could be extended to areas in the TM 

data not surveyed by the TMS. The primary implication of this result is clear: One need 

not have physical access to an area to perform materials characterization relatable to 

physical units. Further, differences in spatial resolution, for this study area, did not 

noticably impact the characterization. 
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Geologic Interpretation 

7) The distinctive "dark red stratum" of the Lost Cabin member of the Wind 

River Formation, which is known to be a productive unit for paleontological research, 

can be recognized and located using broadband spectral data. This result should be 

extendsible to similar sediments in the Wind River Basin and in other basins in the 

region (e.g. the Big Hom Basin). 

8) The combination of co-registered spectral and topographic data sets made 

it possible to place in stratigraphic context two occurrences of the "dark red stratum". 

After detrending the topographic data, it was concluded that the Buck Springs sediments 

are strati.graphically lower than the Davis Ranch sediments. This result~with 

refinement and increased automation of the detrending method-may be extended to 

other areas in the region. 
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TABLE 3.3 

SPECTRAL UNITS DESCRIPTIONS 

Unit 1 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum has a sharp rise from 0.5 µm to 

0. 9 µm, indicating presence of ferric oxide. The change in reflectance across this 

wavelength range is roughly from 27% to 49%. Based on previous work (Singer et al., 

1984), this oxide is interpreted as hematite. This interpretation is based on the relative 

slopes between bands one and two and bands two and three. These computed slopes for 

units one through four (which have very similar spectra) are shown in Table 6. From 0.9 

µm the spectrum for this unit drops off gradually to a value near 31 % in channel seven, 

indicating the presence of moisture, with perhaps some clay content 

TABLE 3.5 

BAND RATIOS (SLOPES) 

UNIT 1 UNIT2 UNIT3 UNIT4 

1->2 37.643 10.352 53.305 89.645 

2->3 119.71 59.792 167.66 179.43 

difference 82.067 49.44 114.355 89.785 

lesser 1:2 1:2 1:2 1:2 

interp. Hematite Hematite Hematite Hematite 

Fractions Interpretation: The strongest contributing fraction to the spectral 

model for this unit is that from EM7, which is the spectrum for a hematitic soil or rock. 

Other endmembers which contribute positively but in minor amounts are EMl (shade), 

EM5 (vegetation), EM6 (soil with ferrous and ferric features), and EM8 (soil with ferrous 

features). The remaining three endmembers (EM2, EM3, and EM4) contribute only 

negatively to the model. 
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Occurrence of Unit: Shown in Figure 3.22a is a single channel of the 

TMS scene (channel three, near 0.66 µm), displayed in shades of gray. Overlaid in soild 

white on this are the pixels forming unit 1. This unit represents the dark reddish-purple 

materials forming striations in the Wind River formation. This color is apparent in the 

photo given as Figure 3.30. The subset of the study area having the most exposed 

occurrences of Eocene sediments was used to develop the twenty-two units. This sub

area is shown in the three-color composite given in Figure 3.5. There are also some 

occurrences of this unit along the stream in the lower right comer of the image and in 

isolated outwash channels. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit 

Unit 2 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum also has a sharp rise from 0.5 µm to 

0.9 µm, again indicating the presence of ferric oxide. The change in reflectance across 

this wavelength range is roughly from 29% to 43% Based on Singer et al. (1984), this 

oxide is interpreted as hematite (see Table 6 above). The relative difference in these two 

slopes is less than that for unit one, suggesting that the hematite content for unit two is 

less than for unit one .. From 0.9 µm the spectrum for this unit also drops off gradually 

to a value near 24% in channel seven, again indicating the presence of moisture, with 

perhaps some clay content. · 

Fractions Interpretation: As for unit 1, the strongest contributing fraction to 

the spectral model for this unit is that from EM7, a hematitic soil or rock. Other 

endmembers which contribute positively but in minor amounts are also the same as for 

unit 1, namely EMl (shade), EM5 (vegetation), EM6 (soil with ferrous and ferric 

features), and EMS (soil with ferrous features). And as for unit 1, the remaining three 

endmembers (EM2, EM3, and EM4) contribute only negatively to the model. 

Occurrence of Unit: Shown in Figure 3.22b is a single channel of the 

TMS scene (channel three, near 0.66 µm), displayed in shades of gray. Overlaid in soild 
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illustrated in the photograph given as Figure 3.30, as well as in the three-color composite 

given in Figure 3.5. Again as for unit 1, there are also some occurrences of this unit in 

isolated outwash channels. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit 

Unit 3 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum also has a sharp rise from 0.5 µm to 

0.9 µm, again indicating the presence of ferric oxide. The change in reflectance across 

this wavelength range is roughly from 30% to 57% Based on Singer et al. (1984), this 

oxide is interpreted as hematite (see Table 3.4 above). The relative difference in these two 

slopes is greater than that for units one and two, suggesting that the hematite content for 

unit three is greater than for either unit one or two. From 0.9 µm the spectrum for this 

unit also drops off gradually to a value near 39% in channel seven, again indicating the 

presence of moisture, with perhaps some clay content 

Fractions Interpretation: As for units 1 and 2, the strongest contributing 

fraction to the spectral model for this unit is that from EM7, a hematitic soil or rock. 

Other endmembers which contribute positively but in minor amounts are also the same as 

for units 1 and 2, namely EMl (shade), EM5 (vegetation), EM6 (soil with ferrous and 

ferric features), and EMS (soil with ferrous features). And as for units 1 and 2, the 

remaining three endmembers (EM2, EM3, and EM4) contribute only negatively to the 

model. 

Occurrence of Unit: Shown in Figure 3.22c is a single channel of the 

TMS scene (channel three, near 0.66 µm), displayed in shades of gray. Overlaid in soild 

white on this are the pixels forming unit 3. As for units 1 and 2, this unit represents dark 

reddish-purple materials forming striations in the Wind River formation. Again, as for 

units 1 and 2, there are also some occurrences of this unit in outwash channels. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit three 

are: 9-15-86-PB3A, 9-16-86-PB3, and 9-16-86-PB6. 
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Unit 4 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum also has a sharp rise from 0.5 µm to 

0. 9 µm, again indicating the presence of ferric oxide. The change in reflectance across 

this wavelength range is roughly from 34% to 64% Based on Singer et al. (1984), this 

oxide is interpreted as hematite (see Table 3.4 above). The relative difference in these two 

slopes is greater than that for unit two and slightly greater than that for unit one, but less 

than for unit three, suggesting that the hematite content for unit four is greater than for 

either unit one or two, but less than for unit three. From 0.9 µm the spectrum for this 

unit also drops off gradually to a value near 50% in channel seven, again indicating the 

presence of moisture, with perhaps some clay content 

Fractions Interpretation: As for units 1, 2, and 3, the strongest contributing 

fraction to the spectral model for this unit is that from EM7, a hematitic soil or rock. 

Other endmembers which contribute positively but in very minor amounts are also the 

same as for units 1,2 and 3, namely EMl (shade), EM5 (vegetation), EM6 (soil with 

ferrous and ferric features), and EM8 (soil with ferrous features). And as for units 1,2 

and 3, the remaining three endmembers (EM2, EM3, and EM4) contribute only 

negatively to the model. 

Occurrence of Unit: Shown in Figure 3.22d is a single channel of the 

TMS scene (channel three, near 0.66 µm), displayed in shades of gray. Overlaid in soild 

white on this are the pixels forming unit 4. As for units 1,2 and 3, this unit represents 

dark reddish-purple materials forming striations in the Wind River formation. Again, as 

for units 1 and 2, there are also some occurrences of this unit in outwash channels. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit 

Unit 5 

Spectrum Interpretation: In its overall shape this spectrum resembles that of 

liquid water, as based on the very sharp drop in reflectance from channel four (56%) to 

channel seven (0% ). However, the first three channels exhibit the characteristic slopes of 

ferric oxide, as described for units one through four. The slope from channel one to two 
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is 127.3 and from two to three is 208.76. This suggests that the unit represents liquid 

water mixed with hematitic soil. 

Fractions Interpretation: Because water occurs in only isolated areas in the 

scene, there is no endmember representing water. Thus, the fraction set is a mixture 

involving most of the endmembers in positive amounts and two of the endmembers in 

large negative amounts, as a mathematical atempt to model water as a mixture of what are 

mostly soil spectra. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.23a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit represents the (reddish) water in the two small resevoirs in the scene. 

Sample Availability: Sample 9-19-86-PBS occurs in an area classified as 

unit five. This sample is not actually a sample spectrum obtained of water, but is classed 

as unit five in the TMS classification due to the spatial resolution of the TMS instrument 

Unit 6 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum for this unit has a very smooth rise 

from channel one to channel four (32% to 55%) and a smooth, slight drop from channel 

four to channel seven (55% to 51 % ). The interpretation is that this spectrum is of a 

typical soil, probably gray-brown in color. 

Fractions Interpretation: The endmember contributing most strongly to the 

model for this unit is EM7, a hematitic soil or rock. This factor is positively modified by 

endmembers EMl (a slight amount of shade), EM4 (a spectrally featureless soil or 

rock), EM5 (a small amount of vegetation), and EMS (a small amount of a gray ferrous 

soil). 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.24a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit represents some of the predominantly brownish-gray soil and sparse grass that 
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covers much of the scene. Little or no occurrences of this unit appear within the Eocene 

exposures. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit. 

Unit 7 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum is very similar to that for unit six. The 

spectrum has a smooth rise from channel one to channel four (34% to 57%) and a slight 

drop from channel four to channel seven (57% to 54% ). The differences between this 

spectrum and, that for unit six are the presence of a slight feature centered near channel 

five, possibly indicating some moisture, and slightly higher overall reflectance. This 

spectrum is also interpreted as representing a gray-brown soil. 

Fractions Interpretation: The mixture of endmembers used to model this 

spectrum is very similar to that for unit 6: Endmember EM7 contributes most strongly. 

EM4 provides a moderate contribution. Endmembers EMl, EM6, and EM8 provide 

small amounts of contribution. Endmembers EM2, EM3, and EM6 contribute only 

negatively. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.25a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for units 6 and 19, this unit represents some of the predominantly brownish-gray soil and 

sparse grass that covers much of the scene. Little or no occurrences of this unit appear 

within the Eocene exposures. However, this unit does appear along the outer boundaries 

of the Eocene exposures, as does unit nine, suggesting that it represents some 

mixing between the predominantly quaternary cover and the weathered Eocene materials. 

Sample Availability: Sample 9-19-86-PBlO occurs in an area classified 

as unit seven. 

Unit 8 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum is very similar to those for units six 

and seven. The spectrum has a relatively smooth rise from channel one to channel four 
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(26% to 47%) and a slight drop from channel four to channel seven (47% to 44%). The 

differences between this spectrum and that for unit six are the presence of a slight feature 

centered near channel three, possibly indicating a slightly greater contribution from ferric 

oxide, and slightly lower overall reflectance. This ferric iron is interpreted as occurring 

as goethite rather than hematite based on the characteristic slopes from channels one to 

two (59.103) and from two to three (58.705). These two slopes are, however, similar 

and could also be the result of the quenching effects of a mafic mineral, which would also 

explain the slightly lower reflectance for this unit than for units six and seven. This 

spectrum is also interpreted as representing a gray-brown soil. 

Fractions Interpretation: The mixture of endmembers used to model this 

spectrum is very similar to that for units 6 and 7: Endmember EM7 contributes most 

strongly. EM4 provides a moderate contribution. Endmembers EMl, EM6, and EM8 

provide small amounts of contribution. Endmembers EM2, EM3, and EM6 contribute 

only negatively. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.25b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for units 6, 7 and 19, this unit represents some of the predominantly brownish-gray soil 

and sparse grass that covers much of the scene. Little or no occurrences of this unit 

appear within the Eocene exposures. This unit appears as relatively dark reddish-brown 

patches within the predominantly Quaternary cover, suggesting some weathcring

induced mixing of the ferric oxide rich Eocene materials with the Quaternary cover. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit eight 

are: 9-17-86-PBl and 9-19-86-PB9A. 

Unit 9 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum is very similar to that for unit seven. 

The spectrum has a smooth rise from channel one to channel four (39% to 60%) and a 

slight drop from channel four to channel seven (60% to 55% ). The primary difference 

between this spectrum and that for unit seven is the presence of a slight feature centered 
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near channel two, possibly indicating a very slightly greater ferric oxide content. This 

spectrum is also interpreted as representing a gray-brown soil. 

Fractions Interpretation: The mixture of endmembers used to model this 

spectrum is very similar to that for units 6, 7, and 8: Endmember EM7 contributes most 

strongly. EM4 provides a moderate contribution. End.members EMl, EM6, and EM8 

provide small amounts of contribution. End.members EM2, EM3, and EM6 contribute 

only negatively. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.25c in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for units 6, 7 and 19, this unit represents some of the predominantly brownish-gray soil 

and sparse grass that covers much of the scene. Little or no occurrences of this unit 

appear within the Eocene exposures, except along the tops of some of the remnant 

sandstone channels. However, this unit does appear along the outer boundaries of the 

Eocene exposures, as does unit seven, suggesting that it represents some mixing between 

the predominantly quaternary cover and the weathered Eocene materials. 

Sample Availability: 

as unit nine. 

Unit 10 

Spectrum Interpretation: 

Sample 9-20-86-PB2A occurs in an area classified 

This spectrum resembles that of green vegetation. 

The spectrum has the characteristic sharp rise from channel three to channel four (26% to 

44%) with a slight feature in channel three, indicating the presence of chlorophyll. This 

unit is therefore interpreted as representing vegetation in the scene. 

Fractions Interpretation: The end.member that contributes most strongly to the 

spectrum for this unit is that for the hematitic soil, EM7. The endmember for vegetation, 

EM5, also contributes, but to a lesser degree. This implies that unit 10, the unit primarily 

for vegetation, also includes a strong contribution from red soil. This implication is 

consistent with the occurrence of unit 10 along streams in the scene. Endmembers EMl, 
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EM4, and EMS also contribute positively to the unit model. Endmembers EM2, EM3, 

and EM6 contribute only negatively to the model. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.23b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit represents the relatively dense green vegetation which occurs along streams in the 

scene. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit 

Unit 11 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum has an overall high reflectance 

(maximum near 66%) with a slight rise from channel one to channel four (50% to 66% ), 

a shallow feature near channel five, potentially indicating liquid water, and a slight drop 

from channel four to channel seven (66% to 60% ). This unit is interpreted as 

representing a relatively bright soil, probably gray in color. 

Fractions Interpretation: The endmember fraction model for unit 11 

moderately resembles that for unit 6, in terms of the endmembers which contribute to the 

model, although none of the endmembers contributes as strongly as for unit 6. The 

model is dominated by the hematitic soil endmember, EM7, with moderate positive 

contributions from EM4, EM5, EMS, and EMl, and with small negative contributions 

from EM2, EM3, and EM6. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.26a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs in two locales, as some of the bright grayish-white outwash in the lower-lying 

areas around the Eocene exposures, and potentially as one of the units forming the 

striations in the Wind River formation. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

eleven are: 9-17-86-PB3A, 9-1S-86-PB4, 9-19-86-PB6, and 9-19-86-PB13. 
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Unit 12 

Spectrum Interpretation: As for unit eleven, this spectrum also has an overall 

high reflectance (maximum near 68%) with a slight rise from channel one to channel three 

(58% to 68% ), a shallow feature near channel five and affecting channel four, and a slight 

drop from channel three to channel seven (68% to 64% ). However, unlike for unit 

eleven, the feature near channel five is interpreted as stemming from the presence of 

Fe2+, which has a feature near 1.25 µm, as discussed in Adams (1974). This channel 

five feature is not interpreted as representing soil moisture due to the lack of a drop in 

reflectance from channel five to channel seven. This unit is also interpreted as 

representing a bright soil, probably gray in color, with some contribution from ferrous 

iron. 

Fractions Interpretation: The endmember fraction model for unit 12 strongly 

resembles that for unit 11. As for unit 11, the model is dominated by the hematitic soil 

end.member, EM7, with moderate positive contributions from EM4, EM5, EM8, and 

EMl, and with small negative contributions from EM3 and EM6. However, unlike unit 

11, endmember EM2 (bright gray soil or rock) adds a small positive contribution. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.40b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for unit eleven, this unit occurs in two locales, as some of the bright grayish-white 

outwash in the lower-lying areas around the Eocene exposures, and potentially as 

one of the units forming the striations in the Wind River formation. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

twelve are: 9-16--86-PB2A and 9-16-86-PB4. 

Unit 13 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum has features which imply a strong 

hematite contribution. The spectrum is overall relatively bright (maximum near 64% ), 

and has the characteristic hematite slopes for channels one to two (74.4) and channels two 
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to three ( 111.8). The spectrum drops off gradually in reflectance from channel four to 

channel seven (64% to 55%) with a slight feature near channel five, suggesting some 

moisture content. The unit is interpreted as a reddish hematitic rock or soil, having some 

moisture or clay content. 

Fractions Interpretation: The endmember fraction model for unit 13 

moderately resembles that for units 6 and 11, in terms of the endmembers which 

contribute to the model, although none of the endmembers contributes as strongly as for 

unit 6, nor in quite the same proportions as for units 6 and 11. The model is dominated 

by the hematitic soil endmember, EM7, with small positive contributions from EM4, 

EM5, EM8, and EMl, and with small negative contributions from EM2, EM3, and EM6. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.27a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, and along intermittent stream channels 

passing through the exposures, but, as for units sixteen and twenty-two, does not appear 

for the most part to represent one of the striated units within the Wind River formation. 

Rather, this unit appears to represent the reddish-gray eroded outwash from these units. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

thineen are: 9-18-86-PBlC, 9-18-86-PB4, 9-18-86-carb hill, and 9-19-86-PB3. 

Unit 14 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum resembles that for unit twelve, having 

an overall high reflectance (maximum greater than for unit twelve, near 73% ), a slight rise 

from channel one to channel three (58% to 73% ), and a slight drop from channel three to 

channel seven (73% to 70% ), with a slight feature near channel five. This feature is 

interpreted as stemming from the presence ofFe2+, which has a feature near 1.25 µm, as 

discussed in Adams (1974). This channel five feature is not interpreted as representing 

soil moisture due to the lack of a drop in reflectance from channel five to channel seven. 

This unit is also interpreted as representing a bright soil, probably light gray in color, with 

some contribution from ferrous iron. 
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Fractions Interpretation: The endmember model for this unit is different from 

any previous units. The primary endmember contributor is EM3, a spectrum for a 

reddish gray soil or rock. Endmembers EM2 (bright gray soil or rock) and EM4 

(medium gray soil or rock) contribute in fairly equal proportions, and at nearly the same 

level as EM3. Endmembers EM7 (hematitic soil or rock) and EMS (medium gray ferrous 

soil or rock) contribute in slightly lesser, but fairly equal amounts. Endmembers EMl 

(shade) and EM5 (vegetation) contribute only in small positive quantities. Endmember 

EM6 (soil or rock with both ferrous and ferric features) is the only negative contributor. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.26c in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for units eleven and twelve, this unit occurs in two locales, mostly as some of the bright 

grayish-white outwash in the lower-lying areas around the Eocene exposures, and 

potentially, but more sparsely, as one of the units forming the striations in the Wind River 

formation. 

Sample Availability: No sample available for occurrences of this unit. 

Unit 15 

Spectrum Interpretation: As for unit thirteen, this spectrum has features which 

imply a strong hematite content. The spectrum is not as bright as for unit thirteen 

(maximum near 58%), but has the characteristic hematite slopes for channels one to two 

(49.78) and channels two to three (93.724). The spectrum also drops off gradually in 

reflectance from channel four to channel seven (58% to 46%) with a slight feature near 

channel five, suggesting some moisture content. The unit is interpreted as a reddish 

hematitic rock or soil, having some moisture or clay content. 

Fractions Interpretation: The endmember fraction model for unit 15 resembles 

that for unit 13, and thus also resembles that for units 6 and 11, in terms of the 

endmembers which contribute to the model. As for unit 13, the model is dominated by 

the hematitic soil endmember, EM7, with small positive contributions from EMS, EMS, 

and EMl, and with small negative contributions from EM2, EM3, and EM6. However, 
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unit 15 has a very small negative contribution from EM4 (spectrally featureless soil or 

rock), rather than a small positive contribution, as for unit 13. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.27b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, and along intermittent stream channels 

passing through the exposures, but, as for unit thirteen, does not appear for the most part 

to represent one of the striated units within the Wind River formation. Rather, this unit 

appears to represent the reddish-gray eroded outwash from these units, similar to, but 

slightly dark~r than for unit thirteen. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

fifteen are: 9-18-86-PBlA, 9-18-86-PBlF, 9-18-86-PB2, 9-18-86-clay hill and 

9-19-86-PBI. 

Unit 16 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum has an overall shape that is different 

than for the preceding units. The dominant characteristic for unit sixteen is a relatively 

deep absorption feature near channel five, caused by a drop in reflectance from channel 

one to channel five ( 65% to 55%) and a rise in reflectance from channel five to channel 

seven (55% to 58%). This feature is interpreted as stemming from the presence ofFe2+, 

which has a feature near 1.25 µm, as discussed in Adams (1974). Some of the other 

units have a weak feature near channel five (e.g. units seven, eleven, twelve, fourteen, 

and fifteen), which was interpreted as indicating either moisture or a moderate 

contribution from Fe2+ .. For units seven, eleven, and fifteen the feature was interpreted 

as indicating moisture due to the characteristic ferric oxide slopes in channels one through 

three, indicating an oxidized iron component, and an overall drop in fifteen from channel 

four to channel seven, indicating liquid water. For units twelve and fourteen, the feature 

was interpreted as indicating Fe2+, because the characteristic ferric oxide slopes are not 

present, nor is there a drop from channel four to channel seven. This latter set of 

conditions is also true for unit sixteen, with the added feature that the spectrum does not 
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rise in reflectance from channel one to four, but actually drops. Thus, unit sixteen is 

interpreted as representing that of a soil dominated by iron in a reduced, or unaltered. 

state. 

Fractions Interpretation: Unit 16 also has an unusual endmember model, 

compared to previous units. The model is dominated by roughly equal contributions 

from EM7 (hematitic soil or rock) as well as EMS (medium gray soil or rock), and with 

moderate contributions from EMl (shade) and EM2 (bright gray soil or rock). 

Endmember EM5 (vegetation) contributes a slight positive fraction and the 

remaining endmembers, EM3, EM4, and EM6, contribute small negative fractions. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.28a in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, but does not appear to represent one of 

the striated units within the Wind River formation. Rather, this unit appears to represent 

the grayish-white eroded outwash from these units. 

Sample Availability: Sample 9-19-8frPB8 occurs in an area classified as 

unit sixteen. 

Unit 17 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum for this unit resembles a mixture of the 

spectra for unit sixteen and unit fourteen. There is the spectrum feature near channel five, 

with a very slight drop from channel four to seven (79% to 77%), suggesting a 

combination of moisture or clay content and ferrous iron. There is a slight indication of 

the characteristic ferric oxide slopes from channels one to two (6.6) and two to three 

(61.4), suggesting, in conjunction with the feature near 1.2 µm, that the iron content of 

this unit is a mixture of ferrous and ferric. The spectrum has a very high reflectance 

overall (maxiumum near 85% ), suggesting a bright soil. This unit is interpreted as 

representing either a slightly oxidized ferrous soil, or a largely reduced ferric soil, that is 

very light gray in color. 

Fractions Interpretation: As for the unit spectrum, the fractions also, roughly, 

resemble a combination of those for units 16 and 14. This produces an unusual fraction 
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set compared to previous units. The endmembermodel is dominated by fairly equal 

contributions from EM2 (bright gray soil or rock) and EM7 (hematitic soil or rock). 

End.members EM4 (featureless soil or rock) and EM8 (medium gray ferrous soil or rock) 

contribute moderately and about equally. Endmembers EMl (shade) and EM3 (medium 

featureless soil or rock) contribute very small positive amounts. Endmember EM6 

contributes a moderately negative amount and endmember EM5 contributes a very small 

negative amount 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.28c in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, but, as for units sixteen and twenty

two, does not appear for the most part to represent one of the striated units within the 

Wind River formation. Rather, this unit appears to represent the bright white eroded 

outwash from these units. In the three-color composite for the area shown in Figure 3.5, 

this unit has the brightest white or very light gray color. 

Sample Availability: Sample 9-19-86-PB 11 A occurs in an area classified 

as unit seventeen. 

Unit 18 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum for this unit is very similar to the 

spectrum for unit 17, having a feature near channel 5, with a slight drop from channel 4 

to 7 (73% to 68% ), again suggesting a combination of moisture or clay content and 

ferrous iron. There is a slightly stronger indication than for unit 17 of the characteristic 

ferric oxide slopes from channels 1 to 2 (29.149) and 2 to 3 (71.374), suggesting that the 

iron content of this unit is a mixture of ferrous and ferric. The spectrum has a high 

reflectance overall (maxiumum near 7 6% ), suggesting a bright soil, although not as bright 

as unit 17. This unit is also interpreted as representing either a slightly oxidized ferrous 

soil, or a largely reduced ferric soil, that is very light gray in color. 

Fractions Interpretation: The fractions set for unit 18 resembles that for units 

17 and 12 in terms of the endmembers which contribute. The primary difference between 

the model for unit 18 and for unit 17 is that EM2 does not contribute as strongly as for 
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unit 17, and consequently EMS and EM3 have slightly stronger contributions. As for 

unit 12, the model for unit 18 has ther strongest positive contributions from EM7 and 

EM8, and negative contributions only from EM3 (small) and EM6 (moderate). 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.28d in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, but, as for units sixteen, seventeen, 

and twenty-two, does not appear to represent necessarily one of the striated units within 

the Wind River formation. Rather, this unit appears to represent mostly the bright white 

eroded outwash from these units. In the three-color composite for the area shown in 

Figure 3.5, this unit has a very bright white or very light gray color, although somewhat 

browner than for unit seventeen. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

eighteen are: 9-19-86-PB? A and 9-19-86-PB 11 B. 

Unit 19 

Spectrum Interpretation: The spectrum for this unit strongly resembles that for 

unit six, having a smooth rise in reflectance from channel one to channel four (31 % to 

52%) and a smooth, slight drop from channel four to channel seven (52% to 48%). The 

interpretation is that this spectrum, as for unit six, is of a typical soil, probably gray

brown in color, and somewhat darker than for unit six. 

Fractions Interpretation: As for the unit spectrum, the fractions set for unit 19 

strongly resembles that for unit 6. Endmember EM7 (hematitic soil) contributes the 

strongest positive fraction, EM4 (featureless soil or rock) contributes a moderate positive 

fraction, EMl, EMS, and EM8 contribute small positive fractions, and EM2, EM3, and 

EM6 contribute moderate negative fractions. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.24b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. 

Similarly to unit six, this unit represents some of the predominantly brownish-gray soil 

and sparse grass that covers much of the scene. Little or no occurrences of this unit 

appear within the Eocene exposures, except on the top of the two southern buttes. 
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Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

nineteen are: 9-17-86-PB2A, 9-17-86-PB2B, and 9-19-86-PB12. 

Unit 20 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum resembles that for unit sixteen (and 

unit twenty-one below), in the general characteristics, but has an overall lower reflectance 

with a maximum near 50%, as compared to 68% for unit sixteen and 61 % for unit 

twenty-one. This unit is interpreted as representing a similar ferrous iron-dominated soil 

as for units sixteen and twenty-one. However, the overall darkness is consistent with the 

unit representing those soils occurring in topographic shadows. This interpretation is 

consistent with the endmember fraction image for "shade", as discussed below. 

Fractions Interpretation: In general terms, the fraction set for unit 20 

resembles that for unit 1. The model is dominated by contributions from EM7 (hematitic 

soil or rock) and EMS (medium gray ferrous soil or rock). However, consistent with the 

spectral interpretation, unit 20 has a stronger contribution from EMl (shade) than any 

previous unit model. Endmembers EM5 and EM6 contribute small positive amounts, and 

endmembers EM2, EM3, and EM4 contribute moderate negative amounts. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.23c in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. This 

unit represents a medium brownish-gray striation in the Wind River formation. It also 

occurs in areas which appear to be outwash from units above. An example of the color 

represented by this unit can be seen in the three-color composite in .Figure 3.5. 

Sample Availability: Sample 9-19-86-PB2 occurs in an area classified as 

unit twenty. 

Unit 21 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum resembles the spectra for units thirteen 

and fifteen. As for those two units, unit twenty-one has the characteristic set of slopes 

from channels one to two (74.788) and channels two to three (141.54), indicating the 

presence of hematite. There is also a slight feature near channel five, and dropping down 
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from channel four to channel seven (73% to 65% ), interpreted as indicating liquid water. 

This spectrum has a relatively high overall reflectance (maximum 73% ), higher than for 

units thirteen and fifteen. This unit is interpreted as representing a bright reddish-gray 

soil. 

Fractions Interpretation: As for the unit spectrum interpretation, the fraction 

set for unit 21 most strongly resembles that for unit 13. The strongest contributing 

endmember is EM7 (hematitic soil or rock). For unit 13, endmembers EMl, EM4, EM5, 

and EM8 contribute small positive fractions and endmembers EM2, EM3, and EM6 

contribute small negative fractions. For unit 21 all endmembers besides EM7 contribute 

very small fractions: Endmembers EM3, EM4, and EM5 contribute very small positive 

fractions, and endmembers EMl, EM2, EM6, and EM8 contribute very small negative 

fractions. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.26d in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for units eleven, twelve, and fourteen, this unit occurs in two locales, as some of the 

bright grayish-white (but with more of a pinker tint than units eleven and twelve) outwash 

in the lower-lying areas around the Eocene exposures, and potentially as one of the units 

forming the striations in the Wind River formation. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

twenty-one are: 9-17-8frPB4, 9-18-8frclay hill, and 9-169-8frPB5. 

Unit 22 

Spectrum Interpretation: This spectrum strongly resembles that for unit 

sixteen. There is an overall bright reflectance (maximum near 58% ), somewhat less than 

for unit sixteen (maximum near 68% ). The spectrum is dominated by a feature near 

channel five that is interpreted (see Adams, 1974) as indicating Fe2+. This feature is 

interpreted as indicating ferrous iron rather than soil moisture, primarily due to the 

decrease in reflectance from channel one to channel five (57% to 48%), the increase in 

reflectance from channel five to channel seven (48% to 49%), and the lack of the 
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diagnostic ferric iron slopes in channels one through three. As for unit sixteen, this unit 

is interpreted as representing a soil dominated by ferrous iron, and probably light gray or 

white in color. 

Fractions Interpretation: As for the unit spectrum interpretation the fraction 

model for unit 22 most closely resembles that for unit 16. Endmembers EM7 (hematitic 

soil or rock) and EMS (medium gray ferrous soil or rock) contribute in highly and in 

similar proportions. Endmembers EMl (shade), EM2 (bright gray soil orrock), and 

EM5 (vegetation) contribute in moderate positives amounts, although not in the same 

proportions as for unit 16. Endmembers EM3 and EM4 contribute in moderate negative 

amounts. Endmember EM6 has a very small positive contribution for unit 22, while for 

unit 16, EM6 contributes a small negative proportion. 

Occurrence of Unit: The pixels contributing to this unit are shown in 

Figure 3.28b in solid white overlaid on a gray shades background of channel three. As 

for unit 16, this unit occurs within the areas of Eocene exposures, but does not appear in 

most occurrences to represent one of the striated units within the Wind River formation. 

Rather, this unit appears to represent the grayish-white eroded outwash from these units. 

Sample Availability: Samples which occur in areas classified as unit 

twenty-two are: 9-16-86-PBS, 9-19-86-PB4, and 9-20-86-PBlA. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ATMOSPHERIC CALIBRATION OF HYPERSPECTRAL DATA 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

There is currently no technique available for routinely perfonning an 

atmospheric calibration of high spectral resolution data. Partially, this is because it is only 

recently ( 1985) that hyperspectral data have become routinely available. Prior to the 

development of the Airborne Imaging Spectrometer (AIS; Vane and Goetz, 1985) and the 

Advanced Visible/ Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (A VIRIS; Vane, 1987) instruments, the 

only Earth-looking sensors were either broadband instruments which judiciously avoided 

the worst regions of atmospheric interference (esp. Landsat), or were instruments 

obtaining single-point spectra, also often broadband. Although broadband data still 

include atmospheric effects, they are often used in a "relative reflectance" mode that does 

not require comparison to absolute standards. The volume of data obtained from "single

point" instruments is sufficiently low that a laborious calibration effort can be justified. In 

many cases, the calibration of such datasets is idiosyncratic in nature: a surface of known 

(or logically assumed) reflectance behavior may be identified in the scene by the 

investigator, and used as a basis for correction; datasets may be repeatedly manipulated 

until certain known features stand out in the image; or the calibration may be performed 

iterative! y until portions of the resulting image conform to certain expectations the 

investigator may have, based on other images or geological information. 

However, with current (e.g., A VIRIS) and proposed (e.g., HIRIS, MODIS) 

instruments atmospheric effects will be prominent and will often dominate target spectral 

effects. Additionally, because of the volume of data obtained from these instruments, a 

detailed "hand" calibration of each dataset will be difficult to justify, or, in many cases, 

simply impossible. These instruments have the potential of being directly comparable to 
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laboratory data, but this fact cannot be exploited unless a rigorous calibration is 

performed on the remote data. 

To illustrate the problem: The upper curve in Figure 4.1 shows a reflectance 

spectrum (at nominal A VIRIS wavelengths) of the product of spectra for hematite and for 

montmorillonite. Figure 4.2 shows a typical atmospheric transmission spectrum, also at 

A VIRIS wavelengths. The product of the iron and clay spectrum and the atmosphere 

spectrum, simulating a reflectance spectrum that might be obtained through Earth's 

atmosphere with a remote-sensing instrument at A VIRIS wavelengths, is shown in the 

lower curve in Figure 4.1. Notice that the atmospheric contribution almost fully obscures -

the original target spectrum contribution. 

The upper and lower curves in Figure 4.3 show the original and product spectra 

from Figure 4.1 (also the upper and lower curves) resampled to simulate spectra such as 

would be obtained from the Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) instrument. Here, even a 

calibrated spectrum would not show enough detail to identify the original spectrum; the 

additional atmospheric contribution does not significantly obscure the spectrum any 

further. The gains from detailed analytical calibration of low-resolution spectra are 

minimal, and the amount of detailed atmospheric information in the image is too small to 

perform valid atmospheric modeling. In dealing with high-resolution spectra, the reverse 

situation holds: the detailed spectrum features that are the justification for high-resolution 

imagery can be obscured by atmospheric effects, and the image itself captures a complex 

(if difficult-to-interpret) set of information about the state of the atmosphere. High

resolution instruments create both the need and, serendipitously, th~ means for an 

analytical approach to atmospheric calibration. 

A technique is proposed here for performing a routine, essentially unaided, 

atmospheric calibration on such high resolution data as would be obtained from A VIRIS 

or HIRIS. This technique is illustrated with reference to synthetic atmosphere plus target 

spectra. Actual A VIRIS data were not used because the technique requires a valid primary 
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(Upper) Reflectance spectrum, at nominal A VIRIS wavelengths, of 
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(Upper) Reflectance spectrum from Figure 4.2 (upper), resampled 

to simulate a spectrum such as would be obtained from the Landsat 

Thematic Mapper. 

(Lower) Reflectance plus atmosphereic transmission spectrum from 

Figure 4.2 Oower), resampled to simulate TM spectrum. 
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calibration for the sensor response of the instrument. At the time of writing such data 

were not available. 

Prior to a presentation of the technique developed as part of this research, the 

general problem of atmospheric effects and the techniques presently in use for correcting 

for these effects are discussed. 

4.2 NATURE OF THE EFFECT 

The upwelling radiance measured by an instrument flying or orbiting above the 

earth represents the combined effects of atmospheric and surface interactions with the 

incoming solar radiance. These interactions include both absorption and scatter by 

surface and atmospheric elements, as well as some small contribution from energy 

absorbed (at higher frequencies) and subsequently reemitted by both the atmosphere and 

the surface. In principle, the surface and atmospheric interactions are independent; thus it 

should be possible to separate the effects, as evidenced in the received electromagnetic 

radiation, of the contributing species. However, in order to do this, the specific nature of 

the three operative processes (absorption, scatter, and emission) and all requisite 

parameters must be known or estimated. 

The equation of radiative transfer describes the change in intensity of 

electromagnetic radiation Uy> as it propagates through some distance (dx) in a medium. 

This equation, as given by Chandrasekhar (1960) is: 

Eqn 4.1) 

Here, the left-hand-side of the equation is the change in the intensity of the radiation, 1v• 

at frequency v, along the direction (0,cj>), and through a distance dx. 1v has units of 
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W/(cm2-(cm- l )-sr). The right-hand-side identifies the components contributing to the 

change in radiative intensity. The first term represents the loss by both absorption and 

scattering, where Kv is the extinction coefficient for the medium, having units of cm-1 

and p is the density of the material. 

The second term on the right-hand-side is the product of the emission 

coefficient, jv, representing the gain in radiative intensity by thermal emission within the 

medium and by scattering into the propagation direction, and the material density, p. The 

emission coefficient is a function of both frequency, v, and direction, (9,cp) and has units 

ofW/(cm3-(cm-1 )-sr). 

If div( 9,<j> )/dx is integrated over an entire pathlength to yield 1v( 9,<j>), then the 

absorption, scatter, and emission coefficients may be replaced by integrated coefficients 

representative of the full path. Each integrated coefficient represents the sum of the 

combined differentials of each increment of distance, dx. Then, again from 

Chandrasekhar ( 1960), the radiant intensity arriving at a point may be specified as: 

Eqn 4.2) 

Here, Iov(9,<!>) is the initial radiance, before interacting with any medium (e.g., the 

incoming solar radiance), in units of W/(cm2-(cm-1 )-sr). The variable 'tv is the integrated 

optical thickness for the path, which is defined as: 

Eqn 4.2a) -ru(x,x') = (Kpdx) 
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The quantity Qv( 8,Q>) is the radiant intensity gained along the full path through the 

processes of thermal emission and scatter into the path, in units of W /( cm2-( cm-1 )-sr). 

Chahine et al. (1983) show that the terms on the right hand side of equation 4.2) 

may be expanded to describe more explicitly the contributing elements. In particular the 

added radiant intensity may be expanded to include the contributions from both emission 

(subscript e) and scattering (subscripts) processes. Also, because the total optical 

thickness is the sum of the optical thicknesses of all the "attenuating constituents" 

(Chahine et al., 1983, p. 179), then the variable, 't, may be separated into its absorption 

(subscript a) and scatter (subscripts) components. 

Making the above expansions, Equation 4.2 becomes: 

Eqn 4.3) 

nsu<S,Q>) 

Here exp(x) is equivalent to ex. Equation 4.3 describes the radiant intensity incident 

upon a point, relative to some initial radiance, after traversing some distance through a 

medium. The above formulation is sufficiently basic that it may be applied equally well to 

the transfer ofradiation through the atmosphere or through the Earth's surface. Hapke 

(1972), for instance uses a variation of this equation in the development of an advanced 

model of radiation scatter within a solid. 

For the case of an instrument obtaining measurements of spectral radiance at 

some distance above the Earth's surface, the incoming radiation actually traverses several 

paths before reaching the sensor. For a passive sensor, where the sun is the initial source 

of radiation, there is first a path along the direction of the incoming solar radiation to the 

surface of the earth at the target. 
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In the following formulations, for purposes of simplification the subscript, v 

representing frequency or wavelength has been omitted: it is understood that all terms in 

the following equations refer to monochromatic values. Also. the propagation direction is 

represented by the term, (8,<j> ), in all cases; it is understood that this term refers to the 

relevant direction of propagation (which actually may vary for each of the path 

differentials contributing to the integrated values). Employing Equation 4.3, the radiant 

intensity arriving at the surface, I(8,<j>), may be expressed as: 

Eqn 4.4) 

ns 1 c9.<1>) 

Here, Io ( 8,<j>) represents the incoming solar radiation, and the subscript, 1, refers to the 

parameters relevant to this path. 

The radiation which reaches the surface then undergoes modification through 

interactions with surface materials. Again using Equation 4.3, the radiation emerging 

from the surface, I2(8,<j>), may be expressed as: 

Here, I1 (8,<j>) is as given by Equation 4.4. 
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If this expression for I 1 (8 ,<j>) from 4) is substituted into Equation 4.5, then 

Equation 4.5 becomes: 

Eqn 4.6) 12 (8,<!>) = 10(8,<j>)exp(-ta1-t51-ta2-t52) + 

oel (8,<j>)exp(-ta2-ts2) 

+Os 1 (8,<!>) exp(-ta2-ts2) + 

oe2C8.<!>) + os2(8,<;>)) 

The radiation which reaches the sensor is the radiation emerging from the 

surface, but modified by the atmosphere along the path from the target to the sensor, 

again according to Equation 4.3, and may be given as: 

Eqn 4.7) 13 (8,<j>) = 12 (8,<j>)exp(-ta3- t 53 ) + 0 03 (8,<t>) + 

os3(8,<1>)) 

Here, 12(8,<j>) is as given in Equation 4.6. If this expression for I2(8,<!>) is substituted 

into Equation 4.7, then 4.7 becomes: 

Eqn 4.8) 13 (8,<j>) = Io (8,<j>)exp (-ta 1- ts 1 - ta2- ts2- ta3- t53) 

+Oe1 (8,<j>)exp(-ta2- ts2- ta3- t53) + 

Os 1 (8,<j>)exp(-ta2- ts2- ta3- t53) + 

oe2(8,<1>)exp(-ta3- t53) + 

Os2(8,<j>)exp(-ta3- t53) + 093(8,<!>) 

+ 053(8,<j>) 
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The radiation reaching the sensor is further modified by the sensor, itself. The 

processes of modification are the same as those affecting the radiation along any other 

path; the components of the instrument may either absorb or scatter (out of or into the 

beam) the incoming radiation, or contribute a thermal emission component to the 

measured radiant intensity. Thus, Equation 4.3 may also be used to represent the 

system's contribution to the measured spectral radiance, giving: 

Eqn 4.9) IM(8,<!>) = 13 (8,<)>)exp(-tacf t5 cr) + n 0 cr(8,<j>) 

+ nscr(S,<!>) 

Here, IM(8,<j>) is the final measured (M) spectral radiance, the subscript, cr, refers to the 

coefficients of the system's contribution, and 13(8,<j>) is the radiant intensity reaching the 

sensor, as given by Equation 4.8. 

If the expression for I3(8,<j>) from 4.8 is substituted into Equation 4.9, then 4.9 

becomes the expression for the spectral radiance as measured by the sensor: 

Eqn 4.10) IM(8,<j>) = Io ( 8,<!>) exp(-'ta 1- ts 1 - ta2- ts2- ta3- t53 

- tacr- tscr) +ne1 (S,<)>)exp(-ta2- ts2- ta3 

- t53- tacr- tscr) + ns 1 (9.<1>)exp(-ta2- ts2 

- ta3- t53- tacr- 'tscr) + ne2(8,<)>)exp(-ta3 

- ts3- tacr- tscr) + ns2(8,<1>)exp(-ta3- t53 

- tacr- tscr) +ne3(S,<j>)exp(-tacr- tscr) 

+ns3 ( 8,<!>) ex P ( -tacr- tscr) + necr( 8,<!>) 

+ nscr( 8,<!>) 
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Collecting terms penaining to each path, the expression for the spectral radiance 

as measured by the sensor becomes: 

Eqn 4.11) Irvf:9,<)>) = 

r0(9,<j>)exp(--'ta 1-t51 )exp(-ta2--'t52)exp(-ta3-t53)exp(-taa 

-tsa)+ile 1 <9.<1> )ex P(--'ta2-ts 2 )exp(--'ta3-ts 3)exp(-taa 

-t5a)+n51 (9,<t> )exp(-ta2-t52)exp(-ta3-t53)exp(-taa-tsa) 

+ne2(8,<t> )exp(-ta3-ts 3 )exp(--'taa--'tsa) +ns 2 (9,<t> )exp(-ta3 

-t53)exp(-taa-tsa) + ne3<9.<1>)exp(--'taa-tsa) 

+n53 (9,<t>)exp(-taa-tsa) + n 0a(9,<t>) + n 5 a(9,<t>) 

The expressions involving tin Equation 4.11 represent the relative contribution 

of transmitted (or reflected, in the case of the surface components) radiance which has 

propagated through a given path. This expression can be made more succinct if each of 

the exponential terms is defined with a new parameter, E, so that (for instance): 

Eqn 4.12) E1 = exp(-ta 1- t 51) 

Then, the expression for the spectral radiance as measured by the sensor becomes: 

Eqn 4.13) IM(9,<!>) = (E1 e2E3Ea)r0 (9,<t>) + (E2E3Ea)n01 (9,<t>) + 

( E2E3 EO") ns 1 ( 9,<j>) + (E3 EO") ne2( 9,<j>) + 

( e3 ecr) n 52 ( 9,<I>) + (ea) n 03 ( 9,<I>) + 

(ecr)n53 (9,<t>) + n 0cr(0,<t>) + n 5a(9,<t>) 

Here the subscripts are used as in the formulations above to identify the respective 

pathlengths. 
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Equation 4.13 is sufficiently general as to be applicable at all wavelengths, and 

for an instrument for which no system's measurements have been made. However, if a 

correct primary calibration of the data has been performed (see chapter 2 for a discussion 

of primary calibration), then the terms in Equation 4.13 arising from instrument effects 

(i.e., those with subscript cr), have been accounted for via the operation: 

Eqn 4.14) 

and Equation 4.13 simplifies to: 

Eqn 4.15) IM(8,<j>) = (E3E2E1 )Io(8,<j>) + (E3E2)ne1 (8,<j>) + 

( c:3c:2) ns 1 ( 8,<!>) + (c:3)ne2(8,<!>) + 

(c:3)ns2(8,<J>) + ne3(8,<!>) + ns3(8,<1>) 

Here, all the terms have the same meaning as in previous equations. 

For more limited wavelength regions, certain additional simplifying 

assumptions can be made. The present study is directed towards finding a technique for 

removing atmospheric effects from data obtained in the visible and near-infrared 

wavelength range (0.4-2.5 microns). Within this wavelength range, the thermal emission 

contribution from both the surface and the atmosphere is quite small in comparison with 

the other terms. Also, for a clear sky (the present study does not consider the case of a 

cloudy sky) the terms describing scatter into the beam along the atmospheric path are 

generally quite small). 
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Therefore, if these terms are neglected, Equation 4.15 can be further simplified 

to yield: 

One further simplification which is often made (primarily because of the 

difficulty with measuring or even estimating the value for this factor), is to neglect the 

term describing scatter from surface elements near the target (so-called "adjacency 

effects"). The contribution from this effect varies with the reflectivity of materials 

surrounding the target, and as yet no concise method exists for assigning a value to this 

term. If this term is neglected, then Equation 4.16 becomes: 

or, in terms of the reflectance of the surface: 

Eqn 4.18) 

Nothing in the above formulations specifies how to assign values to each of the 

unknown terms for a given path. The goal of an atmospheric correction technique is to 

perform this specification. A variety of approaches has been previously developed which 

attempt to meet this goal; none of these methods has proven entirely adequate for reliably 

separating the atmospheric contribution of the observed electromagnetic signal from the 

desired surface contribution. 
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4.3 EXISTING ATMOSPHERIC CORRECTION ALGORITHMS 

Prior to presenting the technique developed as part of the present research for 

performing an atmospheric correction to hyperspectral data, the following discussion 

reviews a selection of previously developed approaches for performing atmospheric 

modeling of remotely obtained spectrum data sets. 

Any form of atmospheric correction technique must somehow account for all of 

the terms present in Equation 4.13 above, either through measurement or approximation. 

The techniques presented below are divided into two broad categories, according to 

whether the approach to calibration is principally one of estimation of the relevant 

atmospheric parameters as part of the primary calibration process, or whether the 

approach is based on explicit measurement or modeling of some or all of the atmospheric 

parameters. 

4.3.1 ATMOSPHERIC CALIBRATION INCORPORATED INTO 

PRIMARY CALIBRATION 

The techniques presented in this category all solve for £2, the reflectance of the 

surface, strictly as a function of the measured DN (IM) plus a constant. That is, 

Equation 4.13: 

Eqn 4.13) 1~0,q,) = (e1 ~~ecr)I0 (e,q,) + (~£sEcr)n01 (0,q>) + 

(~~ecr)ns1 (0,cj>) + (~ecr)ne2(0,q>) + 

(~ecr)ns2(0,q>) + (ecr)ne3(0,q>) + 

( ecr)ns3 (0,q,) + necr(0,q>) + nscr(0,q,) 

is reduced to the form: 
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In terms of the surf ace reflectance, this is: 

Or, even more simply: 

Eqn 4.21) ~ = a(IM<0,cj>)) + b 

where a = 1 I (eaE3e1 )10(0,<I>) and b = (a)(const.). 

The following techniques are considered in this category: The method of "flat

field" correction developed by Conel et al. (1985); the method of "log-residuals" 

developed by Green and Craig (1985); a mixing-model based method developed by 

Adams et al. ( 1986); various applications of in-scene standards (Goetz et al., 1982; 

Singer et al., 1984; and Mustard and Pieters, 1986); and a rigorous treatment by Conel 

(1987a and 1987b) of the standard spectra approach. 

4.3.1.1 "FLAT-FIELD" CORRECTION 

This technique was developed at NASNJPL by Conel et al. (1985) for 

application to AIS and 1M data. It is a variant of a method used in astronomical 

observations from which the name is derived. The technique uses Equation 4.21, with 

the following assumptions: 

1) The effects of atmospheric emission and scatter into the beam 

represented by the constant term in Equation 4.20 are negligible, so 

that b=O in Equation 4.21. 

2) There is either some area within the image dataset that is sufficiently 

spectrally and spatially homogeneous (or "flat") that a spectrum 

obtained from this area effectively does not include any response 

from the target, or that there is an area that has a spectral response 
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which contains only spectral features that are common to all pixels 

within the image; that is, it is assumed that there is an area for 

which E2=1. 

3) Atmospheric and instrument effects are sufficiently constant over the 

entire scene that these effects can be represented by this single "flat-

field" spectrum. 

In the work of Lang et al., the area in the scene to be used as the flat-field region 

was identified through knowledge of the field area, based on field reconnaissance and 

field spectral samples. 

In the application of this technique, the spectrum for this flat-field area, 

IM n(0,$), is extracted from the dataset. Then because for this homogeneous area E2 is 
' 

assumed to equal l, the unknown value, a, from Equation 4.21 is given by: 

Eqn 4.22) a • 1 I IM, ff(0,c!>) 

Substituting this into Equation 4.21 for all pixels in the dataset yields the target reflectance 

for each pixel as that pixel value divided by the flat-field value for each wavelength, or: 

Eqn 4.23) ~ • IM(0,cp) I IM, ff(0,cp) 

This technique does appear to yield good results for data obtained for an arid 

region. Evidence for this is that Lang et al. were able to identify mineral absorption 

features in spectra obtained for their study area in Wyoming using data calibrated with this 

technique. 

Limitations to the technique are inherent within the underlying assumptions: If 

the atmosphere is not constant over the study area, or if there is a non-negligible 
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contribution from aerosol backscatter, or if no homogeneous area can be found within the 

scene, then the flat-field calibration approach will not be effective. Also, because the data 

are normalized to some area in the scene, the technique does not necessarily yield results 

that are comparable from one dataset to another. 

It should be noted, however, that there are practical advantages to employing 

this method. Chiefly, it is not very computationally expensive and can be applied to a 

dataset as a "first-cut" calibration method to explore the potential of that dataset for 

application to a given problem. Additionally, if there is some latitude in selecting a flat

field area, inhomogeneities in the instrument response can potentially be removed; this is 

especially applicable to the very narrow AIS groundtrack. 

4.3.1.2 GREEN AND CRAIG, 1985: LOGARITHMIC 

RESIDUAL-BASED CORRECTIONS 

This technique was developed by A.Green and M.Craig of CSIRO 

(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research organization) in Sydney, Australia 

(Green and Craig, 1985). It is in essence a variation of the flat-field correction method 

with the following exceptions: 

1) Calculations are done using the logarithms of the data values, from 
which the method's name is derived. This modification is made 
largely because subtraction is a more efficient computational process 
on a computer. 

2) Three average spectra are calculated, rather than a single flat- field 
average spectrum. These are: an average spectrum along the down
track direction of the flightline, an average spectrum calculated in the 
across-track direction, and a single-valued average spectrum which 
is the average value in the spectral direction. 

3) A separate set of these three averages is computed for each pixel. 

As for the flat-field method, the effects of atmospheric emission and scatter into 

the beam represented by the constant term in Equation 4.20 are not considered explicitly, 

so that in Equation 4.21, the value for the constant term, b, is treated as being equal to 0. 
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Then, the basic equation being referenced by this technique is that given here as: 

Eqn 4.24) ~ - a(It.J0,4>)) 

This becomes, in the logarithmic terms inherent to this technique: 

Eqn 4.25) LOG(~)= LOG(a) + LOG(IM0,cj>)) 

In the flat-field method the value for a would be the average value calculated for 

the flat-field calibration region. The method of log- residuals deviates from this basic 

equation in one important way: No attempt is made to retain actual units of reflectance. 

Rather, "residual" reflectances are computed by subtracting (as logarithms) the bulk 

properties of the dataset, as represented by the three computed averages. Then the 

resultant value is more accurately given as the LOG of the residual of e2, or LOG(resid£). 

The value for LOG( a) is a compound term composed of the logarithms of the along-track 

(DNat), cross-track (DNdt), and along-wavelength (DNaµ) averages. Then, the actual 

functional form used in this technique is: 

Eqn 4.2Sa) LOG(reside) • LOG(IM0,cj>))- LOG(DNat> -

LOG(DNdt) - LOG(DNaµ) 

Although this technique is similar in many regards to the flat-field method, the 

two approaches do not yield the same results (Roberts et al., 1986; Conel et al., 1987a), 

nor would they be expected to do so. The log residual method produces "residual 

spectra" which represent spectral variation within a scene, rather than actual spectral 
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properties. Because the results are very dataset specific, residual spectra obtained from 

one dataset cannot be compared to residual spectra obtained from another dataset. 

However, the method does have the potential of accentuating subtle spectrum changes in a 

scene with very little subjective intervention to the calibration process. Thus, even 

though the method does not actually produce calibrated spectra, in that no reproducible 

physical units could be assigned to the resultant spectra, it does produce a dataset which 

is potentially free of the influences of instrument and atmospheric variation. The chief 

drawback to this technique is that it is difficult to evaluate the quality of the results. 

4.3.1.3 ADAMS ET AL., 1986: MIXING MODEL-BASED 

CORRECTIONS 

This technique was developed at the University of Washington, by Adams et al. 

(1986) for broadband image data (e.g., Viking Lander data and Thematic Mapper data). 

Because of the generality of the approach, the technique also has potential application to 

hyperspectral image data. Smith et al. (1989) have also the application of the technique to 

A VIRIS data. 

This technique employs a model of surface reflectance, in which it is assumed 

that the total reflectance of the target is a linear sum of the contributions to the reflectance 

of the materials occurring within each pixel (the so-called "checkerboard model''). The 

eigenvector reflectance for each pixel is given as: 

Here, the ~ represent the spectra contributing to the reflectance and the Pi are the 

fractional contribution of each of the ~· This results in a linear system of equations, 

which is made soluble by identifying a set of n spectra taken to represent the full range of 

spectral variation observed within the scene; these are termed "endmember" spectra. 

The contribution to a given pixel is determined by solving the resultant set of 

linear equations for the Pi. The set of endmember spectra is determined subjectively (at 
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present) either by reference to a set of standard spectra in a "spectrum library" or by 

selecting materials in the scene to represent "pure" endmembers. 

Because this method, upon reference to a spectrum library, generates a set of 

calibration parameters for the entire data set, it is subject to the same constraint as the flat

field and log residual methods: namely, the restriction to scenes with homogeneous 

atmospheric content (including severe changes in topography.) However, because the 

technique references the results to a standard spectrum library, the method potentially 

allows data for different instruments and times to be co-calibrated and therefore 

compared. 

4.3.1.4 IN-SCENE REFLECTANCE ST AND ARD 

This approach has been used by various researchers (e.g., Goetz et al., 1982; 

Singer et al., 1984; Mustard and Pieters, 1986). This technique approximates calibration 

procedures used with laboratory and astronomical data. Under controlled observing 

conditions-in which the target and sensor remain relatively fixed~bration is 

generally done through repeated reference to a material or object of known reflectance that 

is in close proximity to (and thus with the same atmospheric path length as) the target. 

However, this approach cannot be identically applied to high resolution spectral data 

obtained from airborne or spacebome sensors because of the large ground area surveyed 

by such instruments. Instead, some material which occurs within the scene is sampled 

(either during or after the overpass of the sensor) and its spectral characteristics measured 

in the laboratory or potentially with a field instrument of sufficiently high resolution. 

This sampled material is then treated as a known reflectance standard: the 

laboratory spectral response of this material is divided out of the pixels corresponding to 

where the samples were obtained. The spectrum remaining after this division is then 

taken to represent the combined atmospheric absorption and scattering spectrum, as well 

as the solar and instrument response curves, if these are not removed separately. In its 

simplest form this method is employed much like the flat-field method, using equation 
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4.24 as the basis for the calibration. Singer et al., 1984, in an application involving point 

spectra, rather than image data, employed a more rigorous variation of this method by 

erecting both a light and a dark standard in the scene. The dark standard was used to give 

an estimate of the additive component as in Equation 4.21. 

In the application of this method, several samples may be obtained for a given 

scene and each corresponding calibration spectrum used for calibrating the portion of the 

scene near where the sample was obtained. This technique assumes a homogeneous 

atmosphere; however, because several areas may be sampled and measured in the 

laboratory, some spatial variation in atmospheric effects may be compensated for. 

Secondly, it is assumed that the materials sampled as standards represent the total 

contribution of the target surface to a given pixel or set of pixels. This assumption may 

be mitigated by sampling all the materials observed to be present in a pixel and integrating 

their contributions to develop a spectrum for the entire pixel. Necessarily, this must be 

done after data acquisition, so that the location on the ground of a pixel in the image may 

be identified. 

The accuracy of this technique is limited by the above two assumptions. This 

technique cannot practically be used for pixel-by-pixel atmospheric backout. 

4.3.1.S CONEL ET AL. (1987A AND 19878): 

CALIBRATION USING FIELD SPECTRA 

A more rigorous application of the use of in-scene standards was applied by 

Conel et al. ( 1987 a and 1987b) for the calibration of AIS data and Conel et al. ( 1985) for 

TM data. In this application a number of spectra were obtained, using a field 

spectrometer, of materials in the scene. Then, employing the functional form of Equation 

4.21, a linear least-squares fit was computed, at each wavelength, for this set of field 

reference spectra relative to the measured DN values from the AIS data for corresponding 

pixels. 

As for all the methods presented above (except possibly the log- residual 

approach), this method assumes atmospheric homogeneity across the scene. However, 
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unlike the other methods, this technique produces data that are calibrated to units of 

reflectance, which should be comparable to data obtained for other areas or to laboratory 

data. The chief limitations to the technique are the requirement of atmospheric 

homogeneity and the amount of time required to carry out the field sampling program. 

4.3.2 EXPLICIT ASSIGNMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC 

PARAMETERS 

The techniques presented in this category all use some method to account 

explicitly for the atmospheric parameters given as terms in Equation 4.13: 

Eqn 4.13) 1~0.<1>) - (e1 ~esecr)10 (0,<1>) + (~esecr)n01 (0,<I>) + 

(~£secr)n51 (0,<I>) + (£secr)n02(0.<1>) + 

(£secr)n52(e,q,) + (ecr)n03 (e,q,) + 

(ecr)n53 (0,<I>) + n 0cr(0,<I>) + n 5cr(0,<I>) 

All but one of the methods presented here (that of Crisp et al., 1986), have been 

developed for application to data obtained shortward of 5 microns, where thermal 

emission effects are minimal. Then, the basic equation being considered by all but Crisp 

is the following: 

Eqn 4.27) IM<0.<I>) = (e1 ~esecr)10 (0.<1>) + (~esecr)n51 (0,<t>) 

+(EJEO')!l52(0,q,) + (EO')!l53(0,<!>) 

+ !lscr(e,q,) 

The following techniques considered here may be subdivided into two basic 

approaches, according to whether the approach is primarily one of measurement or 

modeling of the relevant atmospheric parameters. Under the measurement subclass are 
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considered: the method of Gordon et al. (1973) which employs ground-based 

measurements of atmospheric parameters, and the method of Otterman et al. (1980) 

which offers an explicit treatment of adjacency effects. Under the modeling subclass are 

considered: the method of Blake (1983) (also Blake and Singer, 1984) which models 

atmospheric spectrum features using the LOWTRAN5B computer code of Kneizys et al. 

(1980); and the method of Crisp (1986) which uses a band-model approach to define the 

shapes of certain atmospheric spectrum features. 

4.3.2.1 TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING EXPLICIT 

MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC 

PARAMETERS 

4.3.2.1.1 GORDON ET AL. (1973) 

Gordon et al. ( 1973), developing upon the work of Duntley (1948), present a 

technique whereby groundbased measurements can be used to derive estimates for the 

beam transmittance of the atmosphere and the earth-to-space path radiance. The 

functional form used is like that of Equation 4.27, except assuming that the instrument 

response has been accounted for: 

Eqn 4.28) 1~9.<!>) - (e1 ~f3E0)I0 (9,<!>) + (~f3E0)051 (9,<!>) + 

(f3Ea)Os2(9,<!>) + (ea)053(9,<!>) 

Values for the beam transmittances,£1 and £3, are obtained using a solar 

radiometer directed at the sun. The angles of incidence and reflectance of the beam are 

accounted for with reference to a standard solar curve (they use Labs and Neckels, 1968) 

and a cosine correction. 

Values for the atmospheric scatter terms, o1 5 and o3 5 , are obtained by 

defining the concept of "equilibrium radiance" and assuming, based on experiment, that 
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the equilibrium radiance measured along a horizontal path will represent that for the 

upward and downward atmospheric paths. Then, through a transformation for sun 

angle, the path radiance for the atmospheric paths can be computed. Gordon et al. are 

primarily concerned with obtaining atmospheric measurements. Therefore, they account 

for the adjacency term involving n2 s by direct ground measurement. 

Given that atmospheric measurements can be obtained corresponding to the time 

remote observations were made, assumptions limiting the accuracy of this technique for 

application to atmospheric correction of remote data are: 

1) Horizontal measurements of path radiance correspond to the vertical 

atmosphere. 

2 The adjacency term can be neglected, or accounted for using some 

other technique. 

3) A limited set of measurements (due to practicality considerations) 

can account for atmospheric variability for the entire remote dataset. 

4. 3. 2 .1. 2 OTTERMAN ET AL. (1980) 

Otterman et al. (1980) offer a method of correcting remote radiance data, given 

that values are known, or can be estimated, for the backward-scattering optical thickness, 

the forward-scattering optical thickness, and the absorption optical thickness. If these 

values are, for instance, measured concurrently with remote data acquisition, then the 

equation for surface reflectivity becomes: 

Eqn 4.29) as - r [ 1 - ( 1 I µ0+ 1 ) (B+ W)+2aB] 

+(a-r)F+g(µ0) B/2µ0 

Here, as is the reflectivity obtained by the instrument above Earth's surface, r is the target 

reflectivity, a is the reflectivity of the surrounding terrain, µ0 is the cosine of the zenith 

angle of solar incidence, g(µ0 ) is the anisotropy of atmospheric backscattering, B is the 
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back-scattering optical thickness, Fis the forward-scattering optical thickness, and Wis 

the absorption optical thickness. 

This functional form is comparable to that of Equation 4.13, expressed in terms 

of reflectance rather than radiance (i.e., the incoming radiation is assigned a value of 1 ). 

However, the interesting feature of Otterman et al. 's formulation is the explicit 

representation of the terms describing the adjacency effects. Although this formulation 

does not immediately offer a means of solving for these effects, it does allow for the 

magnitude of the effect to be estimated. 

4.3.2.2 TECHNIQUES EMPLOYING EXPLICIT 

MODELING OF ATMOSPHERIC PARAMETERS 

Considerable work has been done on modeling the processes which define 

atmospheric transmission. These include molecular absorption (e.g., Elsasser, 1938; 

Goody, 1964; Plass and Kattawar, 1968; King, 1959; and Crisp, 1986) and emission 

(e.g., Chahine, 1968; and Waters, 1976) models for active species such as H20, 03, and 

COi; wavelength-dependent scattering models (e.g., Mie, 1908; Shettle and Fenn, 1979; 

Hansen and Travis, 1974; Turner, 1981; and Diner and Martonchik, 1985); and models 

describing the theoretically mysterious water-vapor continuum (e.g., Roberts et al., 1976; 

White et al., 1975; and Farmer and Houghton, 1966). Each of these models presents an 

analytical approximation for one or some of the atmospheric based terms given in 

Equation 4.13. There is an extensive base of literature discussing the specifics of these 

atmospheric models and atmospheric modeling in general. 

A practical synthesis of the available models, supplemented with extensive 

empirical data on line parameters, has been released as the LOwrRAN series of computer 

programs (McClatchey et al., 1972; Selby and McOatchey, 1972; Selby and McClatchey, 

1975; Selby et al., 1976; and Kneizys et al., 1980). Because this "McOatchey model" 

forms the basis for the atmospheric correction technique developed here, this model is 

discussed below. 
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4.3.2.2.1 THE MCCLATCHEY ET AL. MODEL 

An "empirical logarithmic" model of atmospheric absorption describes the curve 

of growth of an absorption band, rather than the internal structure of the band (Crisp et 

al., 1986). Pollack et al. ( 1981) for example, use this method to model bands in spectra 

of Mars. 

The McClatchey et al. (1972) model may be considered such a model. Even 

though the line absorption intensities for water vapor, ozone, and the mixed gases used in 

the McClatchey model are based on a combination of laboratory measurements and the 

King band model, the determination of transmission is based on empirically obtained 

curves relating transmission with species density (in the form of the equivalent density 

parameter). 

This model has as its foundation the following two premises: 

1) The atmospheric transmission spectrum for each spectrally active 
species can be determined using a single variable, the "equivalent 
density", which is the product of species density and pathlength; and 

2) Given a value for the equivalent density, the actual transmission at a 
specific wavelength can be determined using predetermined 

wavelength-dependent values of the absorption coefficient (Cv) for 

each species in conjunction with predetermined empirical curves 

relating transmission and equivalent density. 

These two premises are described by the relationship: 

Eqn 4.30) t(v) = f [C(v)LP"], 

where v refers to frequency, t is atmospheric transmission, C is the absorption 

coefficient, Lis pathlength, Pis pressure, and n is an empirically determined species

dependent variable. 
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McClatchey et al. determined the C(v) using a combination of laboratory 

measurements and the King band model. Graphs of these Cv for H20, C02, 03, and 

Oi are given in Figures 4.4a-d, respectively. The function, f relating the parameters in 

Equation 4.30 was determined (as per McClatchey et al.,1972, p.31) by taking the 

logarithm of the inverse of Equation 4.30, which yields: 

Eqn 4.31) nLOG P +LOG L =LOG F 1 [t(v)] - LOG C(v) 

For fixed values of P and L, at a given frequency, t was varied and plotted as a 

function of LOG LPn. The empirical transmittance function, f, was determined by 

superimposing these curves for several values oft, and taking the "mean" curve as 

representative. This curve is the same for HzO and C02 and the mixed gases, and is 

slightly different for 03. These two curves are shown in Figures 4.5a and 4.5b. 

Initially, the determination of transmittance using this curve was done graphically by 

moving a sliding scale representing values for LOG LPn, called the "equivalent density", 

along the curves of absorption coefficient versus frequency. Later, this process was 

digitized, as the LOWTRAN code, and the sliding scale became a scaling factor for the 

frequency-ordered tables of absorption coefficient. The bulk of the LOWTRAN code is 

directed at determining the pathlength, given atmospheric profiles of temperature and 

pressure, and hence determining the equivalent densities. 

Later LOWTRAN models added contributions for molecular (Rayleigh) scatter, 

aerosol scatter, and continuum effects in the 3-5µm and 10-14µm regions. Graphs of 

representative curves as determined using LOWTRAN5B with the mid-latitude summer 
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model atmosphere, for each of the pertinent atmospheric species, H20. C02 and 02, 03, 

and the two scattering processes (molecular and aerosol) are given in Figures 4.6a-e. 

4.3.2.2.4 SPECTRUM CORRECTION TECHNIQUES 

4.3.2.2.4.1 CRISP ET AL., 1986 

Crisp et al., 1986 explored the accuracy of various methods for describing the 

structure of atmospheric absorption bands. The scope of this work was to evaluate the 

utility of several qiethods for determining the transmission for the 15 micron C02 feature; 

however, because the band modeling techniques which they explored are applicable to 

other spectral regions, their conclusions are relevant here. 

They examined in detail examples of three classes of band modeling algorithm: 

narrow-band random models (e.g., Goody, 1964; Malkmus, 1967; and Rodgers, 1968), 

an exponential wideband model developed as part of their research, and empirical 

logarithmic broadband models (e.g., Kiehl and Ramanathan, 1983 and Pollack et al., 

1981). The transmission results obtained from these models are compared to line-by-line 

calculations. They conclude that all three classes of model can produce accurate results, 

as compared to the line-by-line calculations over certain ranges of pressure and absorber 

path length. However, they further conclude that the narrow-band random models and 

the exponential wideband model are more "reliable and versatile" than the empirical 

logarithmic broadband models for the 15 µm spectral region studied. 

4.3.2.2.4.2 BLAKE, 1983 

This technique, developed by Blake (1983), and later discussed by Blake and 

Singer (1984), for single remotely obtained spectra, utilized the expression of the 

atmospheric spectral features actually contained in the remotely obtained data, in 

conjunction with an analytical model of the atmosphere (LOWTRAN5B, Kneizys et al., 

1980), to estimate and remove the atmospheric effects from the remote data. The 

approach used an iterative procedure to compare individual remotely measured 
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near-infrared spectra with LOWTRAN-generated spectra. In this technique the solar 

spectrum and instrument response curves are first factored out of the data. Additionally, 

adjacency and forward-scattering effects are taken to be negligible. Thus, the basic 

calibration equation being employed is a variation of Equation 4.27 with the terms relating 

to the above either accounted for or not considered, giving: 

Here, Rs is the effective reflectance at the instrument, where the solar light curve has been 

accounted for, but still including atmospheric effects. 

The method was developed with reference to single-point high resolution 

spectral data in the wavelength range of 0.7 to 2.5 microns. Only the primary 

atmospheric constituent, water vapor, was considered. However, this dissertation 

employs a variation of this technique to account for other atmospheric species as well. 

The technique uses measurements of the shape of certain diagnostic atmospheric 

absorption features in the remotely obtained spectrum and compares these measurements 

to spectra computed using the LOWTRAN5b model of atmospheric transmission. When 

a LOWTRAN-computed spectrum is found (through an iterative procedure of 

comparisons) that closely matches the input spectrum measurements, this LOWTRAN 

spectrum is taken to represent the atmospheric contribution to the input spectrum and is 

factored out of the data. In order to account for both the e1 and e3 terms in Equation 

4.32, a double atmospheric path is assumed. 
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This technique has been shown to remove atmospheric effects adequately from 

high-resolution spectral data. Assumptions of the technique are: 

1) A given atmospheric model such as that of LOWTRAN5B, 

accurately portrays the atmosphere for a given region and dataset. 

2) A sufficient amount of complexity to accurately describe actual 

measurements can be incorporated into the technique by including 

other atmospheric constituents. 
3) The procedure can be sufficiently constrained that it can be applied 

efficiently to a large image data set. 

4) The instrument response curves are available for a given instrument. 

4.4 PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 

The atmospheric technique developed under the present research is based on the 

above atmospheric model of McClatchey et al, 1972. To reiterate the above description of 

this model, the two basic premises of the McClatchey model are: 

1) The atmospheric transmission spectrum for each spectrally active 

species can be determined using a single variable, the "equivalent 
density"; and 

2) Given a value for the equivalent density, the actual transmission at a 

specific wavelength can be determined using predetermined 

wavelength-dependent values of the absorption efficiency (Cv) for 

each species in conjunction with predetermined empirical curves 

relating transmission and equivalent density. 

These two premises are described by the relationship: 

Eqn 4.33) t(v) - f [C(v)LPn] 
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In shon, atmospheric transmission for a given species varies in some known 

way with equivalent density; thus, if the equivalent density is known, the transmission 

can be directly determined. 

It has.been previously demonstrated that the McClatchey model is valid for 

spectral data obtained in the visible/near infrared (.4-2.5µm) wavelength region under 

terrestrial conditions (Blake, 1983; Blake and Singer, 1984). This work, discussed 

above, used the LOWTRAN5B computer mcxlel based on the McClatchey model. The 

present technique is built upon this earlier work, but with the following important 

changes: 

1) The LOWTRAN computer model is not used; instead, the 

McClatchey et al. algorithm (as given by Equation 4.33 and 

associated tables of absorption strength (Cv) and equivalent density 

versus transmission are used directly. 

2) Separate transmission spectra are determined for each of the active 

atmospheric species (previous work considered only water vapor): 

H20, C02, 02, and 03. 
3) A nominal atmospheric scatter contribution is included, based on the 

work of McClatchey et al. and Kneizys et al. 

Referring to the system of equations developed in section 2 of this chapter, the 

basic equation describing the propagation of energy through the atmosphere, as obtained 

by an instrument from which system effects have been removed is given by: 

Eqn 4.15) IM(0,<!>) = (e3e2e1 )I0 (0,<!>) + (e3e2)n91 (0,<!>) + 

( e3 e2) ns 1 (0,<!>) + (e3)ne2(0,<!>) + 

(e3)ils2(0,<!>) + ne3(0,<!>) + ns3 (0,<!>) 
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The present atmospheric correction technique has been developed for application 

to data obtained in the visible/near infrared ( .4-2.5µm) wavelength region. Within this 

wavelength range, the thermal emission contribution from both the surface and the 

atmosphere is quite small (see Table 4.1) in comparison with the other terms of the 

equation; thus the terms describing emission may be excluded from the equation. Also, 

the present study does not consider the case of a cloudy sky; thus the terms describing 

scatter into the beam along the atmospheric path are considered to be neglectable. 

With these further assumptions, the basic equation becomes: 

Eqn 4.34) 

No instrument is currently available on which to test the technique developed in 

this study. However, AVIRIS calibration is becoming more rigorous and routine, and in 

the near future HIRIS data may be available on which to test the method. Therefore, due 

to this lack of a test dataset, adjacency effects are not considered in the present study. 

Then, finally, the basic equation above simplifies to: 

Eqn 4.35) 

or, in terms of the desired surface reflectance: 
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4.4.1 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF TECHNIQUE 

The atmospheric transmission terms above (£1 and es> are actually the result 

of contributions from several different species and processes. Spectrally active 

atmospheric species are well known (e.g., Kondratyev), as are the mechanisms by which 

these species absorb radiation. The atmospheric species active in the spectral region 

under study (.4-2.5µm) are: Water vapor (HiO), carbon dioxide (C02). diatomic oxygen 

(02), and ozone (03). The absorption properties of non-standard aerosols (e.g., S02) 

which may be present in the atmosphere over different areas is not considered here. 

In addition to these active absorption processes, atmospheric transmission is 

also mitigated by scattering processes which selectively scatter radiation out of the path of 

propagation. This "backscatter" may be divided into two different types: Scatter by 

atmospheric molecules (especially H20) which is dependent only on wavelength 

("Rayleigh" scatter), and scatter by larger aerosol particles which varies with particle size 

as well as wavelength. 

The total atmospheric transmission is a wavelength dependent product of the 

transmission for each of the atmospheric species, potentially including an aerosol 

contribution. 

For the species considered here (H20, C02, 02, and 03), only the scatter term 

for H20 is of significance; the backscatter terms for the other species are taken to be zero. 

Also, although the scatter resulting from large (i.e., non Rayleigh scattering) aerosol 

particles is (roughly) considered, the absorption contribution, term for the aerosol 
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component is taken to be zero. Then, expanding equation 4.12 to show explicitly the 

species being considered here, this equation becomes: 

Eqn 4.37) £ • (eH2Q) * (£c02) * (EQ2) * (EQ3) * (Eaero) 

Here, (eH2Q) - exp(-'ta- 'ts)H2Q 

(e002) • exp(-'ta)c02 

(EQ2) • exp(-'ta)o2 

(EQ3) = exp(-'ta)o3 

(Eaero) = exp(-'ts)aero 

The present work describes a method for determining the transmission 

contribution from each of these species and thereby (using Equation 4.37) the total 

atmospheric transmission. 

4.4.2 DETERMINATION OF EQUIVALENT DENSITY 

Under the McClatchey et al. model, the only unknown is the "equivalent 

density", a single parameter representing the product of path-length and species density. 

Indeed, in the LOWfRAN computer code, the equivalent density is calculated as a 

product of these two parameters. The bulk of the LOWfRAN code is devoted to 

determining the value for path-length, given as input the species densities for different 

atmospheric profiles. However, only the equivalent density is required to calculate the 

atmospheric transmission for each wavelength for each molecular species. 

Under the present technique, it is assumed that because the atmospheric 

absorption spectrum is determined exactly from the equivalent density, then there must be 

certain unique parameters within each absorption spectrum which are directly related to 

the equivalent density. The depths of absorption bands are directly related to the 

concentration of the absorbing species, therefore it was concluded that the depths of these 

bands ought to be exactly related to the equivalent density. 
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Previous work on this topic (Blake, 1983) demonstrated that, for tell uric water 

vapor, the depths of cenain of the water vapor absorption bands varied with the assumed 

density profile of water vapor in a LOWTRAN5B model atmosphere. By varying the 

amount of water vapor used in a model atmosphere, it was found that a LOWTRAN 

spectrum could be computed which matched well with a remote spectrum obtained using 

a spectrometer developed at the Planetary Geosciences Section of the School of Ocean 

and Earth Sciences at the University of Hawaii. 

The present work has carried this conclusion further by relating band depth, as 

measured us1ng select "band ratios", for each active species, with the McClatchey 

equivalent density: no use is made of the actual LOWTRAN code. Instead, all of the 

program formulations have been done using the Pascal language (LOWTRAN is written 

in Fortran) and development work has been done on an IBM PC-AT compatible. 

This band depth-equivalent density approach is used to determine the 

transmission spectrum for HzO, COz, and Oz. The determination of the equivalent 

density to use in computing the transmission spectrum for ozone, 03, is made with 

reference to the equivalent densities calculated via the LOWTRAN5B code for several 

standard meteorological conditions. A more explicit determination of ozone density is not 

made primarily because ozone does not absorb strongly in the wavelength region under 

consideration, having only a weak absorption band centered near 0.6µm (see Figure 

4.6c). 

The effects of scatter do not lend themselves well to an explicit determination of 

the effective equivalent density. The principal reason for this is that scatter and continuum 

absorption effects within the target can be as strong, or stronger, than atmospheric scatter. 

The spectrum resulting from atmospheric scatter is a smooth function, with no strongly 

diagnostic features as are found in atmospheric absorption spectra. For the purpose of 

this investigation spectra are calculated penaining to molecular (H20) and aerosol scatter; 

it is not expected that the technique used for making these determinations would 

necessarily be applicable to actual remotely obtained spectra. It will, however, be shown 
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that the determination of transmission spectra due to atmospheric scatter effects does not 

seriously affect the determination of other atmospheric components. Examples of these 

scatter components are given in Figures 4.6d-e. 

4.4.3 DETERM.INATION OF RATIOS 

Although computations for the present study are done at the full resolution 

possible using the McClatchey absorption coefficients (20cm- l ), determinations of 

equivalent density and modeling of spectra are done at equally spaced wavelength values 

corresponding roughly to the band centers obtained using the A VIRIS instrument To 

illustrate the difference between "full resolution" spectra and "A VIRIS resolution" spectra, 

the same spectra shown in Figures 4.6a, 4.6b, 4.6d, and 4.6e are shown in Figures 

4.7a--d. convolved to 210 channels with a spacing of .0098µm. The combined spectrum 

is shown in Figure 4.8. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates how band depth (here referred to as "transmission 

contrast") varies as a function of equivalent density for four unsaturated water vapor 

absorption bands in the spectral region under study. Figure 4. lOa shows the locations of 

the spectrum points used in the determinations of these band depths. Figure 4.1 Ob shows 

the locations of these same wavelength positions in the full resolution transmission 

spectrum for H20. Both these curves are shown to illustrate the importance of 

performing the band depth fitting calculations with data at the same resolution as would 

be obtained from a given instrument. 

Figure 4.11 shows the variation of band depth with equivalent density for three 

bands of C02 and the 02 band near 0.76µm. Figure 4.12a shows the locations (at 

A VIRIS channel positions) of the points used in the band depth determinations for CC>i,; 

Figure 4.12b shows the wavelength positions used for 02. 
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Following determination of the equivalent density using digital lookup tables 

calculated for equivalent density versus band depth for each of the above three species, 

the transmission at each wavelength for each of the species is determined using the digital 

lookup tables relating equivalent density to transmission. 

Spectra for the contributions from 03 and molecular scatter are determined 

using values for equivalent densities as defined by the appropriate LOWTRAN 

meteorological model. Thus, these two contributions are not explicitly modeled in the 

present study. The transmission for ozone is computed using this predetermined 

equivalent density and the digital lookup table relating equivalent density and 

transmission. 

The transmission due to molecular scatter is determined from the following 

equation (from Kneizys et al.): 

Eqn 4.38) 'tms = 

EXP[- Ems* (v4 I (9.26799E+18 - 1.07123E+9 * v2))], 

where, 'tms = the transmission due to the molecular scatter component, EXP means raise 

e to the following expression, Ems = the equivalent density for the molecular scatter 

component, and n is frequency. 

Although it is not possible, without actual remotely obtained data, to determine 

whether the scattering contribution from aerosols can be explicitly modeled, this 

contribution is modeled here using a ratio versus equivalent density approach. This is 

done primarily to gain some idea of how this parameter varies, in preparation for applying 

the model to actual data. Figure 4.13 shows the variation of two potential ratios with 

equivalent density for this parameter. The channel positions used in determining these 
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ratios are shown in Figure 4.14. Following determination of this equivalent density, the 

transmission due to the aerosol component is computed using the Kneizys et al 

procedure. In this procedure, the spectral region is divided into several different parts, in 

each of which it is assumed that the aerosol transmission behaves linearly, with all 

sections using the same equivalent density. 

4.4.6 SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS 

The appropriate equivalent density for a given input spectrum for each species 

for which the ratio method is applied is determined with reference to precalculated lookup 

tables relating band depth with equivalent density. The pertinent band depth is calculated 

for the input spectrum and the appropriate lookup table is searched to find the 

corresponding band depth. 

Spectra for the six operative species CH20, C02, 02, 03, molecular scatter, and 

aerosol scatter) are determined sequentially for a given input spectrum. First, spectra for 

the smooth continuously varying elements, molecular scatter and aerosol scatter, are 

determined. The calculations for ozone are done simultaneously with the molecular 

scatter computation because spectra for these two elements are determined using fixed 

equivalent densities. The combined spectrum for ozone and molecular scatter is 

computed at the full 20cm-1 resolution and convolved to 210 channels. This spectrum is 

removed from (divided out of) the input spectrum. 

Following this the equivalent density for the aerosol scatter contribution is 

determined based on tabulated values of one of the ratios illustrated in Figure 4.14 as a 

function of equivalent density. This ratio is calculated from the input spectrum after 

removal of the molecular scatter and ozone contributions. Again, this spectrum, using the 

determined equivalent density value, is computed at high resolution and convolved to 210 

channels. Following convolution this spectrum is removed from (divided out of) the 

input spectrum. 
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Then, because this species dominates the atmospheric spectrum and potentially 

affects the determination of spectra for co2 and o2, the spectrum for water vapor is 

computed, based on the band depth for the H20 absorption band near 1.13 microns. 

This ratio is computed for the input spectrum following removal of the molecular scatter, 

ozone, and aerosol scatter contributions. Additionally, because of probable scatter and 

continuum absorption effects within a target spectrum which would affect the calculation 

of band depth, a straight line is fit across this 1. l 3µm band and the band depth ratio is 

computed relative to this line. The lookup tables relating band depth with equivalent 

density are determined in the same manner. Again, the high resolution spectrum is 

computed and convolved to 210 channels. 

The spectrum for C02, following removal of the H20 component spectrum 

from the input spectrum, is then determined in a manner comparable to that for H20, 

using band depths determined with a straight line fit across the 2.05µm absorption band. 

Based on the calculated equivalent density the high resolution spectrum for C02 is 

computed, convolved to 210 channels, and removed. 

The final species for which a spectrum component is computed is diatomic 

oxygen, 02. This molecule has one narrow absorption feature in the wavelength region 

of interest in the present study. Because this absorption band is narrow and easily 

affected by a strongly absorbing target, two alternate approaches are taken with this 

species. The first approach is to treat 02 the same as for H20 and C02 and calculate a 

value for equivalent density based on tabulated values. A check is made on the equivalent 

density so determined and if this value is outside of a reasonable range around the value 

determined for C02. In such an instance the equivalent density determined for C02 is 

also used for 02. (It should be noted that the McClatchey model treats these two species 

using the same equivalent density and atmospheric profiles.) 

Finally, the high resolution spectrum for Di is calculated and convolved to 210 

channels. Upon removal of this spectrum from the input spectrum (from which all other 
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species' contributions have been removed), the final atmospherically calibrated spectrum 

is resultant. 

To summarize, then, the sequence of operations to perform the atmospheric 

calibration developed here is: 

1) Determine equivalent density relating to molecular scatter for 

appropriate meteorological conditions. 
2) Determine equivalent density relating to absorption by 03 molecule 

for appropriate meteorological conditions. 

3) Calculate combined high resolution spectrum for these two species. 

4) Convolve this spectrum to desired resolution (0.0098µm for the 

present study). 
5) Remove (divide out) this spectrum from input spectrum. 

6) Calculate appropriate ratio for aerosol contribution and determine 

equivalent density for aerosol scatter using spectrum ratio versus 
equivalent density lookup table precalculated for aerosol component. 

7) Calculate high resolution spectrum using this equivalent density and 

method of Kneizys et al. for aerosol component. 

8) Convolve this spectrum to desired resolution. 
9) Remove this spectrum from input spectrum (from which the 

contributions of molecular scatter and ozone have already been 

removed). 

10) Calculate appropriate band depth value for water vapor and 

determine equivalent density using band depth versus equivalent 
density lookup table precalculated for water vapor. 

11) Calculate high resolution spectrum for water vapor using this 

equivalent density and the McClatchey lookup table relating 

equivalent density to transmission. 
12) Convolve this spectrum to desired resolution. 

13) Remove this spectrum from input spectrum (from which the 

contributions of molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol scatter have 

already been removed). 

14) Calculate appropriate band depth value for carbon dioxide and 

determine equivalent density using band depth versus equivalent 

density lookup table 
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15) Calculate high resolution spectrum for carbon dioxide using this 
equivalent density and the McClatchey lookup table relating 

equivalent density to transmission. 

16) Convolve this spectrum to desired resolution. 

17) Remove this spectrum from input spectrum (from which the 
contributions of molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and water 

vapor have already been removed). 

18) Calculate appropriate band depth value for diatomic oxygen and 

determine equivalent density using band depth versus equivalent 
density lookup table precalculated for oxygen. 

19) Calculate high resolution spectrum for oxygen using this equivalent 

density and the McClatchey lookup table relating equivalent density 
to transmission. 

20) Convolve this spectrum to desired resolution. 
21) Remove this spectrum from input spectrum (from which the 

contributions of molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, water 
vapor, and carbon dioxide have already been removed). 

22) Output atmospherically calibrated spectrum. 

4.5 APPLICATION OF TECHNIQUE 

To test the effectiveness of this technique, it was applied to five spectra 

representative of a diverse range of spectrum properties: 

0) A spectrum of atmospheric transmission alone calculated using the 

LOWTRAN5B computer code with the mid-latitude summer model 
atmosphere, an atmospheric path from sea level to space, and 23km 

visibility. 

1) The same atmospheric spectrum as in 0), but with a spectrum of 

hematite factored in. 

2) The same atmospheric spectrum as in 0), but with a spectrum of 
montmorillonite factored in. 

3) The same atmospheric spectrum as in 0), but with a spectrum of 

calcite factored in. 
4) The same atmospheric spectrum as in 0), but with a spectrum of 

green grass (from Cone! et al. 1985, and courtesy of H.Lang) 

factored in. 
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The results of applying the technique to these five test cases are discussed below. For 

Case 0 each step is presented; the other four cases are discussed as a set 

4.5.1 APPLICATION TO ATMOSPHERIC 

TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM ALONE: (CASE 0) 

The results of this analysis are presented in the figures below. These figures 

illustrate the step-wise removal of spectra for each of the relevant species following the 

sequence of operations given above. 

4.5.1.1 INPUT 

Figure 4.1: It was created using LOWI'RAN5B and the mid-latitude summer 

meteorological model, with a pathlength from sea level to space and a visibility of 23km. 

This spectrum includes contributions for water vapor, carbon dioxide, diatomic oxygen, 

and molecular and aerosol scatter; these components are shown in Figures 4.6a-e. 

4.5.1.2 MOLECULAR SCATTER AND OZONE 

(Steps 1-5) 

As described in the previous section, the combined spectrum of molecular 

scatter and ozone is computed using equivalent densities selected based on what 

meteorological model is assumed relevant In this case the equivalent densities computed 

for the mid-latitude summer model were used. However, the equivalent densities for 

these two atmospheric components vary only slightly between atmospheric models. 

Figure 4.15 shows the input spectrum from Figure 4.1 (solid line) along with 

the combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed using the 

equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer model. Figure 4.16 shows the 

input spectrum following removal of this molecular scatter plus ozone spectrum 

contribution. 
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4.5.1.3 AEROSOL SCATTER 

(Steps 6-9) 

The equivalent density for the aerosol scatter component is determined with 

reference to the ratio illustrated in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.17 shows in more detail how the 

equivalent density for aerosol scatter varies as a function of this ratio. The point on the 

curve marked with a cross ( +) shows the ratio and equivalent density values calculated for 

the present case; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value for the 

aerosol scatter equivalent density. 

Figure 4.18 shows the molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum from 

Figure 4.16 (solid line) along with the aerosol spectrum determined here (crosses). 

Figure 4.19 shows this input spectrum following removal of the computed aerosol scatter 

component. 

4.5.1.4 WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION 

(Steps 10-13) 

The equivalent density for the water vapor absorption spectrum component is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.9. Figure 4.20 shows this relationship in more detail. The point on the curve marked 

with a cross ( +) shows the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for the 

present case; the point marked with an open box shows the expected values. 

Figure 4.21 shows the spectrum from Figure 4.19, which is the input spectrum 

with the molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol components removed (solid line), along 

with the computed water vapor transmission spectrum (crosses). Figure 4.22 shows this 

input spectrum following removal of the computed water vapor component. Because the 

input spectrum included only an atmospheric component, the only spectrum components 
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that should be remaining in this spectrum are those resulting from carbon dioxide and 

diatomic oxygen. 

4.5.1.5 DIATOMIC OXYGEN ABSORPTION 

(Steps 14-17) 

The equivalent density for the absorption spectrum for diatomic oxygen is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.11; Figure 4.23 shows this relationship in more detail. The point on the curve marked 

with a cross ( +) shows the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for the 

present case; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value. 

Figure 4.24 shows the spectrum from Figure 4.22, which is the input spectrum 

with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and water vapor components removed 

(solid line) along with the computed diatomic oxygen transmission spectrum (crosses). 

Figure 4.25 shows this input spectrum following removal of the computed diatomic 

oxygen component. 

4.5.1.6 CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION 

(Steps 18-21) 

The equivalent density for the absorption spectrum of carbon dioxide is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.11; Figure 4.26 shows this relationship in more detail. The point on the curve marked 

with a cross ( +) shows the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for the 

present case; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value. 

Figure 4.27 shows the spectrum from Figure 4.25, which is the input spectrum 

with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, water vapor, and diatomic oxygen 

components removed (solid line) along with the computed transmission spectrum for 
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Spectrum from Figure 4.19, which is the input spectrum with the 

molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol components removed (solid 

line), along with the computed water vapor transmission spectrum 

(crosses). 
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components removed (solid line) along with the computed carbon 

dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses). 
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Input spectrum following removal of the computed carbon dioxide 

component. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE: CASE 0: ATMOSPHERE ONLY 
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Illustration of variance of band depth for diatomic oxygen as a 

function of equivalent density. The point on the curve marked with 

a cross ( +) shows the band depth and equivalent density values 

calculated for the present case; the point marked with an open box 

shows the expected value. 
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Spectrum from Figure 4.25, which is the input spectrum with the 

molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, water vapor, and carbon 

dioxide components removed (solid line) along with the computed 

transmission spectrum for oxygen (crosses). 
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RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
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Input spectrum following removal of the computed oxygen 

component. 
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carbon dioxide (crosses). Figure 4.28 shows this input spectrum following removal of 

the computed carbon dioxide component 

4.S.1.7 RESULTANT SPECTRUM 

(Step 22) 

If the atmospheric correction were perfect, this resultant spectrum would be a 

horizontal line with a value of 1. There are, however, some irregularities in this 

spectrum. Figure 4.29 shows this same spectrum with a very expanded scale. It can be 

seen in this spectrum that all the irregularities, which, predictably, occur at the positions 

of atmospheric absorption features, have magnitudes less than 0.2%. Given that the 

correction was performed on a composite spectrum including all atmospheric 

components, this degree of "mis-correction" is insignificant. Indeed, it is believed that 

this spectrum represents the best "blind" atmospheric correction that can be performed. 

4.S.2 APPLICATIONS TO HEMATITE, 

MONTMORILLONITE, CALCITE, AND GREEN 

GRASS, PLUS ATMOSPHERE SPECTRA: 

(CASES 1-4) 

For these test cases, the atmospheric spectrum used for Case 0 (Figure 4.1) was 

factored with laboratory spectra (convolved to 210 channels) for hematite, 

montmorillonite, calcite, and green grass (shown in Figure 4.30a-d); details of hematite, 

montmorillonite, and calcite spectra are discussed in Singer et al., 1984; details of the 

green grasss spectrum are discussed in Conel et al. 1985. 

The spectrum of hematite was chosen for one of the test cases because of the 

strong slope change, resulting from charge transfer absorption in the molecule, between 

the long and short wavelength portions of the spectrum. This change in slope, because it 

is a dominant spectrum feature, could potentially mask the atmospheric features used in 

the calibration procedure. Additionally, this spectrum was selected because ferric oxides 
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FIGURE 4.30a Input laboratory spectrum for hematite. 
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INPUT 2: MONTMORILLONITE 
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FIGURE 4.30b Input laboratory spectrum for montmorillonite. 
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CASE 3: CALCITE SPECTRUM 
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FIGURE 4.30c Input laboratory spectrum for calcite. 
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FIGURE 4.30d Input laboratory spectrum for green grass. 
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are a common alteration material on Eanh, occurring virtually everywhere that iron

bearing materials are exposed to Earth's atmosphere. 

The spectrum of montmorillonite was chosen for one of the test cases for three 

reasons: The sample spectrum has a fairly low overall reflectance (around 0.5), a factor 

which could potentially influence the success of the atmospheric correction. Because 

montmorillonite is a hydrated clay, having layers of water between silicate sheets, the 

sample spectrum has absorption features near those of some of the atmospheric water 

vapor absorptions. Additionally, clay minerals are also a common component of 

materials found on Eanh's surface. 

The spectrum of calcite was chosen for one of the test cases primarily because 

carbonates are a commonly occurring mineral on Earth's surface and also because calcite 

has a different absorption band structure than the other sample targets used here. 

The spectrum of green grass was chosen for one of the test cases primarily for 

the following reason: Even though the vegetation occurring in a region may not hold any 

geological significance, spectra obtained remotely for an area of geological interest will 

often include a contribution from vegetation. Thus, it is essential that spectra including a 

contribution from vegetation be recognizable and distinguished from spectra of geological 

interest. Additionally, this spectrum was used as one of the target test cases because the 

spectrum shape and band features represent something of a composite of features 

observed in the spectra for the other cases considered here. Thus, this spectrum should 

be the most difficult analyze. 

The results of the analysis for these four cases are presented in the figures 

below. These figures illustrate the step-wise removal of spectra for each of the relevant 

species following the sequence of operations given above. 
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4.5.2.1 INPUT 

Figure 4.31a-d shows the 210 channel input spectra to be treated as unknowns. 

As described above, these spectra were formed using the atmosphere spectrum from Case 

0, multi.plied by laboratory obtained spectra for the four test materials. These composite 

spectra illustrate what spectra for the four materials would resemble, if those spectra were 

remotely obtained through Earth's atmosphere. The atmospheric component of this 

spectra includes contributions for water vapor, carbon dioxide, diatomic oxygen, and 

molecular and aerosol scatter; again, these components are the same as those shown in 

Figures 4.6a-e. 

The objective of the atmospheric correction technique developed here is to 

duplicate the equivalent densities pertinent to the input atmosphere spectrum.as shall be 

seen in the succeeding figures, there is very little difference between the input and 

computed values for the absorbing species: H20, C02, and 02. For these 

atmospherically dominant species, the atmospheric correction algorithm has been 

successful. 

There is some difference between the input and computed equivalent densities 

for the aerosol scatter component This result is expected, given that the ratio used to 

determine the aerosol scatter equivalent density will always be influenced by the target 

contribution. The conclusion to be drawn from these results is that this technique will 

only be able to correct partially for the aerosol scatter contribution to an input spectrum; 

further work using actual remotely obtained data will be required to determine how (and if 

it is possible) to improve on this component of the correction algorithm. It should be 

noted, however, that an imperfect corrrection for the aerosol scatter component has not 

seriously affected the equivalent density determinations for the other species. 

The following figures illustrate in detail the correction process for this test case. 
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FIGURE 4.31a Input spectum shown in Figure 4.30a, factored with atmosphere 

spectrum shown in Figure 4.8. 
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FIGURE 4.31b Input spectrum shown in Figure 4.30b, factored with atmosphere 

spectrum shown in Figure 4.8. 
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FIGURE 4.31c Input spectrum shown in Figure 4.30c, factored with atmosphere 

spectrum shown in Figure 4.8. 
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FIGURE 4.31d Input spectrum shown in Figure 4.30d, factored with atmosphere 

spectrum shown in Figure 4.8. 
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4.S.2.2 MOLECULAR SCATTER AND OZONE 

(Steps 1-5) 

As described previously, the combined spectrum of molecular scatter and ozone 

is computed using equivalent densities selected based on what meteorological model is 

assumed relevant. In this case the equivalent densities computed for the mid-latitude 

summer model were used. The equivalent densities computed for these two atmospheric 

components vary only slightly between atmospheric models. 

Figure 4.32a-d shows the input spectra from Figure 4.31a-d (solid line) along 

with the combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed using the 

equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer model. 

4.S.2.3 AEROSOL SCATTER 

(Steps 6-9) 

The equivalent density for the aerosol scatter component is determined with 

reference to the ratio illustrated in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.33a-d show in more detail how 

the equivalent density for aerosol scatter varies as a function of this ratio, as computed for 

each sample. The points on these curves marked with crosses ( +) show the ratio and 

equivalent density values calculated for the four cases; the points marked with an open 

box show the expected value for the aerosol scatter equivalent density. 

Figure 4.34a-d shows the molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum (solid 

line) along with the aerosol spectra determined here (crosses). 
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FIGURE 4.32a Input spectrum from Figure 4.3la (solid lines) along with the 

combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed 

using the equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer 

model. 
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FIGURE 4.32b Input spectrum from Figure 4.31b (solid lines) along with the 

combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed 

using the equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer 

model 
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FIGURE 4.32c Input spectrum from Figure 4.31c (solid lines) along with the 

combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed 

using the equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer 

model. 
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FIGURE 4.32d Input spectrum from Figure 4.3d (solid lines) along with the 

combined molecular scatter and ozone spectrum (crosses) computed 

using the equivalent density values for the mid-latitude summer 

model. 
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FIGURE 4.33a illustration of variance in aerosol ratio as a function of equivalent 

density for aerosol scatter. The points on the curve marked with 

crosses ( +) show the ratio and equivalent density values calculated 

for Case 1; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value for the aerosol scatter equivalent density. 
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FIGURE 4.33b illustration of variance in aerosol ratio as a function of equivalent 

density for aerosol scatter. The points on the curve marked with 

crosses ( +) show the ratio and equivalent density values calculated 

for Case 2; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value for the aerosol scatter equivalent density. 
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FIGURE 4.33c illustration of variance in aerosol ratio as a function of equivalent 

density for aerosol scatter. The points on the curve marked with 

crosses ( +) show the ratio and equivalent density values calculated 

for Case 3; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value for the aerosol scatter equivalent density. 
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FIG URE 4.33d illustration of variance in aerosol ratio as a function of equivalent 

density for aerosol scatter. The points on the curve marked with 

crosses ( +) show the ratio and equivalent density values calculated 

for the four cases; the point marked with an open box shows the 

expected value for the aerosol scatter equivalent density. 
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FIGURE 4.34a Molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum (solid line) along 

with the aerosol spectra determined here (crosses) for Case 1. 
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FIGURE 4.34b Molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum (solid line) along 

with the aerosol spectra detennined here (crosses) for Case 2. 
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FIGURE 4.34c Molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum (solid line) along 

with the aerosol spectra determined here (crosses) for Case 3. 
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FIGURE 4.34d Molecular scatter and ozone calibrated spectrum (solid line) along 

with the aerosol spectra determined here (crosses) for Case 4. 
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4.5.2.4 WATER VAPOR ABSORPTION 

(Steps 10-13) 

The equivalent density for the water vapor absorption spectrum component is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.9. Figure 4.35a-d shows this relationship in more detail. The points on the curve 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

the four cases; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value. 

Figure 4.36a-d shows the input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, and 

aerosol components removed (solid line), along with the computed water vapor 

transmission spectrum (crosses). The only spectrum components that should be 

remaining in these spectra are those of the four test materials and those resulting from 

carbon dioxide and diatomic oxygen. 

4.5.2.5 CARBON DIOXIDE ABSORPTION 

(Steps 14-17) 

The equivalent density for the absorption spectrum for carbon dioxide is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.11; Figure 4.37a-d shows this relationship in more detail. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

the four cases; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value. 

Figure 4.38a-d shows the input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, 

aerosol scatter, and water vapor components removed (solid line) along with the 

computed carbon dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses). 
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FIGURE 4.3Sa illustration of variance in band depth with equivalent density for the 

water vapor absorption spectrum component. The points on the 

curve marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 1; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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FIGURE 4.3Sb illustration of variance in band depth with equivalent density for the 

water vapor absorption spectrum component. The points on the 

curve marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 2; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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FIG URE 4.3Sc Illustration of variance in band depth with equivalent density for the 

water vapor absorption spectrum component. The points on the 

curve marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 3; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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FIGURE 4.3Sd illustration of variance in band depth with equivalent density for the 

water vapor absorption spectrum component. The points on the 

curve marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 4; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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FIGURE 4.36a Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol 

components removed (solid line), along with the computed water 

vapor transmission spectrum (crosses) for Case 1. 
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FIGURE 4.36b Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol 

components removed (solid line), along with the computed water 

vapor transmission spectrum (crosses) for Case 2. 
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FIGURE 4.36c Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol 

components removed (solid line), along with the computed water 

vapor transmission spectrum (crosses) for Case 3. 
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GREEN GRASS+ATMOS: NO MSCAT,03,AEROSOL 
WTIHWA11!R VAPOR SPl!Cl'1WM 
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FIGURE 4.36d Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, and aerosol 

components removed (solid line), along with the computed water 

vapor transmission spectrum (crosses) for Case 4. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE: CASE 1 : HEMATITE SAMPLE 
WTrH INPl1I' AND COMPl!l'ED EQl11V. DESS. 
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FIGURE 4.37a Illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for 

carbon dioxide. The points on the curves marked with crosses ( +) 

show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

Case 1; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE: CASE 2: MONTMORILLONITE 
WITH ~"'PL'T AND CDMP\m!I> EQUIV. DENS. 
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FIGURE 4.37b Illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for 

carbon dioxide. The points on the curves marked with crosses ( +) 

show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

Case 2; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE: CASE 3: CALCITE SAMPLE 
wrrn INPUT AND CX>MPUl1!D EQUIV. DENS. 
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FIGURE 4.37c illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for 

carbon dioxide. The points on the curves marked with crosses ( +) 

show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

Case 3; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE: CASE 4: GRASS SAMPLE 
WrTH INPUT AND COMPUn!D EQUIV. DENS. 
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FIGURE 4.37 d illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for 

carbon dioxide. The points on the curves marked with crosses ( +) 

show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

Case 4; the point marked with an open box shows the expected 

value. 
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HEMATITE+ATM, NO MSCAT,03,AEROSOL,H20 
wrm CARBON DIOXIDE SPEctllUM 
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FIGURE 4.383 Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and 

water vapor components removed (solid line) along with the 

computed carbon dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 1. 
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MONT+ATM, NO MSCAT,03,AER,H20 
WITH CARBON DIOXIDI! SPEC'I1lUM 
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FIGURE 4.38b Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and 

water vapor components removed (solid line) along with the 

computed carbon dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses) for 

Case2. 
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CALCITE+ATMOS, NO MSCAT, 03, AERO, H20 
Wr!H CARBON DIOXIDE SPl!C'lltUM 1.1---------------------------, 
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FIGURE 4.38c Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and 

water vapor components removed (solid line) along with the 

computed carbon dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 3. 
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GRASS+ATMOS: NO MSCAT,03,AEROSOL,H20 
Wml CARBON DIOXIDE! SPECnlUM 1.1--------------------------...., 
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FIGURE 4.38d Input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol scatter, and 

water vapor components removed (solid line) along with the 

computed carbon dioxide transmission spectrum (crosses) for 

Case4. 
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4.5.2.6 DIATOMIC OXYGEN ABSORPTION 

(Steps 18-21) 

The equivalent density for the absorption spectrum of diatomic oxygen is 

determined using the tables of band depth versus equivalent density illustrated in Figure 

4.11; Figure 4.39a-d shows this relationship in more detail. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent density values calculated for 

the four cases; the point marked with an open box shows the expected value. 

Figure 4.40a-d shows the input spectra with the molecular scatter, ozone, 

aerosol scatter, water vapor, and carbon dioxide components removed (solid line) along 

with the computed transmission spectrum for oxygen (crosses). 

4.5.2.7 RESULT ANT SPECTRA 

(Step 22) 

If the atmospheric correction were perfect, the resultant spectra shown in Figure 

4.41a-d would be identical with the hematite, montmorillonite, calcite, and green grass 

input spectra shown in Figure 4.30a-d. Likewise, the computed atmosphere spectra 

would be identical with the input atmosphere spectrum. There are some differences 

between the resultant and input spectra: Figure 4.42a-d shows the computed resultant 

spectra (solid line) along with the input spectra (crosses). Figure 4.43a-d shows the 

computed atmosphere spectra (solid line) along with the input atmosphere spectrum 

(crosses). 

The atmospheric correction for Case 1, hematite, is very good: The only 

apparent differences between the resultant spectrum and the input hematite spectrum are 

around the two major water vapor absorption bands near l.4µm and l.9µm. For actual 

data obtained remotely through Earth's atmosphere, these two bands will invariably be 

fully absorbing. This means that, in a realistic case, no signal from the target can be 
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OXYGEN (02): CASE 1.: HEMATITE SAMPLE 
Wmf INPl1T AND CX>MPUTED EQUIV. DENS. 
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FIG URE 4.39a illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for the 

absorption spectrum of diatomic oxygen. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 1; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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OXYGEN (02): CASE 2: MONTMORILL. SAMPLE 
WrTH l!lo"PUT AND CX>MPlm!D l!QUIV. Dl!NS. 
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FIGURE 4.39b Illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for the 

absorption spectrum of diatomic oxygen. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 2; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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OXYGEN (02): CASE 3: CALCITE SAMPLE 
Wmf lNPl1I' AND COMl'l1TED EQUIV. Dl!NS. 
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FIGURE 4.39c illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for the 

absorption spectrum of diatomic oxygen. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 3; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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OXYGEN (02): CASE 4: GREEN GRASS SAMPLE 
Wl'IH 11''Pl.'T' AND COMPU11!D l!QUIV. DENS. 
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FIGURE 4.39d Illustration of variance of band depth with equivalent density for the 

absorption spectrum of diatomic oxygen. The points on the curves 

marked with crosses ( +) show the band depth and equivalent 

density values calculated for Case 4; the point marked with an open 

box shows the expected value. 
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HEMATITE+ATM, NO MS,03,AEROSOL,H20,C02 
WTIH OXY<lEN (02) SPECnWM l.l ________ _:.:.:.:.:.;;.:.:.:.:.:::..:.:.:;:..:.... ___________ -, 
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FIGURE 4.40a Input spectrum for hematite with the molecular scatter, ozone, 

aerosol scatter, water vapor, and carbon dioxide components 

removed (solid· line) along with the computed transmission 

spectrum for oxygen (crosses). 
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MONT +ATM, NO MSCAT,03,AER,H20,C02 
WTIH OXYGl!N (02) SPBCl'1WM 1.1---------------------------. 
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FIGURE 4.40b Input spectrum formontmorillonite with the molecular scatter, 

ozone, aerosol scatter, water vapor, and carbon dioxide components 

removed (solid line) along with the computed transmission 

spectrum for oxygen (crosses). 
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CALCITE+ATMOS, NO MSCAT,03,AERO,H20,C02 
Wrl'H OXYGEN (02) SPECnll."M 1.1...,....--------------------------, 
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FIGURE 4.40c Input spectrum for calcite with the molecular scatter, ozone, aerosol 

scatter, water vapor, and carbon dioxide components removed 

(solid line) along with the computed transmission spectrum for 

oxygen (crosses). 
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GRASS+ATMOS: NO MSCAT,03,AERO,H20,C02 
wnH OXYGEN (Ol) SPl!CTIWM 1.1---------------------------
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FIGURE 4.40d Input spectrum for green grass with the molecular scatter, ozone, 

aerosol scatter, water vapor, and carbon dioxide components 

removed (solid line) along with the computed transmission 

spectrum for oxygen (crosses). 
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RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
(MSCAT, 03, Al!R.0, H20, CDl, 02 REMOVED) 1.1..,--------------------------
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FIG URE 4.4 la Input spectrum for hematite following removal of the computed 

oxygen component. This is the resultant spectrum for the 

calculation. 
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FIG URE 4.4 lb Input spectrum for montmorillonite following removal of the 

computed oxygen component. This is the resultant spectrum for the 

calculation. 
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CASE 3: CALCITE: RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
(MSCAT, 03, AEJlO, IDO, an, 02 REMOVED) 
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FIGURE 4.4lc Input spectrum for calcite following removal of the computed 

oxygen component. This is the resultant spectrum for the 

calculation. 
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CASE 4: GREEN GRASS: RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
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FIGURE 4.4ld Input spectrum for green grass following removal of the computed 

oxygen component. This is the resultant spectrum for the 

calculation. 
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RESULTANT SPECTRUM WITH INPUT SPECTRUM 
CASI! 1: HEMA TTJ1! 

1.1 -------------------------
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FIGURE 4.42a Comparison of the computed resultant spectrum (solid line) along 

with the input spectrum (crosses) for hematite. 
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CASE 2: MONTMORILL.: RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
wmf um.Tl' SPECnlUM I.I..,....------------------------, 
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FIGURE 4.42b Comparison of the computed resultant spectrum (solid line) along 

with the input spectrum (crosses) for montmorillonite. 
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CASE 3: CALCITE: RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
wrm INPlTT CALClTE SPECntUM 
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FIGURE 4.42c Comparison of the computed resultant spectrum (solid line) along 

with the input spectrum (crosses) for calcite. 
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CASE 4: GREEN GRASS: RESULTANT SPECTRUM 
WITH INPlTI' GRASS SPECTRUM 1.1-------------------------. 
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FIGURE 4.42d Comparison of the computed resultant spectrum (solid line) along 

with the input spectrum (crosses) for green grass. 
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COMPUTED ATMOS. TRANSMISSION SPECTRUM 
Wl'IH lNPl1T ATMOS. TRANS. SPl!C'11WM 

1.1 _______ ..;___;_ _____________ -, 
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FIGURE 4.43a Comparison of the computed atmosphere spectrum (solid line) 

along with the input atmosphere spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 1: Hematite. 
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CASE 2: MONT.: COMPUTED ATMOS. SPECTRUM 
W11H ts1'tJT ATMOS. TltANS. SPl!C11WM 
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FIGURE 4.43b Comparison of the computed atmosphere spectrum (solid line) 

along with. the input atmosphere spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 2: Montmorillonite. 
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CASE 3: CALCULATED ATMOS TRANS SPECTRUM 
WrTH INPUT ATMOS ntANS SP£Cl1lUM 
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FIGURE 4.43c Comparison of the computed atmosphere spectrum (solid line) 

along with the input atmosphere spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 3: Calcite. 
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FIGURE 4.43d Comparison of the computed atmosphere spectrum (solid line) 

along with the input atmosphere spectrum (crosses) for 

Case 4: Green grass. 
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expected to reach the sensor in the wavelength regions of these bands. By the same 

token. if these bands are not fully saturated, then the atmospheric correction method used 

here should be as effective in calibrating these wavelength regions as for the regions 

around the water vapor absorption bands near 0.94 m and 1.13 m. 

The atmospheric correction for case 2, montmorillonite, is also quite good: The 

only apparent differences between the resultant spectrum and the input montmorillonite 

spectrum are in the slight difference in slope at the short wavelength end of the spectrum 

and some irregularity around the positions of the carbon dioxide absorption features near 

2 µm. The slope difference is the result of the imperfect correction for the aerosol scatter 

component as discussed above. The imperfect correction for the atmospheric C02 band 

region is due to the fact that these bands fall on the long wavelength wing of the H20 

absorption feature in the target spectrum, as well as the long wavelength wing of the 

atmospheric water vapor absorption feature in the same wavelength region. 

This spectrum region will, in general, be the most difficult to correct for: Not 

only are the atmospheric absorption bands saturated and changing, but for target spectra 

containing water in some form, there will be absorption features in the target which 

overlap with atmospheric bands. Although, the atmospheric bands at these wavelength 

positions are not used as calibration points for water vapor under the present technique, 

the C02 absorption features do overlap somewhat with these bands and will therefore 

necessarily be influenced by the presence of both atmospheric water and water in the 

target. Realistically, it may not be possible to correct fully for the region around the 

position of these H20 and C02 features. 

The atmospheric correction for case 3, calcite, is also quite good. The 

differences between the resultant spectrum and the input calcite spectrum are the same as 

for the montmorillonite target above: there is a slight difference in slope at the short 

wavelength end of the spectrum and there is some irregularity around the positions of the 

carbon dioxide absorption features near 2 µm. As for the montmorillonite case, the slope 

difference is the result of the imperfect correction for the aerosol scatter component as 
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discussed above. The imperfect correction for the atmospheric C02 band region is due to 

the fact that these bands fall near the same wavelength position as the C03 absorption 

feature in the target spectrum, as well as on the long wavelength wing of the atmospheric 

water vapor absorption feature in the atmosphere spectrum . 

.. 
The overlap of the co2 absorption features with these bands means that this 

spectrum region will necessarily be difficult to calibrate. Realistically, because of this 

interference, it may not be possible using any technique to correct fully for the C02 

contribution to the atmosphere spectrum. 

The atmospheric correction for Case 4, green grass, is also quite good, 

especially given the complexity of the input spectrum. The differences between the 

resultant spectrum and the input green grass spectrum are largely the result of the presence 

of water absorption bands in the target as well as the atmospheric spectrum, which 

influenced the determination of the H20 equivalent density. This imperfect determination 

of the equivalent density appears in the resultant spectrum as irregularities near the 

wavelength positions of the water absorption bands. 

In general, when absorption features in the target spectrum coincide with points 

used for calibration in the atmosphere spectrum, the atmospheric calibration will not be as 

accurate. However, as can be seen from the examples presented here, the resultant 

calibration can still be quite good. 

As for the input spectrum in Case 0, it is believed that these resultant spectra 

represent the best "blind" atmospheric correction that can be achieved using any method. 

4.6 SUMMARY-FUTURE WORK 

Clearly the technique developed here works well for the synthetic spectra used 

here as examples. The next imponant step in developing this technique will be to apply it 

to data obtained through Eanh's atmosphere with an actual high spectral resolution 

instrument. 
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No such instrument exists at the time of this writing. It should have been 

possible to test the technique using data obtained with A VIRIS, but this instrument is still 

experiencing basic calibration problems. The AVIRIS team's approach to system 

calibration has, however, become more rigorous and routine. This instrument may now 

be producing data on which a sufficiently accurate primary calibration has been performed 

(e.g., see Vane et al. 1989 and Green et al., 1990). 

When an instrument becomes available for conducting high spectral resolution 

remote sensing in the 0.4-2.5 micron range then it will be possible to improve further the 

atmospheric technique developed here. The following is a list of questions which should 

be considered when actual data become available: 

1) Is the McClatchey model applicable to actual data? 
2) If the McClatchey model is not robust enough to use in analyzing 

actual data, can it be improved for the purpose, or is there a better 

model? Alternatively, what would be required to develop a better 

model? 

3) How many pixel spectra in an image must be analyzed in order to 
perform an accurate attnospheric correction? 

4) Should this number be the same for all species? 

5) If all the pixel spectra must be analyzed, how can the correction 

algorithm be made efficient enough to accommodate this need? 
6) How can the aerosol scatter correction be improved? 

7) Can data be obtained describing aerosol absorption as well? 

8) How can the problem of forward scatter of radiation into the beam 

be solved? 

9) How much variation can the technique accommodate in the 
determination of the equivalent density for each species and still 

produce an accurate resultant spectrum? 

10) What other atmospheric models exist which might be similarly 

exploited? 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

Remote sensing methods have already had a tremendous impact on practical 

geology in terms of generalized mapping, the study of faulting and drainage systems, and 

the use of radar for studying topographic structure in areas of dense vegetation or heavy 

cloud cover. Most of the widely applied uses at present, however, are essentially 

extrapolations of the techniques of photogrammetry and aerial photography. Much more 

limited use has been made of the potential of multispectral imagery to examine 

compositional differences of surface features, perform mineralogical analysis, or identify 

particular "targets" within a scene. 

One of the greatest hurdles to be crossed in applying multispectral sensors to 

compositional problems is developing adequate calibration techniques. A great deal can 

be done with images without detailed and consistent calibration, since relative brightness 

within a scene, and generalized band ratios, are often enough to bring out features of 

interest in color composite images. These kinds of differentiations, however, are 

inadequate when seeking particular diagnostic spectra, or when attempting to extrapolate 

compositional information from one scene to another. 

Chapter 2 of this study showed how multiple data sets from different sensors can 

be coregistered and calibrated into a consistent format. In Chapter 3, it was shown how 

these data sets can be integrated with topographic data and trend surface analysis to 

provide information about the geologic evolution of an area. More important, perhaps, it 

was demonstrated how, with adequate calibration, the geological units identified by a 

relatively high-spatial-resolution aircraft instrument can be extrapolated on a consistent 

basis to the much broader scene obtained from satellite imagery. 

Remote sensing technologies are not capable of replacing field geology. Beyond 

the problems of calibration and spatial resolution, such instruments are only capable of 
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responding to the surface expression of composition. Not all imponant geological 

features are apparent on the immediate surface, and, of those that are, some imponant 

ones, such as ore veins, are not of sufficient spatial extent to show in high-altitude 

imagery. Moreover, what is seen in reflectance spectroscopy is strongly dominated by 

weathering and surface patinas which may not always be diagnostic of the rock type. 

On the other hand, remote sensing technologies are sometimes sensitive to 

features that easily evade the human eye. Subtle compositional differences, that to a 

human might be masked by similar visible color, are often readily detectable. Diffuse 

features, such· as the erosional products of a highly concentrated source rock, can be quite 

apparent as a spectral "halo" spreading out from the source. The development of 

analytical geochemistry augmented, rather than replaced field studies, and, like laboratory 

geochemistry, it seems likely that multispectral remote sensing will not only augment the 

skills of the geologist, but will also change our ways of looking at geological problems. 

Only limited compositional information can be obtained from broadband 

multispectral instruments like those examined in Chapters 2 and 3. The characteristic 

spectra of specific minerals are masked by the averaging across wide bandpasses; even a 

sharp peak will result only in slight rise in the average value of a broad band. Detailed 

mineralogical information can be obtained only from much higher spectral resolution, 

comparable to laboratory spectroscopy. Such "hyperspectral" instruments, however, 

require even greater precision in calibration, not only because finer detail is being 

discerned, but also because the fine spectrum of the atmosphere is interwoven into the 

reflectance spectra. Changes in such variables as the humidity of the scene can have a 

dramatic effect on the spectra from such instruments. 

To date, most atmospheric calibration of such instruments has been carried out by 

the use of reference standards--that is, by finding a feature in the scene of known (or 

presumed) composition, and removing its spectrum to infer an atmospheric spectrum that 

can then be removed from the remaining pixels in the image. The problems with such an 

approach are that a) a suitable reference is not always available in the scene, and b) such a 

calibration approach requires a substantial amount of time and human judgment. Typical 
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multispectral data sets are very large; hyperspectral data sets are enormous in size. 

Simply to cope with the quantities of data involved a high degree of automation will be 

necessary if such techniques are to prove practical. 

At present, the problem of atmospheric calibration is still overshadowed by the 

problems of instrument response; instruments being flown at the time of this study were 

still dominated by instrument noise and response drift. These problems are being solved; 

therefore, the concluding section of this study was devoted to examining the feasibility of 

developing a relatively automated approach to removing atmospheric effects from 

hyperspectral data sets. 

The detailed spectral signatures of the atmosphere that cause interpretation 

problems in hyperspectral data are the same signatures that allow atmospheric corrections 

to be made. With high-resolution instruments, when a spectrum is obtained the 

instrument is in effect sounding the atmosphere at the same time. The technique 

developed in Chapter 4 of this study shows that it is possible to calibrate the data based 

on information present in the data itself. Because of the predictable deepening and 

broadening behavior of certain absorption bands in atmospheric spectra, it is possible to 

use certain diagnostic bands to obtain quantitative estimates of the density of important 

atmospheric species along the path of incoming radiation. In principle, the technique 

developed here is capable of correcting for atmospheric effects in hyperspectral data sets 

without seeking reference standards within the scene. 

The ideal test of this technique would require not only a stable and calibrated 

instrument, but also, ideally, an area of higher spectral contrast than that used in the 

Wyoming test site examined in this study. If the technique is indeed robust, it should be 

able not only to distinguish different mineral species in a scene, but should also be able to 

identify and "alarm" similar minerals between scenes under very different atmospheric 

conditions. Hyperspectral remote sensing is simply not practical unless atmospheric 

effects can be corrected for in an efficient and consistent manner; this study has proposed 

one workable approach to the problem. 
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